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Abstract 

 

 

Results of the numerical study on the initial formation stages of low-mass protostellar 

systems leading to single, binary, triplet, and quadruple protostar systems formation are 

reported here. In addition to these various types of protostellar objects we also investigate 

the overall structure formation that takes place within collapsing molecular cores that 

yield during the course of evolution the spiral structure formation, ring formation, and bar 

formation under various initial conditions chosen for a rotating solar mass cloud of 

molecular hydrogen to mimic the states prevailing in star formation regions in our    

Milky Way galaxy.  

There have been three key parameters belonging to the initial star forming conditions 

whose effects on the overall outcome of protostallar systems have been examined. These 

parameters are the initial thermal state of the prestellar core, the amplitude of azimuthal 

density perturbation introduced in initially uniform density state of the core, and the 

impact of the critical density which governs the transition from isothermal to adiabatic 

thermodynamic behavior of the collapsing core. 

For protostellar binaries, the separation is determined as a function of the initial thermal 

state of the core by varying its initial temperature. For this purpose a slightly modified 

version of the Burkert and Bodenheimer collapse test is taken into consideration. We find 

that the result is fairly sensitive to both the initial thermal state of the cloud and the initial 

azimuthal density perturbation’s amplitude A. For A=10 %, variations of only 1 unit 

Kelvin below 10 K causes a change of up to 100 AU in protobinary separation, while for 

this small amplitude of perturbation the initial temperatures above 10 K result a single 

low-mass fragment, instead  of a binary,  that does not reach even near to the protostellar  
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densities. However, protostellar binaries, do appear if the amplitude of perturbation is 

enhanced from 10 % to 25 %.  

A star forming hydrogen gas is normally considered to be initially at 10 K. For structural 

formation study, we have explored that an oscillation around this normally considered 

value can be influential  in determining the fate of a collapsing gas as it evolves in its 

structural properties that may lead to formation of proto-stars. We examined the initial 

range of temperature of star forming gas between 8 K to 12 K and tried to compare the 

emerging physical properties within the early phase of formation of protostellar system. 

According to our findings the spiral structures are likely to appear in a strongly perturbed 

molecular cores that commence their phase of collapse from temperatures lesser than    

10 K. However, cores with initial temperatures more than 10 K potentially develop, 

instead of spiral, a ring structure which afterwards experiences the clumps formation. It is 

possible to observe a transition from spiral to ring instability at a typical initial core 

temperature of 10 K. 

Similarly, while investigating the effects of critical density variations on the evolution of 

protostellar systems, we find that the critical density affects the structural evolution of the 

envelope of gas, also the dimension of emerging rotating disk structures during collapse 

too get affected as well as the number of fragments appearing from the concluding 

fragmentation of the disks. It is suggested that this mechanism has the potential to give 

birth to young protostellar objects that may eventually constitute systems of bound 

multiple protostars.  

The entire numerical experiment is conducted by using 250025 SPH particles to construct 

virtually the geometry of each molecular core investigated here.   
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Chapter 1 

 

1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

 

1.1.1 Star Formation Covers Cosmic History 

 

The process of star formation started back in history of our cosmic evolution 

when the universe was around 400 Myrs old (Figure 1.1). Since then the variety of stars 

have come into existence and the unique features associated with the emerging stars have 

been governed by the environment within which their birth has taken place. Low-mass 

stars are certainly not the exception in this regard. In fact, these low-mass stars are also a 

part of stellar archeology (Frebel et al. 2007). According to the theory of low-mass star 

formation, supported by a plethora of observations, it is the gravitational collapse of 

rotating density enhancements within molecular clouds that makes it possible for cloud to 

give birth to a proto-star.  Digging further into the physics of the process, both high and 

low-mass stars are thought to form from the collapse of a low-density interstellar 

molecular cloud, producing a high-density core which evolves into a flattened proto-

planetary disk through which material is accreted onto the growing central object. 
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Figure1.1 - History of structure formation in the Universe. Image Credits: European Space Agency (ESA). 

  

1.1.2 Where Does the Material Supply Come From 

 

Star forming regions of a galaxy cannot remain completely isolated. In fact, it is 

their interaction with other parts of a galaxy that makes it possible to sustain a nearly 

constant rate of star formation. It is estimated that in the absence of this important 

feature, star forming galaxies would have consumed all of their star forming material in a 

matter of about two billion years (Daddi et al. 2010).  The supply of fresh gas to certain 

regions where star formation is taking place comes not only from within a galaxy but also 

from the outside as can be seen in Figure 1.2. Considering the inner source first, we know 

that the gas lost from stars is a common phenomenon. This mass-loss in the form of 

stellar winds along with supernovae explosions contributes to alter the chemical 

composition of interstellar medium (Georges Meynet, 1999). Assuming the instantaneous 

recycling approximation, this local supply of gas to the interstellar medium, when comes 

from massive stars in particular, that have relatively short time of evolution, can be used 

in the formation of future generation of stars. Observation regarding such recycled 

material has also inferred that it could extend gas consumption timescales in the disk 

galaxy population (Kennicutt et al. 1994).  But when it comes to an external source of gas 

http://iopscience.iop.org/0004-637X/734/1/48/fulltext/apj_734_1_48.text.html#_blank
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like intergalactic clouds such as ‘the Vela Cloud’ is a galaxy-sized HI object discovered 

in NGC 3256 galaxy group (J. Bland-Hawthorn, 2009), we certainly are provided with a 

strong evidence of availability of ample metal poor gas that when transferred to the star 

forming regions of galaxies via cold accretion phase could fulfill the need of required 

amount of gas for new stars to born.  Also a reasonable agreement between observed 

properties and model predictions of the galaxy is normally obtained by supposing that the 

disk formed because of the infall of gas (Franc¸ois et al. 2004). This accreted gas should 

be inclined towards primordial chemistry because the observation-based star formation 

rate (SFR) versus age plot (Rocha-Pinto et al. 2000) demands the necessity of including 

inflow of metal-poor gas to the solar neighborhood throughout the evolution of galactic 

disk. On the other hand, mass-loss mechanism in massive stars could inject fair amount 

of heavy elements into the interstellar medium.  There exist two possibilities regarding 

the true origin of this unprocessed matter. It could either be a genuine intergalactic 

material lurking in the so called empty part of the universe or it could be a material which 

was always been a part of the galaxy but because being positioned in the outer region of 

the evolving i.e. collapsing galaxy never ever managed to reach to the disk of a galaxy 

hence remained chemically unprocessed. Emphasizing on the external origin scenario, 

quite a significant number of galaxies have already been discovered so far around which 

there exist HI clouds in forms of tails and filaments (B. A. Williams, 2002). It is 

reasonable to assume that when such an external origin gas is mixed with existing 

interstellar medium, the fractional amount of heavy element Z is going to be reduced.  
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Figure 1.2 - The large-scale flows of gas in the Milky Way halo of faint stars and hot gas. Using the 

Hubble Space Telescope's Cosmic Origins Spectrograph and Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph. 

Image Credits: European Space Agency (ESA). 

 

An important aspect of the theory of infall is its feature to control the rate of change of Z 

in a given interstellar medium. We know that in the absence of any infall gas from an 

intergalactic medium the local star formation mechanism can create heavy elements and 

eventually through mass-loss it can make the Z of interstellar medium to increase. 

However, in case of intergalactic gas infall phase, the increasing Z of interstellar medium 

can be either reduced or even reversed via mixing of primordial gas with a processed gas. 

Another strong argument in favor of gas infall mechanism is the results that have 

obtained by following a model for the chemical evolution of solar neighborhood related 

to observed distribution of heavy element abundances of low-mass stars. This observed 

distribution can be best understood if infall has been important throughout the galactic 

history and even today. 
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1.1.3 Theory Behind the Low-Mas Star Formation and it’s Significance 

 

 Dense regions in interstellar space serving as stellar nurseries are the molecular clouds 

where gravitational collapses in molecular cores form stars. Such collapses, however, are 

dependent on fact that the core is massive enough such that the associated gas pressure is 

insufficient to support it against the gravitational pull. There has been a theoretical debate 

existing when it comes to address the mechanisms by which prestellar cores form and 

evolve in molecular clouds (André, 2009).  Initially, self-gravity was considered as the 

force responsible to give birth to dense cores purely by gravitational fragmentation 

(Larson, 1985, Hartmann, 2002). But then it was realized that magnetic field and 

interstellar turbulence must be considered as these have the potential to affect the 

core/star formation. Further, the vital role of supersonic turbulence that may support 

clouds on large scales and cause density fluctuations on small scales has also been 

investigated (Padoan & Nordlund, 2002; Mac Law & Klessen, 2004). 

The formation of low-mass stars is a mechanism based on series of different 

stages (Larson, 1969; Shu et al., 1987). It all begins from the stage when gravitationally 

bound cores that are initially supported against gravity via pressure that comes from 

thermal effect, magnetic field, and turbulence; emerge from fragmentation of molecular 

clouds (Mouschovias, 1991). Ambipolar diffusion (Mouschovias, 1991) or dissipation of 

turbulence (Nakano, 1998; Businger, 2001) may cause molecular cores to become 

gravitationally unstable and collapse. At the earliest phase of collapse, the core remains 

isothermal as released gravitational energy is easily radiated away because of relatively 

low density of the system. But this last only till the formation of an opaque hydrostatic 

protostellar object at the center (Larson, 1969; Boss & Yorke, 1995; Bate, 1998) as 

radiations are now not allowed to leave the system. The system can now be described 

with a central object accreting mass from the parent envelop. This is called an accretion 

phase. Bipolar outflows according to the observations are always associated with this 

phase of accretion (Alcolea et al., 2001; Schmeja et al., 2004).  

 Low-mass circumstellar disks are associated with Low-mass proto-stars (Scholz et al., 

2006). These disks are more easily photo evaporated in cases where external radiation 

field is present (Owen et al., 2012; Adams et al., 2004). This may develop our 
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understanding about how brown dwarfs are formed within fragmenting disk associated to 

a multiple protostellar system (Stamatellos & Whitworth,  2009) as these external 

radiation can blow away the envelop of gas hence preventing the possibility of further 

accretion of material form the parent core to the brown dwarf already existing inside the 

system. Focusing on low-mass stars allows us to construct a detailed image of how 

dynamical interactions play their role in a multiple protostellar systems mainly because 

these low-mass stars are far more sensitive to such interactions than the high mass stars 

(Adams et al., 2006).       

 Significant advances have been made recently in the field of low-mass star 

formation covering the initial phase of prestellar core to the development of young 

sytellar objects (André et al., 2010; Pilbratt et al., 2010). With this progress, it is now 

possible to address open questions related to origin of the stellar initial mass function 

(IMF), core mass function (CMF), connection between (IMF) and (CMF), and more 

importantly to the theme of this thesis, the role of initial conditions in the star formation 

process.  

 

1.2 Motivation 

 

Modern astrophysics has evolved to a great extent and we are now in a position to 

comprehend in detail the extremely non-linear phenomena of star formation and its 

evolution. The development of both observational and numerical techniques over a period 

of last 5 decades have provided a perfect blended approach towards exploring the 

complexities of both visible and invisible astrophysical phenomena. Low-mass proto-star 

formation is indeed one of the existing challenges that invite astrophysicists to put more 

efforts to explain the governing mechanisms. This thesis is an attempt in the same 

direction and hence highly motivated towards unveiling certain unexplained 

characteristics of low-mass proto-stellar cores that remain highly sensitive to any changes 

in prevailing initial states. It also closely addresses the general assumption of 10 K as 

initial temperature of low-mass star forming molecular cores that most of the similar 
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studies numerical in particular have followed (Young, Chadwick H. et al., 2003; E. I. 

Vorobyov and Shantanu Basu, 2005). 

 

1.3 Proto-stars and Their Classes 

 

1.3.1 Introduction 

 

Proto-stars come into existence in embedded conditions. Thick dust and dark molecular 

regions are found as their birth places. They simply remain a mystery when tried to 

observe with optical band of electromagnetic radiations. Nevertheless, we can still gather 

some information about the early stages of evolution by relying on infrared and sub-

millimeter observations. These radiations are emitted from the core from black body 

radiation from dust. It is possible to explore the bolometric luminosities and spectral 

energy distribution (SED) of the proto-stars (Wilking B. A. et al. 1989), (Sean M. 

Andrews, Jonathan P. Williams, 2005). The phenomenon of reddening of star light, the 

presence of reflection nebulae, etc. are the indications that star light is reprocessed during 

its journey through absorption, re-emission, and scattering that take place within the 

interstellar dust. Here comes the role of this surrounding interstellar dust and gas in 

affecting the emergent spectral energy distribution of the proto-stars. An important 

feature associated to the dust and gas is their radiations that are not of a single 

wavelength but rather range of temperatures corresponding to multiple wavelengths. This 

invites us to classify these young stellar objects not by their position in HR diagram but 

by their shapes of spectral energy distributions (SEDs) (Lada, C. J. & Wilking, B. J. 

1984). This realization stimulated the construction of models and developing the theories 

related to isolated low-mass proto-star formation. 

 

1.3.2 Development of Classes 

 

Based on observed differences in the SEDs of young stellar objects four classes 

have been established namely Class 0, Class I, Class, II, and Class III (Shu et al., 1987). 
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According to the scheme, Class 0 stars belong to molecular cores which just started their 

collapse under gravity. Class I caters stars which are embedded inside an envelope of 

infalling circumstellar material reaching to the plane of disk and hence to the proto-star. 

This Class I source, despite the fact that it often illuminates faint optical nebulosity, is 

never really directly optically observable. Then comes Class II stars majority of which 

are optically visible. These sources are close to fully assembled stars which are 

experiencing the phase of disk accretion. Optical spectroscopic analyses have inferred 

that Class II accommodates usually classical T Tauri stars (CTTS). Finally, comes Class 

III stars which are in post accretion phase of their evolution. Like Class II, these Class III 

sources are also optically visible. These are also commonly known as weak-lined T- 

Tauri stars or very young main sequence stars. 
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Figure 1.3 - The classes of evolving protostar. The image is cited from (Andrea Isella’s thesis, 2006). 

http://www.astro.caltech.edu/isella/home_files/Thesis.pdf 

 

Recently accepted scheme of classification  (van Boekel et al., 2006) utilizes the spectral 

index (α) defined as -dlog υ Fυ / dlog υ  longward of 2.2 μm, see Figure 1.3. Here υ is the 

frequency, and F υ is the radiated energy/sec/solid angle/frequency/area) . With this 

classes can be described as: 

 

http://www.astro.caltech.edu/~isella/home_files/Thesis.pdf
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Class I  α > 0, 

Class II  α < 0, 

Class III  α < 0 

 

In terms of their temperature range and lifetime according to (Enoch, Melissa L. et al., 

2009), these classes can also be represented in Table 1.1: 

 

Table: 1.1 Classification of proto-stars with respect to the bolometric temperature

 and lifetime. 

 

 Class Type Temperature (Tbol) Lifetime (yrs) 

Class 0 T < 70 K < 10
5 

Class I 70 K < T < 650 K few x 10
5 

Class II 650 K < T < 2800 K few x 10
6 

Class III T > 2800 few x 10
7 

 

1.3.3 The Focus and Structure of the Thesis 

 

This thesis focuses on the hierarchical evolution of low-mass proto-stars and 

special emphasis remains on exploring the sensitivity of certain initial conditions that 

play a decisive role in setting the course of evolution of the proto-stellar core and hence 

the final product. The computational effort involved in the thesis allows us to revisit 

numerically the formation process of class 0 and class I stars. Class II has also been 

investigated marginally by examining the very early respective age of the evolving proto-

stars. The prime goal of this thesis is to establish deeper understanding of low-mass 

proto-stellar objects when subjected to minor fluctuations occurred in thick envelop of 

gas and dust. To meet the requirement, a three dimensional SPH code namely 

‘GRADSPH’ has been used to investigate the matter.   
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The thesis structures as follows: 

Chapter 1 remains as introductory, where star formation with its cosmic history was 

briefly revisited including the current supply of unprocessed matter from intergalactic 

medium to interstellar medium, that helps to sustain certain rate of star formation in 

galaxies. Classes related to proto-stars are also discussed that develops an understanding 

of star formation process that undergoes various stages of evolution. Chapter 2 explores 

the potential regions of low-mass proto-star formation. This is followed by theoretical 

insights of conditions feasible for star formation. Then in chapter 3 the numerical scheme 

that serves as a prime tool to study star formation process is introduced. First the 

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method with all its key features is briefly 

discussed, then a version of it known as  GRADSPH has been fully described with all its 

characteristics that make GRADSPH a powerful computer code to study astrophysical 

fluid dynamics. Then comes the core chapter 4. Here the construction of virtual geometry 

of molecular cores is described. The subsections of this chapter 4 discuss the model 

parameters setting, and results obtained after respective model run. This is followed by a 

concluding discussion in which numerical findings are explained. Finally, chapter 5 

summarizes the entire effort of the thesis and concludes its outcome. 
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Chapter 2 

 

2 Exploring the Low-Mass Star Formation 

  

2.1  Potential Regions for Low-Mass Proto-stars   

 

There are many types of proto-stars that emerge from the interplay between local 

gravity and pressure of gas. But the birth of low-mass proto-stars invites us to construct a 

theoretical background of the physical processes involved by relying on methods other 

than observations. This is mainly due to the reasons that cosmic forces create such 

objects inside a thick envelop of gas and dust that obscure the view for an external 

observer. Even the longer wavelengths failed to provide any clue about what is going on 

inside the dust. In addition to this constraint we also realize that the birth of a star is too 

slow on a human time scale. Our observations bring to us only a snapshot of the whole 

process of star formation. But nonetheless, the phenomenon of formation of low-mass 

proto-star has some vital importance as it takes us closer to understand the formation of 

planetary systems which is an unanswered question about our existence in the solar 

system. We believe that this secret is hidden inside the thick envelop of gas and dust 

(Hasegawa et al. 2011) and (Melis et al. 2012).  

2.1.1 Molecular Clouds 

 

 Despite the fact that a molecule is far more complicated structure than an atom 

and one has to deal with greater number of possible spectral transitions, the molecular 

spectroscopy is far more informative in astrophysical context than atomic spectroscopy. 
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Figure 2.1- Revealing the signature of star formation through mid-infrared spectroscopy. The image is 

cited from www.spitzer.caltech.edu. 

  

By the late 1960s there were few evidences about the presence of substantial interstellar 

medium. Very few weak absorption lines of CH, CH+, and CN molecules were detected 

in optical band, maser-like emission lines from OH and water molecules had been 

reported by radio astronomers. Theoreticians however had predicted that H2 molecules 

must be existing in the dark regions of space. But besides these forecasts, these dark 

clouds with temperature ~ 10 K there is actually  not enough energy available to excite 

rotational or vibrational state in any wavelength. The molecular hydrogen does have 

transitions in the IR regime, but these cannot be excited because there is not enough 

energy. Hence special techniques were needed to mark its presence in interstellar 

medium. The spectrum of star-light coming from short-lived blue stars behind the dark 

interstellar cloud containing H2 can show ultraviolet absorption lines. These signatures of 

ultraviolet absorption lines can reveal a great deal of information about the molecular 

hydrogen present between stars and the observer. Along with other properties of clouds 

containing H2 these ultraviolet absorption lines are the best means to estimates the gas 

temperature if one uses the Boltzmann equation that describes the relation between 

energy levels and the temperature of gas in a quantitative sense. Eventually then came the 

http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/explore/blog/158-The-Story-of-Star-Formation
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era of observation of ultra violet, infrared, and millimeter wavebands in 1970s and a 

number of new molecules were reported along with a significant  breakthrough in the 

form of a discovery of giant molecular cloud which host vast accumulation of molecular 

hydrogen and many other complex compounds see Figure 2.1. Molecules such as CS, 

NH3, and HCO+ were treated successfully as good tracers of high density molecular 

regions. This picture was further refined when a search was made to investigate the 

discrepancy observed in separation of emission peaks of CS and NH3 as much wider 

spectral lines of CS were observed than NH3 even when similar angular resolutions were 

used (Morata et al., 1997). This unexpected finding was not fitting in the general picture 

of ISM.  (Taylor et al., 1998) tried to describe the imbalance between CS & NH3 

observations by introducing the idea of transient nature for dense cores in molecular 

cloud.  Based on studies of interstellar cloud TMC-1 (Figure 2.2), it was further 

suggested that within the sub-structure small timescales for chemical evolution were 

involved inferring that this could be the reason behind the rich chemical state of TMC-1 

(Hartquist et al. 2001). 

CO is another important tracer. Carbon monoxide surveys play an important role in many 

studies related to star formation. High resolution CO observations of dense cloud cores 

and molecular out flows have contributed greatly to our understanding of how stars form. 

Carbon monoxide (CO) is the second most abundant molecular species after H2 in 

molecular clouds and is often used to determine the column density of molecular 

hydrogen by assuming a [CO/H2] abundance ratio. 

An increase in gas density causes a significant fraction of CO molecules being  

transformed from  gas  to  solid  (Hernandez et  al., 2011;  Whittet et  al., 2010). The 

freeze out is on to dust grains and also requires that the gas is cold T < 20 K. As  a  

molecular clump evolves, the density and temperature increase. The bolometric 

luminosity also increases as the protostars form and evolve in molecular clumps  

(Emprechtinger  et  al. 2009 ).   

The  ratio  of bolometric luminosity to submillimeter emission is also used as an effective 

indicator for protostar evolution. It has also been found that the relative abundance of 

gaseous CO significantly anti-correlates  with  dust  temperature  and  luminosity-to-mass 
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ratio  and  positively  correlates  with  column  density,  volume density,  and  dust  

emissivity  spectral  index,  indicating  that gaseous CO abundance can also serve well as 

an evolutionary indicator. 

On the large parsec-scale, one can also probe deeper with improved sensitivity by using 

13
CO and C

18
O than 

12
CO. The approach has already highlighted the filamentary and 

irregular structure of molecular clouds inferring the transient nature (Bergin, E. A., & 

Tafalla, M., 2007). 
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Figure 2.2 - The Taurus Molecular Cloud (TMC-1) lies 450 ly away in Taurus and contains many complex 

molecules. The upper-right part of the dusty filament shown here is Barnard 211, while the lower-left part 

is Barnard 213. Image Credit: ESO/APEX (MPIfR/ESO/OSO)/A. 

 

Pre-stellar cores (PSCs) that provide the initial conditions in the process of star and planet 

formation have recently been investigated in much detail. Focusing on low-mass PSCs, 

on the basis of measurements of dust and gas temperature profiles (Pagani et al, 2007) 

along with estimates of their kinematics, chemical composition, density structure and 

ionization fraction (Keto & Caselli, 2008, 2010) conclusions have emerged from the 
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study according to which PSCs are mainly thermally supported. Also, PSCs are heated 

from outside by starlight and cosmic rays (Galli et al., 2002). 

Coming back to the spectroscopic analysis of these PSCs it is important to note that 

HCO
+
 and CS molecules have been used to trace the velocity field associated with      

class 0 and class I objects (Hogerheijde, 2001 & Belloche et al., 2002). But the low 

temperatures (≤ 10 K) of PSCs, most of the neutral molecules freeze out on the dust grain 

such as CO and CS molecules freeze out at n(H2) ≥ 10
5
 cm

-3
, so that these species trace 

the outer parts of the core (Tafalla et al, 2004). However, N2 molecule remains abundant 

at these densities hence making N2H
+
 and N2D

+
 better tracers of PSCs than CO and CS 

(Crapsi et al., 2004). But then at the very centers of the PSCs, where ≥ 10
6
 cm

-3
, even N2 

freezes out (Belloche & Andr´e 2004). Still one of the few molecules that remains 

available as a possible tracer is H2D
+
. 

 

2.1.2 The HI and HII Regions 

 

Apart from the dark isolated molecular clouds having transient nature of cores and 

filamentary structures, there exist crowded HII region where low-mass star formation 

takes place under immensely active surroundings, by virtue of other radiation sources 

lurking around  as can be seen in Figure 2.4. These relatively violent conditions have 

profound impacts on the entire evolution of low-mass star formation.  
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Figure 2.3 - HII region locations in Milky Way Red areas mark locations of a string of newly-discovered 

HII regions stretching across a portion of the MIlky Way. CREDIT: HRDS Survey Team, 

NRAO/AUI/NSF (radio); Axel Mellinger (optical). 

 

Widely variable conditions prevailing within molecular clouds made it possible for 

astronomers to discover translucent molecular clouds which are identical to typical 

diffuse HI clouds but with higher masses. 

Both HI and translucent clouds in terms of their shapes are found irregular. They are 

found in mass range of 3 to 100 Mʘ (Ostlie & Carrol, 1996). 

 

2.1.3 Bok Globule 

 

Another type of dense but relatively small molecular clouds is called Bok globules which 

are much cooler than HI clouds and interestingly almost spherical in shapes (Figure 2.5). 

Despite their small sizes they cover a wider range of low masses (1Mʘ to 1000 Mʘ).  

(Ostlie & Carrol, 1996).  
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Figure 2.4 - An image of Thackeray's Globules, a set of Bok globules in the H II region IC 2944, taken 

with the WFPC2 instrument on the Hubble Space Telescope. Image is cited from 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bok_globule.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thackeray's_Globules
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H_II_region
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IC_2944
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wide_Field_and_Planetary_Camera_2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hubble_Space_Telescope
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Table 2.1 Important properties related to dark clouds, clumps, and cores. 

 

Properties Clouds Clumps Cores 

Mass (Mʘ) 10
3
 - 10

4 
50 – 500 0.5 – 5 

Size (pc) 2 – 15 0.3 - 3 0.03 – 0.2 

Mean density (cm
-3

) 10
3
 - 10

4 
10

4
 - 10

5 
50 - 500 

Velocity extent (km s
-1

) 2 – 5 0.3 - 3 0.1 – 0.3 

Crossing time (Myr) 2 – 4 ~ 1 0.5 – 1 

Gas temperature (K) ~ 10 10 – 20 8 – 12 

Examples Taurus, Musca L1709, B213 L1544, B68 

 

We summarize here some of the key properties related to dark clouds, clumps, and cores 

as described by (Bergin, E. A. and Tafalla, M., 2007). 

Then comes a class of dense molecular clouds which was first explored by Herschel. 

These clouds were discovered with significant amount of gas rich in H2 than dust. It took 

no time for astronomers to further explore and reach to a conclusion that these dense 

molecular clouds also termed as dark nebulae are distributed in galactic disk in great 

numbers alongside the HII regions. Exploiting the wavelength of the 2.6-mm CO line that 

remains as an important tool to comprehend the structure of our galaxy, we come across 

an interesting distribution of both atomic and molecular hydrogen. Although they roughly 

share same total mass of 2 x 10
9
 Mʘ but their locations infer far more different pattern. 

Atomic hydrogen is found much more reduced near the center of galaxy otherwise fairly 

evenly distributed within the radius of 3 - 14 kpc. Molecular hydrogen, however, is found 

distributed in segments (see Figure 2.6). For instance, regions in the range of 0 - 2 kpc 

and of 3 - 7 kpc are observed rich in H2.  
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Figure 2.5 - Mapping the molecular hydrogen present in galaxy. Light from the excitation of atomic 

hydrogen; the same, for molecular hydrogen; infrared; near infrared; optical; x-ray radiation; gamma rays. 

These panels were assembled at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center's Astrophysics Data Center using 

results from satellites developed there and elsewhere. Image is cited from 

http://www.fas.org/irp/imint/docs/rst/Sect20/preface.html. 

  

2.2 Theoretical Insight 

 

 To unveil the detailed structural properties of molecular cores and the processes 

involved in giving birth to low-mass proto-stars, one needs to follow elongated cloud 

rather than the more standard spherical cloud (Smith et al., 2011). We, however, for the 

sake of simplicity have adopted sphericity and axisymmetry as our standard assumptions. 

In this thesis I construct the entire framework of understanding of phenomenon of low-

mass proto-star formation on a standard ground and leave the version of elongated cloud 

as initial condition for the future work. This modern approach traces back to an analytical 

model (Shu et al., 1987) that describes the star formation mechanism in four fundamental 

stages of evolution as can be seen in Figure 2.7 which is an artistic impression. The 

process begins from a giant molecular cloud that experiences the critical Jeans mass and 

collapses under it’s own gravity to form bound cores. Then in the next stage the central 

proto-star comes into existence within an envelope of thick gas that when going through 

phase of accretion forms a disk around a proto-star. A matured form of this stage causes 

http://www.fas.org/irp/imint/docs/rst/Sect20/preface.html
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an outflow of gas along disk’s rotational axis. At the last stage of evolution, material gets 

settled down and a proto-star surrounded by a disk is emerged as final outcome. 

 

 

Figure 2.6 - Four evolutionary stages of protostar development. The image is cited from 

http://www.astro.wisc.edu/~denzmore/research.html. 

 

This picture of star formation has remained well in agreement with our observations for 

decades. But the scheme does not cover the entire range of possibilities of various other 

types of proto-star formations. Binary systems and other observations related to multiple 
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proto-stars remained as physical phenomena that need to be modeled.  In the next 

subsection, some important features related to the proto-star formation are discussed. 

 

2.2.1 Jeans Instability 

    

Despite being the most profound and governing force in nature shaping up 

structures in all cosmic events, gravity alone never determines whether a given molecular 

core lurking in vast interstellar medium will become a star. In fact, it is an ongoing battle 

between gravity and thermal pressure in a cloud that decides the fate. A careful 

examination of the process reveals that the pressure of gas at a point in cloud is the 

function of temperature and density of cloud at that point. Therefore, the thermal pressure 

is almost identical for small and large molecular clouds. On the other hand, gravity that 

depends strongly on mass of the cloud could be significantly different for the two types 

of cloud. Jeans in 1902 analyzed this process and formulated a criterion according to 

which for a given temperature and density only clouds with more than a specific mass 

can exhibit collapse under self-gravity. For a mathematical description within the context 

of Virial theorem, dynamical equilibrium for a gas with the gravity (GM
2
/R) and the 

thermally exerted  force, or kinetic energy (3/2NkT) of the particles, we may write cases 

that define dynamical stability of the system as 

 

                 (   )(                 ) 

 

Ek < - ½ EG  (collapse)  

Ek > - ½ EG  (expansion) 

  

For a spherical cloud of constant density the gravitational potential energy is 

   
  

 

   

 
         (   ) 

and     

   
 

 

 

   
         (   ) 
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Following the collapse condition, we have 

    

   
 
    

 
      (   ) 

Substitutung for R, we get 

  (
   

    
)
  ⁄
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)
  ⁄

    (   ) 

This is the equation for Jeans mass.   

So, Jeans mass is a minimum mass required for collapse. Another important characteristic 

of Jeans mass during gravitational collapse lies in its behavior in two different thermal 

states namely isothermal and adiabatic. Jeans mass decreases with the increasing density, 

i.e. smaller and smaller parts of the original cloud may become instable hence leading to 

fragmentation as long as the molecular cloud acts as an isothermal system.  

    
   ⁄    ⁄ (

  

    
)
  ⁄

(
 

  
)
  ⁄

 (   ) 

But by virtue of an ever increasing gravitational pull that reduces the transparent nature 

of cloud the system may transform from isothermal to adiabatic. Under this adiabatic 

state the Jeans mass becomes an increasing function of density. 

To clear the picture of how the Jeans mass behaves in this new phase of adiabatic 

collapse, we can recall the adiabatic relation T α ρ 
γ -1

. This gives MJ α T
3/2

 ρ 
-1/2  

α  ρ
1/2

 .  

 

2.2.2 The Role of Gas Metallicity 

    

It was a primordial gas composed of H and He from which the first star in the universe 

came into existence. The metal-free gas evolving within dark matter haloes made it 

possible for protostellar cores to become optically thick (Bromm & Loeb, 2004; Yoshida 

et al., 2006; Gao et al., 2007). These early stars when reach to their death they created the 

first heavy elements which were then ejected into the intergalactic medium via 

supernovae (Madau, Ferrara & Rees, 2001). These metals significantly alter the dynamics 

of collapsing gas clouds by increasing the number of available atomic and molecular 

transitions through which the gas looses it’s internal energy relatively quickly than in 

case of absence of metals (Omukai, 2000; Bromm et al., 2001; Bromm & Loeb, 2003).  
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As discussed earlier that the star forming regions in a galaxy quite often interact with its 

neighboring parts and cannot remain in a complete isolation. An important aspect of the 

theory of infall is its feature to control the rate of change of matellacity Z in a given 

interstellar medium. We know that in the absence of any infalling gas from an 

intergalactic medium the local star formation mechanism can create heavy elements and 

eventually through mass-loss it can make the Z of interstellar medium to increase. 

However, in the case of intergalactic gas infall phase, the increasing Z of interstellar 

medium can be either reduced or even reversed via mixing of primordial gas with a 

processed gas. Another strong argument in favor of gas infall mechanism is the results 

that have obtained by following a model for the chemical evolution of solar 

neighborhood related to observed distribution of heavy element abundances of low-mass 

stars. This observed distribution can be best understood if infall has been important 

throughout the galactic history and even today. 

In the earliest work to bring the metal cooling into the three dimensional hydrodynamics, 

small set of the most dominant atomic transitions of C, N, O, Fe, Si, and S have been 

used (Bromm et al., 2001). It is important to notice that the most important coolant in 

low-metallicity environment is H2 that was ignored mainly because of the model 

assumption of a very large photodissociating UV backkground. This suppression of H2 

cooling in the UV background was also investigated and conclusions were drawn that UV 

background never completely suppresses H2 formation and cooling but delays the process 

at least in case of low-mass haloes (Wise & Abel, 2007; Visbal et al., 2014). 

 

2.2.3 Runaway Collapse 

 

 This type of collapse refers to state of a system in which nearly spherically 

geometric distribution of gas tends to show a relatively faster collapse at the denser 

central region as compared to the remaining surrounding parts. The cloud shows 

nonhomologous contraction and the central density increases greatly in a finite timescale 

(Tomisaka, 1998). For example, in molecular hydrogen core during the initial stages of 

collapse, envelop of gas is much more transparent and therefore the small rate of 
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compressional heating can easily be compensated by radiating it away from the system 

via molecular line emission. This makes it possible for the system to remain in phase of 

isothermal for some duration (Tomisaka, 2002). 

 

2.2.4 Thermal Response 

 

 According to our theoretical understanding, the two different phases of collapse 

that are isothermal and adiabatic have completely different response in terms of the 

corresponding Jeans mass to a subsequently increasing density of the system.  This, in the 

realm of thermal behavior of gas, is a key to determine the fate of collapse in terms of 

possible fragmentation (collapse(s) within a collapse). Furthermore, the important feature 

of core collapse can be seen in the temperature-density diagram of (Hayashi and Nakano, 

1965b, Hayashi, 1966). The diagram predicts that the temperature during the first 

isothermal phase of collapse remains nearly at 10 K against a significant rise in density. 

Then as the system becomes optically thick a rise in temperature along with density is 

observed. In retrospect, as the system evolves further, it becomes much difficult for it to 

effectively radiate away the energy released during gravitational collapse merely because 

of the subsequently increasing optical depth. In a pure theoretical perspective one can use 

the spherical geometry of the cloud along with its uniform density to work out certain 

mathematical forms governing the dynamics involved, but in reality these assumptions 

must be revisited. At least one hardly finds a uniform density cloud. There will always be 

clouds with either somewhat centrally condensed or with other density perturbations, 

taking them far beyond from a perfect uniform density case. This reduces the possibility 

of homologous collapse to be observed in these molecular regions. For instance, if a 

cloud is centrally condensed then the free fall time for material close to center will be 

much shorter than for the part of cloud material which is further out (Carroll et al. 1996).  

    (
  

  

 

   
)
  ⁄

(   ) 

Under this condition, a more rapid rise in density near the center is expected than at the 

edges (Larson, 1978). With the inhomogeneity in density, the collapsing cloud can 
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experience collapses within an overall collapse as parts of the cloud may independently 

fulfill Jeans criterion to begin the local collapses. If continues, then this process will 

eventually lead to the formation of significant number of smaller objects that may 

become proto-stars. This apparently ongoing process of giving birth to smaller self-

gravitating objects does fit in our observational picture of stellar region (Bontemps et al., 

2010). It is yet again the thermal response of cloud that restricts such cascading 

fragmentation of the cloud. As discussed previously in the section of Jean instability, the 

inevitable change of phase from isothermal to adiabatic collapse affects the Jeans mass 

itself. It clearly infers that such phase transition interrupts the process of fragmentation. 

All those fragmentations arriving in isothermal phase of collapse will now be cooked 

further to even higher temperatures under adiabatic collapse. 

 

2.2.5 Influence of Magnetic Field 

 

 We understand that the origin of magnetic field lies in a systematic motion of 

large number of charged particles. The prime role in charge transport is played by 

electrons as they are lighter than ions. Though generally it is expected that these moving 

electrons come into play in H
+
 regions where they are present in bulk quantity but they 

have been found lurking even in atomic and molecular clouds as well where cosmic rays 

impact make it possible to maintain small but significant percentage of atoms in an 

ionized form (Ferland et al., 2003). This as a result associates the phenomenon of 

magnetic field and its effects even in molecular clouds. Now to comprehend further how 

the magnetic field can influence the dynamical evolution of molecular cloud that leads to 

the formation of proto-stars (Heitsch et al., 2008), we emphasize how the magnetic field 

interacts with gravitational field of the system (Matsumoto & Tomisaka, 2004). Via an 

idea of flux freezing it can be realized that magnetic field has a potential to counter the 

gravitational collapse (Bergin & Tafalla, 2007). For example, if an isolated molecular 

cloud with existing magnetic field starts to collapse after fulfilling the required physical 

conditions, the electrons according to laws of electromagnetism feel a force that compel 

them to follow a circular path with respect to magnetic field lines. This circular motion of 
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electrons gives rise to another magnetic field with the existing magnetic field of cloud. 

As the cloud shrinks by gravitational force these net magnetic field lines also come closer 

by moving inward with the material. The ongoing circular motion of electrons 

strengthens the magnetic field of the cloud. This whole process also shapes up the 

interstellar cloud and gives us a clue that why some molecular regions of interstellar 

space appear in long thin shapes since gas within these regions move relatively easily 

along the magnetic field lines than along the paths which cross them. Numerical studies 

have also been conducted to test the theory. These simulations have revealed that 

magnetic field strength and orientation on the flow-driven formation of molecular clouds 

play vital role by preventing the formation of massive clouds and permitting the buildup 

of cold and diffuse filaments (Heitsch et al., 2009). In retrospect, under collapsing 

conditions these magnetic field lines are pushed closer to each other, resulting in an 

outward magnetic force that can challenge the gravitational force. 

There are, however, two possible scenarios. First is the case of molecular cloud in which 

magnetic field is not strong enough to prevent the collapse. Such a case belongs to 

supercritical cloud condition (Vázquez-Semadeni, 2007). Second is the condition in 

which magnetic field is powerful enough to resist the gravitational collapse of the 

molecular cloud. This is reckoned as subcritical cloud state (Basu & Ciolek, 2004). So 

just like Jeans criterion describing when a cloud experience a collapse, there exists a 

criterion expressing conditions required for a collapse in the presence of magnetic field. 

Much strong magnetic field can simply inhibit molecular cloud collapse and hence the 

star formation. But there exists a critical mass which must be exceeded for a given 

magnetic field B and cloud density n (Nakano, 1984). 

      
    (

 
    )

 

  (
 
   

    )
        (   ) 

Then even when the above criterion is not satisfied the molecular cloud may exhibit 

collapse and hence can host star formation through a possible process called ambipolar 

diffusion (Basu, & Ciolek, 2004).  
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2.2.6 Contribution from Rotation 

 

 Rotation of cloud is yet another opposing factor that resists the gravitational pull 

and hence the formation of singularity. Even a small spin can be vital enough to 

transform cloud from spherical to disk like structure. The origin of molecular cloud spin 

partly lies deep inside the intrinsic angular momentum of a galaxy (R. Arquilla & P. F. 

Goldsmith, 1986; A. A. Goodman et al., 1993; P. Caselli et al., 2002). Hence, rotation 

appears to be a ubiquitous phenomenon from large scale structures like a galaxy itself to 

relatively small scale such as molecular clouds of solar mass or even less than that. This 

is our theoretical understanding that angular momentum holds a key in the formation of 

stars and planets emerging from nebular hypothesis. Our understanding of these heavenly 

structures has led us to realize that the very birth of our Sun in fact required a reduction 

of angular momentum of parent molecular cloud by several orders of magnitude. A 

detailed study of evolution of a molecular cloud from molecular gas to a glowing star 

would reveal how during the entire process of stellar birth the specific angular 

momentum itself evolves. 

 

Table 2.2 Typical specific angular momenta from dense cores to the Sun. 

 

Object J/M (cm
2
 s

-1
) References 

Dense cores in molecular clouds 10
21

 
- 22 (Goodman et al.; 1993) 

Proto-planetary disks 10
19 - 21 (Williams & Cieza; 2011)  

Pre-main sequence binaries 10
19 - 20 (Chen et al.; 2007) 

Pre-main sequence stars 10
16 - 17 (Mathieu; 2004) 

Exoplanet(s) + star 10
16 - 18 (Armstrong et al.; 2007) and 

(Berget & Durrance; 2010) 

Solar system 10
17 (Allen; 1973) 

Sun 10
15 (Pinto et al.; 2011) 
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This loss of angular momentum seems a clear violation of the laws of conservation. So 

the loss of central core of parent cloud must occur by transferring the quantity to other 

parts of the cloud that does not share particles with the centrally emerging star. There are 

mechanisms available to convince us that even under apparent loss of angular momentum 

the laws of conservation remain intact. Spiral waves generation during the shock that may 

occur under collapsing conditions, ring formation and subsequent fragmentation as a 

result of centrifugal bounce in collapsing cloud, and magnetic breaking could possibly be 

playing significant roles in transferring angular momentum outwards even when the 

molecular cloud finds itself in the early phases of evolution (Savonij et al., 1994; Boss, 

1984; and Gilman et al., 1989; respectively) . The formation of jets normal to the plane of 

rotation after the emergence of disk like structure in cloud can certainly be yet another 

important factor that contributes towards loss of specific angular momentum of the core 

(Moiseenko, 2006). 

 

 2.2.7 Turbulence in Molecular Clouds 

  

 There seems a general consensus that stars form in the interiors of gravitationally 

bound dense molecular clouds but the detailed internal structure and the dynamical 

processes involved are still not completely known. Due to this reason, gravitational 

instability remained as the focus of many studies (Wang & Silk, 1994; Tasker & Tan, 

2009; Kratter et al., 2010) where defuse clouds after experiencing initially uniform 

collapse may fragment into smaller condensation giving rise to the possibility of protostar 

formation. This classical pictures, however, needs a revisit as all large molecular clouds 

are fairly inhomogeneous and clump (Andersson & Wannier, 1993; Dyson et al., 1995). 

Also, all the smallest clouds reveal supersonic internal motions of likely a chaotic nature 

(Larson, 1981). The superthermal line widths observed throughout molecular clouds 

indicate turbulent gas motion as highly supersonic (Williams et al., 1999). Turbulence 

has also been inferred direct measurements of power spectra in molecular clouds across a 

wide range of scales (Heyer & Brunt 2004). The discovered filamentary nature in these 

clouds infers turbulent flows (Davis & Smith, 1996; Boldyrev et al., 2002). In the context 
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of turbulent flow in molecular clouds, numerical studies have also been conducted 

(Kritsuk et al., 2007; Stone et al. 1998). There are studies which have supported 

Kolmogorov turbulence (Kolmogorov, 1941) as a good description of the velocity 

profiles of molecular clouds (Dubinski, et al., 1995). According to another numerical 

finding (Klessen et al., 2000), supersonic turbulence in molecular clouds is found strong 

enough to globally support a molecular cloud against collapse will usually cause local 

collapse as by virtue of the turbulence complex network of interacting shocks is 

established within which converging shock flows can be large enough to become 

gravitationally unstable and hence exhibit collapse. Also, fluctuations in turbulent 

velocity fields are highly transient. It is impossible to predict from the start the time of 

occurrence and positions of individual cores. 

We discover another important aspect of turbulent motion in clouds. Turbulence 

does play a role in the dynamics of molecular clouds, however, recent numerical findings 

suggested that magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) turbulent motions quickly decay in 

molecular clouds on a free-fall time (Stone et al., 1998; Mac Low et al., 1998; Padoan & 

Nordlund 1999; Mac Low 1999). This clearly indicates that if a cloud lasts for a long 

time then to support the cloud against self gravity, this decaying MHD turbulence needs 

continual injection of turbulent energy (Elmegreen, 2000). A more recent numerical 

simulation which is a revisit to the turbulent self-gravitating radiation-hydrodynamics 

calculation earlier performed (Offner et al., 2009) has even inferred that with a scenario 

of stable accretion disks, low-mass binary systems come into existence because of 

multiple collapse events in a turbulent core which also points out that the observed 

multiplicity of low-mass systems arising predominantly by virtue of turbulent 

fragmentation in the parent core (Offner et al., 2010).    

2.2.8 Some of the Past Numerical Studies of Low-Mass Star Formation –                 

An Overview 

 

 There has been a history of around 40 years in which star formation process 

addressed numerically. Many valuable contribution have been made in this regard as 

computational schemes and computing platforms keep on improving with a passage of 
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time allowing a full-scale attack on the problem. Number of  simulations have already 

been performed in the domain of low-mass star formation to model and comprehend the 

governing dynamical processes. Sink-particle method in smoothed particle 

hydrodynamics (SPH) has also emerged as an effective way to conduct detailed 

simulations to cover significant time of evolution of systems giving birth to proto-star(s) 

(Bate et al., 1995). Accretion process which is vital to understand the final state of a 

collapsing molecular core has been successfully addressed in various numerical attempts 

(Bate & Bonnel, 1997; Bate, 2000). (Bate, 2009), in the context of low-mas star 

formation, modeled several small clusters forming low-mass stars with (SPH) radiative 

transfer method which was originally developed by (Whitehouse & Bate, 2006). These 

simulation have also allowed to understand closely the limitation of the used equations of 

state that play key role in the overall dynamics of the system (Li et al. 2003; Bate et al. 

2003; Bate & Bonnell 2005; Jappsen & Klessen 2005; Bonnell et al. 2006; Offner et al. 

2008; Clark et al. 2008; Bate 2009). 
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Chapter 3 

 

3 Numerical Scheme and the Code 

   

3.1 An Overview 

 

Initially there was a list of numerical methods that could be adopted to address 

physical systems. But these methods by their nature could in general be classified in two 

major areas as Eulerian and Lagrangian. Being a spatial description, the first was 

represented by the finite difference method (FDM) (Wilkins, 1999), while the second was 

typically represented by finite element method (FEM) (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 2000) 

because of being based on material description. Eulerian and Lagrangian descriptions are 

in fact unique types of grids used in representing a continuum problem domain with a set 

of finite number of components. Both of them with preferences on kind of problems 

required to address were widely used in numerical schemes. 

Then came the next generation of computational schemes, known as mesh-free methods. 

The fundamental idea behind these new schemes was to provide far more accurate and 

stable numerical solutions for a given non-linear physical system under variety of 

possible boundary conditions. Issues like free surface, moving interface, deformed 

boundary, large deformation, resolution at multiple scales, complex mesh generation and 

then its adaptivity were not successfully dealt with conventional grid-based FDM and 

FEM. 

In the class of mesh-free methods that use a set of finite number of discrete particles 

representing the state of the system, there exists mesh-free particle method (MPM). 

Problems related to fluid dynamical behavior are addressed by assigning these discrete 

particles certain set of field variables such as mass, momentum and energy. Then 

utilizing fundamental principles of conservation the evolving states of a given system can 

be determined.  
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The mesh-free particle method can be of two sorts namely deterministic and probabilistic. 

The first revolves around a set of governing system equations corresponding to a physical 

law. With known initial and boundary conditions, it is possible to determine precisely the 

particle evolution that follows the physical laws governing the system. While the second 

explores the statistical principles involved. Some mesh-free particle methods can be a 

blend of these two kinds. Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) is a typical example 

that carries mixed features. The original structure of this mesh-free particle method was 

based upon probabilistic framework, then later on SPH was modified and emerged as a 

numerical scheme that can be applied as deterministic MPM. The present thesis is 

constructed using Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) approach towards a problem 

that is indeed a subject of both deterministic and probabilistic characteristics.          

    

3.1.1 SPH Method 

 

 In the SPH method, the discrete set of points are used to construct virtually the 

state of a system. These points are called SPH particles and they hold individual material 

properties. System governing equations are found responsible for moving these particles. 

Apart from many useful features the most important one is the adaptive nature of SPH 

method. This makes SPH, a method that can handle problems with cases of extreme 

deformation. 

 As the term suggested, SPH refers to smoothed approximation nature via 

weighted average over the neighboring particles for stability in the context of problems 

related to hydrodynamics. 

 

3.1.2 SPH with its Historical Perspective 

 

 Smoothed particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) was developed in the late seventh 

decade of last century. The prime objective behind its development was to solve a three 

dimensional astrophysical problem, for which conventional (much more developed) 

mesh-based methods were found quite unsuitable because of the absence of defined 
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boundaries (Lucy, 1977; Gingold and Monaghan, 1977). Because of the moving nature of 

the SPH particles that is fairly identical to the movement of liquid or gas flow, it was 

possible to model such systems by the governing equations of classical Newtonian 

hydrodynamics. At its earliest days, SPH was primarily focusing problems related to fluid 

dynamics such as magneto-hydrodynamics flows (Morris, 1996), quasi-incompressible 

flows (Monaghan, 1994), heat conduction (Chen et al., 1999), shocks related studies 

(Monaghan, 1987) etc. Being applied to a vast area of problems with a relative ease 

involved, SPH has experienced significant refinements. After going through some serious 

improvements, SPH has now emerged as the most popular mesh-free particle method in 

the arena. 

  

3.1.3 Recent Developments in the Context of Astrophysics 

 

 SPH is now in a much improved and settled state in the domain of astrophysics. 

Certain studies have been conducted to model astrophysical phenomena involving 

extreme density gradients. A parallel development in the computational architecture has 

made this mesh-free particle method very useful in vast areas of astrophysics               

(Liu & Liu, 2003; Cullen, 2010; Hou et al., 2014, Jutzi, 2015). The motivation comes 

from the fact that almost every physical phenomenon in the physical universe is, in fact 

governed by laws related to fluid dynamical processes. Even dark matter can now be 

brought into our schemes of modeling by virtue of a new branch emerged within SPH as 

n-body-SPH method (O’shea et al., 2005; Tinker, 2010; Pontzen, 2012). With this 

remarkable coupling of long-range and short range forces of nature we are now in a 

position to comprehend astrophysical systems in great details. The interplay between 

gravity and gas dynamics when modeled with n-body-SPH method allows us to cover 

variety of astrophysical processes ranging from dynamics of cluster of galaxies, 

formation of individual galaxies, their mutual interactions to relatively lower scales such 

as stars formation, planets growth etc. Comprehending magnetic field effects on such 

gravitating systems can also be made possible as numerical schemes related to magneto-

hydrodynamics are developed side by side (Price & Bate, 2007, 2008; Bürzle, 2011). It is 
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worth noticing that the asymmetric nature and complexity of involved physical processes, 

generally restricts us to the numerical treatments of such problems where analytical 

approach remains impossible. 

 

3.1.4 Why Astrophysical Modeling Through SPH?  

 

 For a number of reasons, fluid dynamics in the context of astrophysics, needs 

special treatments. For instance, in astrophysical systems there are no fixed boundaries. 

Both long-range and short-range interactions when combined, determine the flow 

geometries, and hence at times these geometries get too complex. This demands from a 

used numerical scheme, to be highly spatially adaptive in nature. Similarly, extreme 

physics involved in shocks which is an important feature of many astrophysical bodies 

such as ring or spiral patterns arising in rotating stars or galaxies also needs careful 

treatments. It has been observed that the evolving astrophysical systems such as galaxies 

and compact stars may experience a contrast in density and other physical quantities. This 

gradient can be of several orders of magnitude. To tackle with these extreme differences, 

the numerical scheme must be of high robustness. Another area of concern when 

modeling astrophysical conditions is how effectively a numerical scheme can deal with 

the laws of conservation. For an efficient scheme, physical and numerical conservations 

should go side by side. Otherwise, the outcome may differ drastically from the actual 

physical processes involved in the evolution of astrophysical systems. SPH when 

compared with its counterparts stood far better option and hence plays a vital role in 

comprehending the natural design of the cosmos.   

 

3.1.5 Solution Strategy of SPH 

 

 A set of arbitrarily distributed particles represents the problem domain and 

particles connectivity is not needed which makes it a mesh-free approach. 

 An integral representation is used for the field variables along with kernel 

approximation. This brings in the smoothing effect, hence the stability. 
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 The kernel approximation is further followed by the particle approximation in 

which the integral and its derivatives are replaced with summations over all 

corresponding values at the neighboring particles, in a local domain. This is also known 

as support domain, which brings in compact support nature of the scheme. 

 The adaptive nature of SPH method is directly related with the fact that at each 

time step, the particle approximation is performed, hence it is the current local 

distribution of particles within a problem domain upon which particles rely, hence 

making it possible for SPH to handle extreme deformation state of the system quite 

naturally. 

 A set of discretized form of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) i.e. the 

Lagrangian is obtained by performing the particle approximation on all the field 

functions. 

 There are integration algorithms available to solve these ordinary differential 

equations following appropriate time stepping. This enables one to obtain the time history 

of all the field variables for all the particles that construct the geometry of the problem. 

 

 

3.1.6 Formulation of SPH 

 

  As mentioned in the previous section, the SPH formulation can be divided into 

two major parts namely the integral representation also known as kernel approximation of 

the field functions and the particle approximation. 

The concept of first one starts from the following identity: 

 ( )   ∫ (  )

 

 

  (     )        (    ) 

Where ‘f’’ is a function of a position vector ‘r’ in a 3-D space, and the Dirac delta 

function is given by  

 (    )  {
      

      
     (    ) 
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In the equation of integral representation, Ω corresponds to the volume of integral 

containing ‘r’. It is this equation that infers a possible integral form representation of a 

function. The integral representation of ‘f(r)’ when, instead of Dirac delta function, 

expressed with smoothing function W(  –    , h), it then takes the following form 

 ( )   ∫ (  )

 

 

  (       )        (    ) 

In equation (2.3) the ‘W’ is called a smoothing kernel function or window function. The 

‘h’ it contains is in fact the smoothing length that determines the area of influence i.e. the 

width of the smoothing function ‘W’. To recover the original function in the limit of an 

infinitely small smoothing region, the smoothing kernel must satisfy three fundamental 

conditions. The first one is the normalization condition according to which 

∫ (       )   
 

 

       (    ) 

The second needed condition revolves around the property of delta function. This is 

witnessed when smoothing length ‘h’ vanishes. 

   
   

 (       )       (    )     (    ) 

Then the third required conditions is about compact support 

 (       )         |     |         (    ) 

where ‘k’ is a constant that defines the effective area of the smoothing function also 

known as support domain.  

In SPH formulism, the second major part is of particle approximation. This introduces 

finite number of particles that represent the entire system. These particles hold individual 

mass and space. With the introduction of these discrete particles, it is possible to 

transform the continuous integral representations related to SPH kernel approximation, to 

discretized form of summation over all SPH particles within the area of influence. The 

transformation from continuous to discretized forms is obtained  

 ( )   ∫
 (  )

 (  )
  (       ) (  )         (    ) 
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where ‘ρ’ is the mass density. Subsequently replacing the integral by a sum over a set of 

particles, we can write with     replaced with    as  

 ( )   ∑
  

  

 

   

  (  )  (       )     (    ) 

The particle approximation for a function at particle   can finally take the form as 

〈  (  ) 〉   ∑
  

  

 

   

  (  )         (    ) 

where  

      (        )     (    ) 

As described in Equation (3.19), the particle approximation for the spatial derivative of 

the function may also be stated as 

〈    ( ) 〉    ∑
  

  

 

   

  (  )   (       )        (    ) 

where the gradient of smoothing function is taken with respect to the particle  . This 

enables us to write finally the form of particle approximation at particle   as follows: 

〈    (  ) 〉    ∑
  

  

 

   

  (  )            (    ) 

where the gradient of smoothing function is defined as: 

       
     

   
 
    

    
     (    ) 

It can be realized from equation (3.22) that how the term on the right hand side of the 

equation which is the value of a gradient of a function at particle   can be approximated 

by using the average of those values of the function at rest of the particles which exist 

inside the support domain of particle   weighted by the gradient of the smoothing 

function.  Through this approach an important conversion from the continuous integral 

representation of a function along with its derivative, to the discretized summations, 

based on arbitrary set of particles is achieved.  
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   3.1.7  Role of Artificial Viscosity 

 

  Dealing with strongly convergent fluid dynamical behavior of a system 

and modeling shock waves one needs to take special care while simulating the process of 

evolution. Artificial viscosity (Monaghan & Gingild 1983; Monaghan & Lattanzio 1985) 

was introduced in smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) to introduce the special 

treatment of fluids. It causes a repulsive force for closely approaching SPH-particles in 

such a way that the offered  repulsive  force remains increasing with approach  velocity. 

This ensures a rapid deceleration in colliding streams restricting them from passing each 

other hence preventing unphysical evolution of gas, strictly prohibited in a simulation.  

By definition, a shock wave instead of being considered as a true physical discontinuity, 

should be realized as a very narrow transitions region that has a thickness of the order of 

a few molecular mean free paths. Across a shock wave front, a transformation of energies 

from kinetic to heat can be represented as viscous dissipation. This led to the emergence 

of the idea of artificial viscosity  (Vonneumann & Richtmyer, 1950)  according to which 

 

   {
    

   (   )       
       

     (    ) 

 

where    is the von Neumann-Richtmyer artificial viscosity, and a1 is a non-dimensional 

constant that can be adjusted according to the need. 

To smooth the oscillation further, it is found that the term     may also be added to the 

physical pressure term to diffuse extreme gradients in the flow. 

   {
                

       
     (    ) 

where ‘c’ is the sound speed and a2 is another adjustable dimensionless constant.   

To overcome shear viscosity introduced by Monaghan type artificial viscosity even in 

distant parts of the shocks (Hernquist & Katz, 1989) developed a form of artificial 

viscosity that takes into account the divergence of velocity field. According to this 

employed form: 

    
  
   
 
  

   
     (    ) 
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where 

   {
            |    |       

    |    |
       
       

     (    ) 

The Balsara switch (B) is another well-established tool while dealing with shocks 

(Balsara, 1989). 

   
|   | 

|   |  |   | 
     (    ) 

Another idea based on appropriately dealing with artificial viscosity that allows a 

selective switching on/off condition in shock occurrence and its absence, respectively, 

was floated by (Morris & Monaghan, 1997) and was termed as time-dependent viscosity. 

In this approach, each SPH particle is assigned its own viscosity parameter, whose time 

evolution is determined by the locally prevailed shock conditions. 

  

3.1.8 Artificial Viscosity – Astrophysical Context  

 

Evolving physical systems that exhibit fluid dynamical characteristics such as star 

formation, galaxy formation and clusters of galaxies, can also be modeled using (SPH). 

These tremendously large scale systems too, are governed by extreme gas dynamics and 

gravity which collectively give rise to extreme physical conditions that may cause 

production of shock waves, strong jets, etc. These violent states can be modeled 

effectively by using smart numerical treatments such as artificial viscosity as it allows 

shocks to form and also guarantees to damp post shock oscillations. Just for the sake of 

an introduction, the largest virialized objects such as galaxy clusters, which come into 

existence from the standard hierarchical scenario of formation of large structures in the 

universe, are in fact strongly governed by gas dynamical processes. The fate of baryonic 

matter within these massive scale systems is something that can be modeled via powerful 

hydrodynamic codes equipped with features incorporating the role of long-range 

interactions. Similarly, considering accretion disks modeling using SPH method with 

artificial viscosity (Stamatellos et al., 2009), there is a general understanding that these 

accretion disks carry turbulence that act like viscosity, hence making it possible for disk 

to show an outward transfer of angular momentum via shock waves that may appear in 
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spiral form, which is subsequently followed by an inward transfer of matter, giving rise to 

the central object in the disk.  But it has been found that an unmarked operating artificial 

viscosity can cause other unwanted effects particularly when aimed to simulate 

differential rotation in Keplerian Disk (Clarke 2009). The concept of artificial viscosity in 

SPH, when used to model rotational gas dynamics can introduce spurious shear viscosity. 

Even with suggestions like Balsara switch or time-dependent artificial viscosity terms, 

seemingly corrective measures, do not tackle the rotation in an appropriate way, and the 

obtained simulation results remain far from the real viscous evolution. Solutions to these 

artificial viscosity related issues have been proposed such as identification of Keplerian 

velocity characteristics (A. Cartwright and D. Stamatellos, 2010)  and evaluation of the 

local effect of artificial viscosity, directly from production of specific entropy for SPH 

particles (Taylor, P. A. and Miller, J. C., 2012). 

 

3.1.9 Dealing with Long-Range Interactions 

 

Gravity is a key force in shaping up the matter and its interaction with the rest of 

the physical entities present in any given system. Being the longest among rest of the 

forces in nature, it governs the evolution by sweeping large cosmic regions. It is the force 

of gravity which when combine with gas dynamical process gives birth to the very 

structure formation in the universe that we see today directly and indirectly. It hence 

reminds us that apart from baryonic matter (that constitutes for us the visible universe) 

gravity rules the world of unseen – the dark matter. So, for any numerical scheme 

constructed to comprehend the universe at a verity of length-scales, it remains mandatory 

that the algorithm must be well equipped with a feature through which such long-range 

interaction can be handled effectively. This gave birth to a technique in which numerical 

solutions of the equations of motion, for certain number of particles evolving under the 

influence of gravitational field was introduced. The method itself is known as N-Body 

simulation. It covers a very wide range of applications found in astrophysics. For the first 

time it made possible to address the dynamics of large-scale systems such as our own 

solar system, stellar dynamics, galaxies, cluster of galaxies, etc. 
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The most accurate but yet the most unpopular numerical scheme to compute long-range 

interactions in an N-body system is known as direct N-body method for gravity. We treat 

such systems as if they are solely governed by gravity, hence neglecting all other short-

range forces, such as hydrodynamic forces that play a possible role in overall evolution of 

systems ranging from stellar astrophysics to gas and plasma dynamics of interstellar 

medium. Despite the role of the gas dynamics, the pure dynamics of gravitating point 

masses by and large do give a reasonable understanding of evolving dynamical behavior 

of these systems. We, following this approximated approach can study our own solar 

system, other star clusters, evolving galaxies and even the entire cosmos. In short, the 

physics of self-gravitating systems can indeed be explored with just the knowledge of 

how gravity works for these systems. Hence, for the time integration of such collisional 

N-body systems, the combination of direct summation for force calculation and the 

individual time-step algorithm has been the standard method in the recent past (Aarseth 

1963, 2003). For galactic dynamics and cosmology, fast and approximate methods for 

force calculation such as the particle-mesh scheme (Hockney & Eastwood 1981), the 

P3M scheme (Hockney & Eastwood 1981), the tree method (Barnes & Hut 1986) and 

combinations of PM and tree (Xu1995, Bagla 2002, Dubinski et al. 2004, Springel 2005, 

Yoshikawa & Fukushige 2005, Ishiyama et al. 2009) are used. Another milestone in the 

form of direct N-body simulations using the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) has been 

achieved more recently in the field of computation. In this scheme, the long-range force 

evaluation is carried out by implementing Compute Unified Device Structure (CUDA) 

with graphic processing unit (GPU). The kind of structure has managed to increase the 

performance of a computational resource to a significant level (Portegies Zwart et al. 

2007).  

Although pure N-Body approaches remain effective in modeling star clusters but when it 

is required to investigate astrophysical systems with greater details including gas 

behavior, then one has to go for a blend of N-body and hydrodynamics. It enables us to 

effectively model both short-range (hydrodynamic) and long-range (gravity) interactions 

which together govern any given astrophysical condition. This has given birth to a new 

class in computational codes which may be mesh based or mesh free in their nature. Both 
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approaches carry their advantages and disadvantages when implemented for any given 

astrophysical situation. The two major players in this newly emerged computational 

methodology are Adapted Mesh Refinement (AMR) and Smoothed Particle 

Hydrodynamics (SPH);  respectively. A good comparison of these two can be found in 

(Hubber et al., 2013). More recently, it has been claimed that the collision-less stellar 

hydrodynamics, which is an AMR based method, is an efficient alternative to N-Body 

methods (Mitchell et al., 2013). Similarly, another more recent development has been 

made in the form of hybrid SPH/ N-body method for star cluster simulation (Hubber et 

al., 2013).    

 

3.2 Introduction to GRADSPH – A Code Used in Thesis 

     

GRADSPH is a parallel code written in FORTRAN 90 to perform simulations. 

The code is developed by (Vanaverbeke et al., 2009) and it is used in this thesis as a 

numerical tool to conduct study based on formation mechanism of low-mass protostars 

systems. It is based on smoothed particle hydrodynamics method and it takes into account 

the tree-algorithm to deal with self gravitating astrophysical fluid. The code uses the set 

of equations of self-gravitating hydrodynamics which are derived from Lagrangian (grid-

less scheme).The use of Barnes-Hut tree makes it efficient while computing long-range 

interactions and updating the neighbor list of every SPH particle present in the simulation 

domain. GRADSPH is also equipped with an important code feature such as particles 

properties being updated on the basis of individual time steps. 

 

3.2.1 Variational principle and the adaptive smoothing length 

 

The Lagrangian for an ideal fluid is described as (Managhan & Price, 2001) 

  ∫ (
  

 
  (   ))       (    ) 

Here   represents the specific entropy. Going from the above continuous to discrete form, 

we may write  
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  ∑  

 

   

(
  
 

 
  (     ))      (    ) 

This enables us to construct the discretized SPH form with the help of Euler-Lagrange 

equations as follows 

 

  
(
  

   
)  

  

   
       (    ) 

It is possible to write down an expression for equation of motion if we substitute the 

Lagrangian onto equation 3.31. The obtained equation of motion consists of density 

derivative of the thermal energy at constant entropy, 

  
   
  
  ∑

   

   
|
  

   

   
     (    ) 

The pressure term can be introduced here by realizing the first thermodynamic law. This 

yields, 

  
   
  
  ∑

  

  
 

   

   
 

     (    ) 

Smoothing length is a key in SPH method. In GRADSPH it is allowed to be variable and 

evolve as a function of the density. An identical approach is also adopted by (Springel 

and Hernquist, 2002) and (Price and Monaghan, 2004). It takes the following 

mathematical form 

    (
  
  
)
   

     (    ) 

Here ε is a dimensionless parameter that sets for SPH particle the size of its smoothing 

length considering the average particle spacing. In terms of the fixed mass contained 

inside the smoothing length that constitute a sphere for 3-D simulation domain, the above 

form can be interpreted as 

  

 
(   )

                        (    ) 

Here σ is taken as 2 which depicts the compact support radius of smoothing kernel and 

the term Nopt which approximates the number of neighbors inside a smoothing sphere for 

every SPH particle takes value equal to 50 (for a three dimensional geometry of problem 
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domain) for all the simulations run using the code GRADSPH. This fixing of neighbor 

count for the following expression allows us to determine η.  

     
  

 
(  )      (    ) 

Our next step is to compute density for the SPH particles and it is done by using a direct 

summation approach discussed earlier in section 3.1.6 which in the context of evolving 

smoothing length discussed in equation (3.35) emerged as a non-linear relation for the 

density as well as smoothing length. Equation (3.35) in order to get a self-consistent 

solution is iterated starting from previous values of the density and smoothing length. 

Following convergence criterion is considered for each SPH particle. 

|         |

    
       (    ) 

Here     ,     , and   are present and former values for the smoothing lengths and a 

tolerance parameter; respectively. The tolerance parameter is set to a value of 10
-3

. It 

takes around couple of iterations to obtain convergence and hence the extra looking 

convergence scheme hardly affects the overall SPH computation process. This leads us to 

derive equations of motion and energy based on the concept of evolving smoothing 

lengths as follows. 

The total time derivative and the density gradient of equation (3.38) provides us 

   
  
  
 

  
 ∑  

 

   

         (      )     (    ) 

   
   

  
 

  
 ∑  

 

   

    (      )     (    ) 

Here the term    takes the following form 

      
   
   

 ∑  

 

   

 
  (      )

   
     (    ) 

It clearly indicates that the term is controlled by the partial density derivative of 

smoothing length and the smoothing length derivative of smoothing function. After 

substitutions we can construct a set of expressions for the final equation of motion and 

equation of energy as written below: 
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3.2.2 GRADSPH way of dealing shock waves 

 

As discussed in section 3.1.6, dealing with flow discontinuities and shock waves, 

it is needed in any hydrodynamic code that it must be equipped with certain features that 

can take care of such numerical constraints arriving because of assumed differentiability 

of all physical variables inherited when variational principle is followed. To remain close 

to real solution dissipative terms are added in the standard SPH equations.                   

(J.J. Monaghan, 1997) has derived general form of the dissipative terms. Previously only 

additional viscosity term was introduced to treat shock waves (J.J. Monaghan, 1992; 

Balsara, 1995) but in GRADSPH the governing momentum and energy equations both 

contain a dissipative term to capture shock waves. These are mentioned as follows: 

(
   
  
)
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     (     )   

   
           (    ) 

(
   
  
)
    

  ∑  

 

   

     (  
    

 )   

   
           (    ) 

 

here   is the parameter for dissipation,     is the unit vector for direction joining any two 

particles,     is the average density of any two particles,   
  

 

 
 (      )

 
 is the energy 

that includes only components in the direction of line joining the particles, and      

represents the signal velocity described as 

                        (    ) 

here ci and cj indicate the velocities of sound for particle i and particle j; respectively.  
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3.2.3 Tree Code Gravity Method and Neighbor Search in GRADSPH  

 

Dealing with long-range interactions in an N-body-SPH code is a vital part of the 

entire simulation scheme particularly when astrophysical fluid is taken into consideration. 

For a set of N particles constructing the geometry of an astrophysical object, the direct 

summation approach of two body interactions can yield gravitational acceleration gi for 

particle ‘i’ in the following form: 

     ∑
  (     )

   
 

 

       

      (    ) 

This however needs a revisit as in order to maintain an acceptable level of resolution, a 

significant number of particles are used these days to construct problem domain. Using 

direct summation method, only a handful number of particles can be treated numerically. 

Moreover, just like in SPH method in which hydrodynamical forces are smoothed via use 

of spherically symmetric kernel function, it is realized that gravitational interactions 

should also be smoothed through a gravitational smoothing length ‘ε’. GRADSPH uses a 

description given in (Bate & Burkert, 1997) and sets the gravitational smoothing length 

identical to a more traditional smoothing length i.e. ε = h. This ensures the consistency in 

terms of obtaining the same spatial resolution for both short and long range interactions 

throughout the simulation domain. Under overlapping conditions of two particles, the 

gravitational force is estimated by using Gauss’ theorem, whereas if the condition           

rij >2(hi+hj) is satisfied then we treat particles as point masses. Following describes the 

mass distribution of a single particle: 

 (    )     (    )     (    ) 

If particle j exerts a gravitational force on it’s neighbor particle i then Gauss’ theorem 

allows us to write 

        
 (      )        (    ) 

To guarantee the conservation of linear and angular momentum while estimating the 

force that acts between particle i and j in the presence of variable smoothing length we 

may write 
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[  (      )   

 (      )]        (    ) 

The use of adaptive nature of smoothing length in GRADSPH increases the sensitivity 

related to the conservation of energy since gravitational potential energy of SPH particles 

remains as a subject of constant change both in spatial and temporal respects. A 

correction term required in particle acceleration when adaptive smoothing length scheme 

is utilized has been derived and discussed in (Price, Monaghan, 2007). The gravitational 

acceleration of particle i obtained by applying the Euler-Lagrange equation for a self-

gravitating fluid is 

     ∑
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The term    has already been introduced and discussed in the previous section.  i 

however is a new introduction and needs to be discussed. It takes the following form 

     
   
   
 ∑  

 

   

  (      )

   
     (    ) 

here   (   ) stands for the gravitational potential with softening. The derivatives of   

with respect to the smoothing length can be tabulated directly for use in the program. 

Expressions for   and ∂ /∂h for the cubic spline kernel can be found in Appendix A of 

(Price and Monaghan, 2007). 

As discussed in Equation 3.47, simulating a fluid phenomenon with a desirable level of 

resolution cannot be continued with a direct summation approach. It is mainly because of 

this fact that apart from short-range forces, which can be effectively approximated by 

using a limited number of SPH particles within the radius of smoothing sphere, 

computation of long-range interactions demands almost the entire set of SPH particles 

present in simulation domain. With this inevitable constraint, the computational time 

becomes prohibitive, since it scales with particle number as O(N
2
). GRADSPH takes an 

advantage from an existing efficient scheme that scales as O(N log(N)). This is known as 

Tree Code Gravity (TCG). It was first introduced by Josh Barnes & Piet Hut (Barnes & 
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Hut, 1986) and the aim was to increase the computational speed while simulating long-

range interactions. The whole idea was based on the use of successively larger multipole-

groupings of particles existing at significant distances, so that the computational effort 

could be reduced in force calculations. This, when combined with multiple time-step 

integration schemes, has emerged as a popular method that suits well in simulating many 

nonlinear phenomena. The algorithm arranges all particles present in a simulation domain 

in an Octree (for 3-D) that contains spatial information regarding the distribution of 

particles along with the position of the center of mass related to a certain group of 

particles. This allows us to approximate the collective gravitational force of all distant 

groups of particles through multipole expansion. It is this particular feature of Barnes-Hut 

algorithm that makes it more efficient than the direct summation method. A cube that 

contains all particles in the system is treated as the root cell. This root cell is also the 

lowest node of the tree that is structured from top to bottom. This root cell which is a 

primary cube is then recursively subdivided into eight equal secondary cubes till a 

condition arise in which a secondary cube either contains only one or no particle. All 

those sub-volumes i.e. cells which do not hold any particles are simply discarded. Once 

this is done, the center of mass of each cell is then computed from the center of mass of 

its sub-cells. This computation is repeated at each step of integration, and for all those 

cells that carry more than single particles. Position of center of cell, and it’s center of 

mass along with the linear dimensions are kept in record. The total mass and the 

quadrupole moments of each cell are also computed. The stored information in the tree 

structure is utilized to compute gravitational acceleration on a particle by using           

        , where    is a position vector with respect to center of mass of cell j,   is 

the potential that can be written in multipole expansion, which may reach to quadrupole 

order as described below: 

   
   
|  |

  
         
 |  | 

     (    ) 

where mj is the total mass of the same cell. The explicit expressions for the components 

of quadrupole tensor when cell contains M particles is given by 
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     (    ) 

Here    represents the position vector of particle p with respect to the center of mass of 

the cell. In case if a cell holds sub-cells then the quadrupole moment of the cell is 

estimated from the quadrupole moments of all the related sub-cells as described below: 

    ∑    
 

          

   

 ∑   (          |  |
 
   )

          

   

     (    ) 

Here      indicates the subcell p coordinates with respect to the center of mass of the 

parent cell. 

Computation concerning this equation is recursively performed during the tree 

construction. To evaluate the gravitational force on particle i we start walking down the 

tree. This walk starts from the root node. In case if cell j contains more than one particle, 

gravitational acceleration is calculated at particle i using multipole approximation of the 

cell, otherwise if cell j holds a single particle then direct summation approach is used to 

determine gravitational acceleration. To decide whether or not a cell should be 

subdivided, a geometrical criterion is used that is even better than what was originally 

adopted in Barnes-Hut scheme. The improved version was suggested by (Salmon and 

Warren, 1994) according to which instead of 
  

 
 |  |, one can use 

  

 
    |  |  as 

modified version takes care of a potential rise to large errors that may creep in due to a 

possible removal of center of mass of a cell from its geometric center. The parameters   , 

ζ,   , are the linear size of the cell, accuracy controller, and distance between the 

geometric center and center of mass of a cell; respectively. Apart from gravitational force 

calculation, GRADSPH uses additional routines in order to take advantage from tree 

representation of the particle distribution for preparing near-neighbor list of each particle 

present in simulation domain 

 

.  
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3.2.4 Time Integration Scheme in GRADSPH   

  

A second-order predict-evaluate-correct (PEC) scheme is implemented in 

GRADSPH. This integration scheme allows for individual time steps for each SPH 

particle. It is based on the method introduced by (Serna et al., 2003). GRADSPH, 

however, uses a slightly modified version of the originally proposed algorithm. 

According to the modification, the particles can be advanced if their short-range and 

long-range forces based accelerations require to be updated, regardless of their location in 

the simulation domain, at each time step. The PEC integration scheme enters time step 

(n) at the global time (tn) with known positions (  
 ), velocities (  

 ), and accelerations 

(  
 ) of SPH particles including their smoothing lengths (  

 ), viscosity parameter (  
 ), 

internal energy per unit mass (  
 ) and its time derivative (  

 ̇). The scheme also uses two 

vectors   
     and   

      which represent time at which the last update of the acceleration 

of particle was conducted and the time at which a new update of particle acceleration will 

be required in times to come. The two vectors are connected as   
       

        , where 

    - the time step, remains vital with respect to the numerical stability of the entire PEC 

scheme. In GRADSPH it is subjected to two restrictions. The first of the two restrictions 

limits the time scale for any significant changes in velocity because of the accelerations 

and is quantified as 

      (
  
|  |
)
   

     (    ) 

The second restriction deals with the signal-velocity approach as described below: 

      
  

    (              )
     (    ) 

Based on these two restrictions, the time step for particle ‘i’ is hence obtained as: 

         (           )     (    ) 

here the term    represents the Courant number which takes a value of 0.1. 

The PEC algorithm follows its course in the three stages. In its first step it predicts the 

values of   
   ,   

   ,   
   ,   

    at the time step           , for all particles: 

  
        

    
    

  
    

 
     (    ) 
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        (    ) 

  
        

   ̇ 
        (    ) 

  
        

   ̇ 
        (    ) 

The term    appearing in the above set of equations is in fact the system time step which 

is described as 

      
 
(  
       )     (    ) 

It is worth noting that the individual time steps are normally different when compared 

with the system time step. 

Then comes the second step of PEC algorithm in which a list is constructed of all active 

particles which will be updated at the current time step. To perform this updating, looping 

is used through the list of particles and following criterion is checked for particle i : 

  
             

           (    ) 

Particles which satisfy the above criterion become subject to updating their 

hydrodynamic variables such as (  
      

      
     ̇ 

      
   ) along with their 

acceleration   
   . Finally, after prediction followed by a correction, the PEC algorithm 

reaches its third and last stage, where correction is introduced for   
      

    the internal 

energy   
   , the viscosity   

   . The correction is done as follows: 

  
      

      
 (  

      
 )   

 

 
     (    ) 

  
      

       (  
      

 )        (    ) 

  
      

       ( ̇ 
     ̇ 

 )        (    ) 

  
      

       ( ̇ 
     ̇ 

 )        (    ) 

 

The term             
       is the elapsed time interval with respect to the last 

evaluation of    
  to that performed in the present time step. This PEC scheme with the 

choices for constants A = 1/3, B = 1/2, and C = 1/2 maintains 2
nd

 order accuracy. 

Eventually, the global time            along with    
     and   

     for active particles 

are updated. 
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3.2.5 Parallelisation Achieved in GRADSPH 

 

As discussed previously the SPH simulation needs significant number of SPH 

particles to maintain required level of accuracy and resolution. This infers high 

computational cost associated with these simulations. The issue can be resolved if SPH 

code is equipped with parallelization scheme. Such a scheme makes it possible for a user 

to run the SPH code on a supercomputer that has an architecture based on distributed 

memory. GRADSPH uses the standard Message Passing Interface (MPI) library through 

which communication among processors becomes possible. With this feature 

computational cost can be significantly reduced. To be precise, GRADSPH 

parallelization strategy follows a discussion given in (Boozée and Jacobs, 2003). At the 

beginning, a copy of the arrays containing the list of properties of all SPH particles is 

stored in  all  processors  including  the  tree code gravity part  of the code. Properties are 

(                    
       

              ) 

The computing job is then divided up among NPROCS processors in a following way. 

Equal number of particles is distributed to NPROCS subsets. For a given time step, each 

processor initially predicts the particles properties like positions, velocities, and internal 

energies. This means that each processor possesses updated particle properties in its 

section of arrays, and out of date information for the other sections. After that an 

exchange of data takes place among processors and each processor receive the full 

updated arrays via ALLGATHERV commands. This is then followed by a tree 

construction process on each processor which then determines  the list of active particles 

among its subset of particles. Next, the processors update  for their active particles update 

the smoothing lengths, densities and lists of neighbors and compute updated values of 

parameters like    and    for each particle. These updated arrays  

(           ) are then exchanged among processors again via ALLGATHERV 

commands. The next stage is to compute accelerations for all active particles caused by 

both short and long-range forces governing the fluid of particles followed by corrections 

of the respective particles positions, velocities and internal energies as discussed in 

equations (         )  There exists a third phase of data transfer in which full 
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corrected arrays are exchanged among NPROCS. It is worth noticing that this exchange 

of data remains independent of exchanges of neighbor lists. Finally, ALLREDUCE 

command comes into play and the processors update the arrays   
       

             and 

hence compute the system time step. 

3.2.6 A Glance over GRADSPH Code 
 

The program GRADSPH uses a FORTRAN 90/MPI module file GRADSPH_h that 

brings in the definition of global parameters and constants along with COMMON blocks 

and global arrays that are initialized dynamically while the program is executed.The 

entire structure of the code is of around 4000 lines. Version of GRADSPH used in the 

thesis is having 13 parameters, and 5 COMMON blocks such as sph, tree, neighbours, 

param2, mpiarr and each carrying 30, 10, 6, 38, 26 variables; respectively. The 

program needs Unix operating system and can be run on HPC cluster. 

 

Subroutine INITRUN reads the input parameter file run_pars and initializes the values of 

the global constants and parameters.  

Subroutine PARARANGE shows the workload for each processor. 

Subroutine INITTABLES computes tabulated values of the smoothing kernel function as 

well as the gradient of the kernel function for use in the SPH summation formulas. 

Subroutine FINDHRHO computes the densities and smoothing lengths of the particles, 

and computes the quantities Ωi and δi for each particle as well. 

Subroutine RHOS computes the density of a particle. 

Subroutine ADVANCE evolves the system during a single time step. 

Subroutine TIMESTEP determines the individual time step of each particle and the 

system time step. 

Subroutine CALCDERIVS calculates the total acceleration of a particle, the rate of 

change of its internal energy and viscosity parameter, and the time derivative of the 

smoothing length. 

Subroutine CALCDIV calculates   · _v for a particle. 

Subroutine WRITESTAT calculates diagnostic quantities for each time step and writes 

them to an output file. 
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Subroutine PDUMP writes a particle dump to an output file. It is called by the main 

program. 

Function EOS determines the pressure using the equation of state.  

Function W calculates the kernel function. 

Function DW calculates the gradient of the kernel function. 

Functions FG and GG calculate smoothing functions used for softening the gravitational 

forces… 

Function DFG calculates the derivative of the smoothing function defined in Function 

FG. 

Function DWDH calculates the derivative of the kernel function with respect to the 

smoothing length. 

Subroutine TRG calculates the gravitational acceleration of a particle using the Barnes–

Hut tree. 

Subroutine TRN determines the neighbor list of a particle using the Barnes–Hut tree. 

Subroutine MKTREE constructs the Barnes–Hut tree and loads particles into the tree. 

Subroutine HACKCM determines the properties which characterize the cells of the tree, 

including the quadrupole moments if required. 

Subroutine BFLIST orders the cells in the tree according to their size. 

Function SBINDX determines the sub-cell indices within  nodes of the Barnes–Hut tree. 

Function MKCELL adds a cell to the tree structure. 

Subroutine LDBODY loads a particle into the tree. 

Subroutine OUTERR outputs error messages related to the tree code. 
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Chapter 4 

 

4 Modeling the Early Phases of Formation of Low-mass Proto-stellar 

Systems 

 

4.1 Introduction to General Initial Conditions 

 

The initial conditions for the cloud collapse calculations considered in this paper 

are variants of the Boss and Bodenheimer collapse test with initial conditions described 

in (Burkert and Bodenheimer, 1993). We used this test previously to validate the 

GRADSPH code on collapse calculations (see section 8.2.3 in (Vanaverbeke et al. 

2009)). 

 

4.1.1 Virtual Core Construction 

 

 Molecular core is constructed using 250025 SPH particles. The initial setup is 

implemented in our SPH code by placing equal-mass particles on a hexagonal closely 

packed lattice and retaining only the particles within the initial cloud radius. The code 

uses internal dimensionless units which are defined by setting G = M = R = 1. To initiate 

fragmentation of the cloud models, we add an azimuthal density perturbation to the 

uniform initial condition with a certain mode number m and amplitude A which has the 

following form: 

     *       (  )+      (    ) 

where φ is the azimuthal angle in spherial coordinates (r, φ, z). We implement this 

perturbation by perturbing the azimuthal angle of the SPH particles to a new angle φ  

which is determined by solving the equation 

       
     (   )

 
      (    ) 
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4.1.2  Physical Parameters 

 

The initial condition that we take as our standard model is a solar mass core with 

uniform density and radius R = 5 x 10
16

 cm. The core is assumed to be in solid body 

rotation around the z-axis of the coordinate system with an angular velocity equal to        

ω = 7.2 x 10
-13

 rad/s and is rotating counter clockwise. The mean initial density of the 

core is ρ0 = 3.8 x 10
-18

 g/cm
3
. The chemical composition of the core is assumed to be a 

mixture of hydrogen and helium gas with mean molecular weight μ = 3. The initial 

condition is characterized by the parameters α and β, which correspond to the ratio of 

thermal and kinetic energy with respect to the gravitational potential energy of the core. 

These parameters are defined as follows: 

    
 

 

   

     
      (    ) 

 

    
 

 

    

  
      (    ) 

where G is the gravitational constant, k is the Bolzmann constant, and mh denotes the 

mass of the hydrogen atom. For the standard initial temperature of 10 K, the initial values 

for α and β are 0.26 and 0.16, respectively. In our models, the value of α changes by 

modifying the initial temperature, whereas β will be kept fixed at its standard value. The 

mean free-fall time of the initial condition is given by 

     √
  

       
     (    ) 

and is 33,968 years for the standard initial condition defined above.  

The thermodynamic behavior of the gas during core collapse is approximated by adopting 

a barotropic equation of state as suggested by (Tohline, 1982). The pressure and sound 

velocity of the gas are given by the expressions 
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 [  (

 

     
)
   

]     (    ) 

and 

 

     [  (
 

     
)
   

]

   

     (    ) 

where c0 is the initial sound velocity, ρcrit is the critical density which determines the 

transition point from isothermal to adiabatic behavior of the gas, and γ is the adiabatic 

exponent which we set to 5/3. Our assumed value for the critical density is                    

ρcrit = 5 x 10
-14

 g/cm
3
. According to this assumption, the collapsing gas by reaching this 

density starts acting as a system that does not permit internal radiations to leave, hence 

the temperature of the gas can no longer remain constant as it was the case when density 

was smaller than it’s critical value. The initial models are allowed to evolve under the 

action of the short-range hydrodynamic forces and the self-gravity of the core. No 

external radiation feedback is taken into consideration during evolution of our models. In 

order to avoid artificial fragmentation in our models because of insufficient resolution, 

we need to satisfy the resolution criterion derived by (Bate and Burkert,1997) in our 

models. This is achieved by keeping the minimum resolvable mass of the code, which 

equals Mmin = 2Nopt, below the local Jeans mass. Since the Jeans mass decreases during 

the isothermal collapse stage and increases again when the gas becomes optically thick 

and adiabatic, this condition defines an upper limit to the mass of an SPH particle 

following (Arreaga-Garcia et al. 2007) and (Vanaverbeke et al., 2009). 

 

  
      

 

           
   
    

     (    ) 

 

The present numerical study is conducted by taking a total number of SPH particles equal 

to N = 250025 in the initial condition and setting the number of neighbors to Nopt = 50. 

Toomre Q-parameter analysis (Toomre, 1964) is used to explore features of disk of proto-

stars emerging because of collapse of molecular core under its own gravitational pull. 
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Models that have been considered here in the thesis are taking advantage from the fact 

that when it comes to the thin disks scenario, it has been established that these disks show 

instability and are more inclined towards fragmentation under the conditions where       

Q-parameter value is found to be less than unity, whereas the quantitative description of 

the Q-parameter is described as 

 

  
  

   
     (    ) 

 

here, c,  , and   are the speed of sound, the epicyclic frequency, and the surface density 

of the disk; respectively. To plot the column density and temperature, we utilized a 

visualization tool known as SPLASH (Price, 2007).  

 

4.2  Effect of Initial Temperature Fluctuations in Quadruple Seeded Core  

 

A version of this part of chapter has been published as Riaz, R., Farooqui, S. Z., & 

Vanaverbeke, S. (2013). The early phase of multiple proto-stellar system emerging from 

collapse of molecular cloud under various initial thermal states. Astrophysics and Space 

Science, 348(2), 327-335. 

  

 

4.2.1 Background 

 

 Molecular clouds host a diversity of formation of proto-stars. Bound systems 

based on low-mass proto-stars are one of the many types that reside there. Low-mass 

proto-stars are the matter of exceptional curiosity. In the initial stages of development, 

these systems remain unapproachable via any astronomical tool. This is mainly because 

they raise inside an impermeable wrap of gas and dust that limits observers to see the 

evolutionary course. Nonetheless, because of the consideration of some indirect pointers 

like NH3 and CO radiation lines observations (Maddalena et al., 1986; Bally et al., 1987), 

these systems have been attempted of in depth exploration, during the last two decades. 
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Structures based on filaments and chunks in gas clouds present in interstellar medium 

have been reported by virtue of CO radiation lines coming from cold dark gaseous parts 

of the Orion (Bally et al., 1987) and Taurus (Ungerechts & Thaddeus 1987). Likewise, in 

most of the molecular cloud cores, there have been indications for elongated shapes of 

gas structures resembling prolate ellipsoids (Myers et al., 1991). This has exposed the 

structure along with other important properties of these cold interstellar regions. For 

example, it has been found that the pre-stellar cores exist in several outer radii, and they 

vary ominously in their central density and temperatures (Stamatellos et al., 2007). It is 

anticipated that these disparities in thermal properties from core to core are reliant on 

their introduction to radiation field lurking around due to existence of other stars in the 

neighborhood (G. Duchˆene et al., 2007).  We focus on a numerical model to probe the 

probable effects of these thermal variations that can have consequences on the whole 

progress of these pre-stellar cores, which when experience self-gravitational folding, may 

result in the low-mass multiple proto-stellar structures. Numerical schemes have arisen in 

the latest past as the most commanding tool to explore the phenomenon of star formation. 

The numerical model can capably follow the dynamical collapse of spinning pre-stellar 

cores, which after the free-fall time, display fragmentation, therefore causing multiple 

proto-stellar systems that may come in various forms such as binaries, triplets, 

quadruples, etc. Various other formation mechanisms that lead to the formation of these 

systems of low-mass objects have also been proposed using numerical studies 

(Whitworth et al., 2007). Because of our special interest in the study of formation of a 

quadruple system under various possible thermal states, we, taking into account the 

rotationally-driven fragmentation scenario, select a set of models of clouds with mode     

m = 4. This is done with the admittance that a mode  m = 2 garbs more when one models 

the molecular cloud cores because of their extended contours, but it has been anticipated 

here that besides the stretched structures some spheroidal oblate cores may also form.  
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4.2.2 Weakly Perturbed Initial Density State with Tinit. = 8 K  12 K 

 

Here we explore the temperature range (8 K  10 K) set for our models M1, M2 

and M3. The details for this set of models can be found in (Table 4.1). Dimension of the 

core remains the same as described in section (4.1.2).   

 

Table 4.1 Model parameters used to study weakly purturbed initial density states of 

molecular cores. 

 

 

Model 

 

 

Tempinit. 

T (K) 

Sound speed  

c_iso (km/s) 

Parameter       

(α) 

Perturbation 

amplitude A(%) 

Structure 

evolution 

M1 08 0.148 0.207 10 Spiral → Ring 

M2 10 0.165 0.259 10 Spiral → Ring 

M3 12 0.181 0.311 10 Ring 

 

 

 

 

4.2.3 Strongly Perturbed Initial Density State with Tinit. = 8 K  12 K 

   

Identical initial temperature range has been investigated but this time for a strong 

azimuthal density perturbation to the uniform initial density. The respective models are 

M4, M5, and M6. The details for this set of models can be seen in Table (4.2). Physical 

dimension of the molecular core remains the same as discussed in section (4.1.2). 
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Table 4.2 Model parameters used to study strongly purturbed initial density states of 

molecular cores. 

 

 

Model 

 

Tempinit. 

T (K) 

Sound speed  

c_iso (km/s) 

Parameter       

(α) 

Perturbation 

amplitude A (%) 

Structure 

evolution 

M4 08 0.148 0.207 25 Spiral 

M5 10 0.165 0.259 25 Spiral → Ring 

M6 12 0.181 0.311 25 Ring → SGF 

 

 

4.2.4 Results 

  

At the heart of a rotating molecular core, ring formations may subsequently lead 

to fragmentation. This has previously been described by many authors (Sigalotti, 1993). 

The progress of spiral structure is mostly due to the spontaneous symmetry breach, 

whereas the arrival of ring is because of the accretion shock, in a self-gravitating 

molecular core. These two vital features linked to the general gas structure are found also 

hooked on initial thermal state of the system as shown in Figure 4.1.1 and Figure 4.1.2; 

this is summarized in Table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1.1- Snapshots of column density viewed parallel to the rotation axis during the evolution of 

collapse of cloud for models M1, M2, M3 (first row) and for models M4, M5, M6 (second row). The 

dimensions of each square for xy-plane follow dimensionless units as 0.1 x 0.1. Color coded bar in each 

panel follows log (ρ) in dimensionless units. Time in each panel is shown in units of t/tff. Each computation 

was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1.2 - Snapshots of column density viewed orthogonal to the rotation axis during the evolution of 

collapse of cloud for models M1, M2, M3 (first row) and for models M4, M5, M6 (second row). The 

dimensions of each square for xz-plane follow dimensionless units as 0.1 x 0.05. Color coded bar in each 

panel follows log (ρ) in dimensionless units. Time in each panel is shown in units of t/tff. Each computation 

was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 
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If we go for a comparison of models described in Figure 4.1.1 taking into account the 

various initial thermal conditions (8 K, 10 K, and 12 K) respectively, then it is possible to 

appreciate  that fragmentations can be fused together only when the cloud commence its 

collapse from an initial comparatively lower temperature state for instance 8 K; if not 

then the thermal backing of the initial 10 K or above may limit fragmentations to reach 

anywhere near to each other, hence prevent any prospect of unification of fragmentations 

during the later evolution of the core. This tendency gets even stronger when the 

perturbation’s amplitude is boosted. Models carrying higher initial thermal conditions are 

found to be responsible for generating a ring instability that afterwards hosts the course of 

fragmentation. Another observation is that models based on higher initial thermal state 

demonstrate a longer duration for which the ring structure keep unbroken before being 

unsettled to form distinct self-gravitating fragments. This can be observed in the last 

column of Figure 4.1.1. Comparing models M1 and M4 in the first column of           

Figure 4.1.1 also evidences that the strength of the azimuthal density perturbation’s 

amplitude is also a vital feature in collapsing cores. It has been explored that weaker 

amplitude enables ring instability, whereas stronger amplitude outcomes spiral-type 

instability. It can be debated that model M4 falls well short in evolution when compared 

to model M1 but taking into account the seven order of magnitude growth in the initial 

density of model M4, it can be reasonably guessed that there is present remote chance of 

a ring instability to play any role even at the later phase of the collapse. 

Also taking into account the total mass of the gas cloud chosen for the set of models, we 

can anticipate that in the later part of the evolution no fragment will ever gain adequate 

mass from the accretion reservoir and therefore would ultimately develop a sub-stellar 

object as described in prior studies of low-mass proto-star systems (Lee et al., 2009). 

Resulting spirals in models of low initial temperature with strong density perturbation 

amplitudes are firmly twisted, whereas those accompanying with weak perturbation 

amplitudes are rather open. Likewise, the formation of outsized spiral arms is supported 

in gas clouds that have initially low thermal states, and the phenomenon comes to be 

stronger if comparatively strong initial amplitude of the perturbation is given to the gas 

cloud. For a gas cloud which starts collapse from 10 K, the spiral wave configuration 
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seems to appear first, which afterwards hosts the ring structure inside. Also as the gas 

cloud further collapses, the interior part (the ring structure) becomes governing and the 

outer spiral train progressively diminishes, hence leaving minor traces as denoted in the 

second column of Fig. 4.1.1. 

 

Figure 4.1.3 -  From top to bottom the left and right columns represent Q-parameters values against cloud 

radius (r) in dimensionless units for set of models  M1, M, M3 and M4, M5, M6; respectively. The time in 

each panel is indicated in units of tdyn. 
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Another interesting and important feature that develops along with the self-gravitating 

collapse of molecular gas cloud is the mass sharing among the fragments. It has been 

realized that this particular feature in general, in initially strong amplitude of the 

azimuthal density perturbation cases, followed in all initial thermal state models at later 

stages of collapse remains observable in our simulation. Conversely, at the closing stage 

of model M1 (where initially weak amplitude of the azimuthal density perturbation was 

followed) the primary fragments unveil mass sharing, and a strange arrival of a ring 

structure that ambiances the primary fragmentations also shows a tendency to yield 

secondary fragmentation inside, which can be seen in the last panel of model M1 of 

Figure 4.1.1. An added analysis is certainly desirable here to sightsee the probability of 

any mass sharing between the primary and secondary fragmentations. An outward 

angular momentum transfer during the initial stage of the progressing disk that gathers 

mass from the parent cloud is probable by virtue of these spiral waves. Likewise, the 

growth of ring instability at the heart of the gas cloud, when it experiences the 

fragmentation, can also convert the initial spin angular momentum of the cloud into 

orbital motion of self-gravitating fragments. In this background, we suggest that to decide 

which mechanism of angular momentum transfer is adopted by the self-gravitating cloud, 

the initial thermal state of the molecular cloud is vital enough. This idea gets its strength 

from the observations that clearly indicate that there are precise models which mature 

definite instability under provided specific initial thermal conditions. 
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Figure 4.1.4 - The time evolution of maximum density of the collapsing cloud for models M1, M2, M3 (on 

the left), and for models M4, M5, M6 (on the right). The free fall time of the initial cloud, tff = 1.07 x 10
12 

s 
(i.e. 33,968.253 yrs). Each calculation was performed with 250025 SPH particles.  

 

 

Figure 4.1.5 - The time evolution of maximum temperature of the collapsing cloud for models M1, M2, 

M3 (on the left), & for models M4, M5, M6 (on the right). The free fall time of the initial cloud,                 

tff = 1.07 x 10
12 

s  (i.e. 33,968.253 yrs). Each calculation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 

 

No matter what strength of initial azimuthal density perturbation is considered, it has 

been witnessed through our numerical study that a much wider disk formation              

(for comparison, see Figure 4.1.2) results when initial temperature of molecular cloud is 
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increased from 8 K to 12 K. The growth of a spiral or ring instability infers close link to 

the Q-parameter profile of the developing disk. A severe depression in Q-parameter 

values, that are measured against radius of the evolving cloud, is detected and found as a 

clue of the occurrence of a spiral instability, as can be realized in the first row of Figure 

4.1.3, whereas other panels display no such transient in the Q-parameter profile, which in 

common stayed as a hint of the conversion from a spiral to a ring instability. 

The increase of only 2 K in initial core temperature from an orthodox 10 K can have 

profound effects on the evolution of the spinning gas, as the ring instability arrives much 

earlier than the primary fragmentation. Also, as the disk stretches further, the ring density 

increases along with an evident decrease in Q-parameter values. This provides increased 

likelihood of fragmentation inside the ring. Whereas in low initial thermal states based 

models, the gravitational instability reaches much nearer to the central part of the disk 

and a considerable exterior part of the disk stayed firm against any kind of instability. It 

is clearly reflected that no active heating by virtue of gravitational instability exists in this 

portion of the disk. This tendency, nevertheless, has not been detected in higher initial 

thermal conditions based models in which a spiral / ring instability is experienced by the 

disk at much bigger radii, as can be evaluated in Figure 4.1.3. The Q-parameter for ring 

instability in Figure 4.1.3 also leads us to deduce the rigorousness and the time of 

occurrence of the centrifugal recoil experienced by the collapsing cores. For all the 

amplitudes of azimuthal density perturbation (weak or strong) introduced, it can be seen 

in the last row of Figure 4.1.3. that the centrifugal recoil mostly stayed as a feature of the 

molecular gas having 12 K as the initial temperature. Nonetheless, as indicated in the 

second row of Figure 4.1.3, molecular cores at an initial temperature of 10 K undergo the 

bounce back phenomenon at the later phases of collapse which resulted in a 

transformation of the spiral instability into ring instability. Apart from these developing  

features, an exception is detected for the case in which  initial core temperature is set  to   

8 K, this molecular core when grows gives rise to the occurrence of ring instability at the 

later part of collapse, but this is witnessed only when a weak amplitude of the azimuthal 

density perturbation is allocated. When analyze quantitatively, it is further possible for us 

to infer that the collapsing cores in models M2, M3, M5, and M6 that possess warmer 
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initial thermal conditions with both types (weak and strong) of amplitudes of the 

azimuthal density perturbations, experience a centrifugal bounce back at the Toomre’s  

Q-parameter value which is much below unity and in some cases fairly close to zero. The 

Q-parameter value is remarkably found yet again, fairly close to zero (see the first row, 

last panel of Figure 4.1.3) when a collapsing molecular core in model M1 undergoes the 

bounce back, again at a later stage of its collapse.  

 

It can be seen in the two groups of models (M1 → M3) and (M4 → M6), which can also 

be categorized with respect to the precise azimuthal density perturbation amplitude (A) of 

strength 10 percent and 25 percent respectively, an increase in the rapidity of the 

evolution of the values achieved for the maximum density and temperature, can be 

detected as we move from a weak to a strong case of perturbation. This can be observed 

in Figures. 4.1.4 and 4.1.5 respectively, which individually lead us to deduce a delay in 

the collapse if a chosen value of the initial temperature is shifted from 8 K to 12 K. This 

is further summarized in Table 2. This occurs mostly to the thermal backing that a cloud 

has in contradiction of the gravitational force when a relatively strong initial thermal 

condition continues. Secondary fragmentation too, happens to the case of model M4 with 

a much higher temperature value, as compared to other primary fragmentations. This can 

be observed in the second row and first column of Figure 4.1.6. 

 

We also tested the scenario of ring formation with lower magnitudes of rotational energy. 

For this we adopted two additional initial rotational speeds for the molecular core in 

model M7 and M8 in which apart from chosen rotional speeds of ω = 5.2 x 10
-13

 rad/s,       

ω = 3.2 x 10
-13

 rad/s; respectively, rest of the parameters remain identical to what have 

been selected for M1 → M6. 

 

Even with a gradual decrease in magnitudes of rotational energy it can be clearly seen 

that the collapsing core with A = 10% as azimuthal density perturbation and m = 4 mode, 

after the free fall time first exhibits ring formation which is followed by an increase in the 
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radius of ring leading to an eventual quadruple fragmentation within the ring as per 

assigned mode under given initial conditions. This can be seen in figure 4.1.6. 

We then further reduced the rotational energy for molecular core modeled as M8. Here 

figure 4.1.7 has also indicated a formation of ring structure after a single free fall time. 

Since in this model the rotational support is not significant enough to support against the 

gravitational pull of the core hence we observe  relatively rapid increase in gas density 

than what was the case in model M7. We expect that model M8 will also experience 

fragmentation within the ring structure if evolved further in time. 

    

 

Figure 4.1.6 - Snapshots of column density viewed parallel to the rotation axis during the evolution of 

collapse of cloud for model M7. The dimensions of each square for xy-plane follow dimensionless units as 

0.1 x 0.1. Color coded bar in each panel follows log (ρ) in dimensionless units. Time in each panel is shown 

in units of free fall time. Each computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 
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Figure 4.1.7 - Snapshots of column density viewed parallel to the rotation axis during the evolution of 

collapse of cloud for model M8. The dimensions of each square for xy-plane follow dimensionless units as 

0.1 x 0.1. Color coded bar in each panel follows log (ρ) in dimensionless units. Time in each panel is shown 

in units of free fall time. Each computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 
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Figure 4.1.8 – Snapshots of column temperature viewed parallel to the rotation axis for the final state of 

evolution of cloud for models M1, M2, M3 (first row) and for models M4, M5, M6 (second row). The 

dimensions of each square for xy-plane follow dimensionless units as 0.1 x 0.1. Color coded bar in each 

panel follows log (T) in dimensionless units. Fragmentation inside a circle indicates highest thermal region.  

Each calculation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 

 

 

Table 4.3 Final states of models (referring to the low power of our computional 

resource) in terms of maximum time evolution, maximum density 

evolution, and maximum temperature evolution. 

 

Model M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 

tmax 

(yrs) 

 

46911.303 

 

48603.686 

 

51602.054 

 

45865.450 

 

47919.127 

 

51824.536 

ρmax 

(g/cm
3
) 

 

4.2014x10
-12 

 

5.0317x10
-12 

 

3.1303x10
-12 

 

1.3980x10
-11 

 

3.9981x10
-12 

 

5.1902x10
-12 

Tmax    

(K) 

 

263.4980 

 

370.0559 

 

326.8536 

 

577.4594 

 

318.8839 

 

453.0717 
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4.4  Effect of Initial Temperature Fluctuations in Binary Seeded Cores 

 

A version of this part of chapter has been published as Riaz, R., Farooqui, S. Z., & 

Vanaverbeke, S. (2014). On the thermal sensitivity of binary formation in collapsing 

molecular clouds. Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 444(2),           

1189-1204. 

 

 

4.4.1 Background 

 

Molecular clouds are believed to be among the coolest regions in a galaxy where 

low-mass star formation can take place. Because star formation involves an enormous 

range of complex physical processes, it is difficult to construct exhaustive theoretical 

models which include every aspect of the problem (Krumholtz, 2011). It is generally 

found that systems consisting of multiple proto-stars emerge as a result of the 

gravitational collapse of rotating molecular cloud cores (Raghavan et al., 2010); Janson et 

al., 2012)). A significant fraction of these multiple star systems are binary systems. In 

fact, infrared surveys of nearby star formation regions reveal that around 75% of the 

newly formed proto-stars are part of multiple stellar systems (Duchˆene et al., 2007)). 

Furthermore, an interesting population of loosely bound very low-mass (VLM) binaries 

with large separation d (d > 100 AU) is also found in very young star forming regions 

e.g. (B´ejar et al., 2008; Bouy et al., 2006; Luhman, 2004). 

Theories which try to explain the formation processes of binary star systems include disk 

fragmentation, fission of a proto-star(s), and dynamical capture of proto-stars into bound 

systems (Tobin et al., 2013; Moeckel and Bally, 2007). Among these possible scenarios, 

the disk fragmentation model is the subject of the investigation reported in this paper. 
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The basic purpose of this paper is to numerically reexamine certain aspects of the 

gravitational collapse and the subsequent fragmentation of rotating molecular cloud 

cores. We focus on the dependence of disk fragmentation as a low-mass binary and 

multiple star formation mechanism on the initial temperature as well as the critical 

density which marks the transition from isothermal to adiabatic thermodynamic behavior 

of the collapsing gas. 

 

A significant number of simulation results have so far been reported in the literature in 

which binary systems emerging from disk fragmentation have been investigated 

(Fumitaka and Li, 2003; Machida et al., 2008; Forgan and Rice, 2012). The availability 

of advanced computational resources and improved versions of state-of-the-art star 

formation codes have significantly contributed to our understanding of the physical 

processes involved in star formation (Frank et al., 2013; Loughnane et al., 2012; Hubber 

et al., 2011; Duffin and Pudritz, 2008). Amongst the recent efforts, we mention numerical 

models of the collapse of molecular clouds to proto-stellar densities from an initial 

Gaussian and Plummer density distribution (Gomez-Ramirez et al., 2012). The impact of 

magnetic fields on proto-stellar collapse and fragmentation has also been investigated in 

detail (for example, B¨urzle et al., 2011; Donati et al., 2009; Peters et al., 2007;  Boss, 

2001). Based on the results of his collapse calculations including radiative transfer in the 

SPH framework, (Stamatellos, 2007) found that for densities below 10
-13

 g/cm
3
, the 

temperature of the gas can be approximated by the following expression: 

 

     *
 

     
 
 
   ⁄ +

    

      (    ) 

 

We assume that the above relation describes the slow heating process in collapsing cores 

within the density range of our adopted values i.e. 3.8 x 10
-18

 g/cm
3
 < ρ < 5 x 10

-14
 

g/cm
3
.Within this range, the effective equation of state of the gas remains almost 

isothermal. Beyond this density range the temperature creeps up much more rapidly due 

to a rise in the opacity of the gas. As a result, the model equation 4.10 cannot be used any 

more to estimate the temperature of the cloud. Furthermore, in a recent paper, (Launhardt 
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et al., 2013) revealed the decisive role played by physical quantities such as the initial 

temperature and the initial density structure of the cloud in determining the final end 

products of gravitationally collapsing cores. .4.2 Weakly Perturbed Initial Density 

State with Tinit.  ≤  10 K 

 

A temperature range (8 K  10 K) is set for our models A, B, and C. The details 

for these set of models can be found in (Table 3). Dimensions of the core are kept 

identical to previously explored models. However, instead of quadruple seed, a binary 

seed is introduced to study proto-binary evolution. Rest of the physical parameters 

remains same as previously investigated models, discussed in section (4.1.2). 

 

Table. 4.4 Summarizing physical parameters and respective results for models. The 

radius, mass, and initial density of core for each model remains constant as 

5 x 10
16 

cm, 1   , 3.8 x 10
-18 

g/cm
3
; respectively. 

Model 
Temperature 

(K) 
c0 (cm/s) ρcrit (g/cm

3
) 

Final 

outcome 

Binary 

separation 

(AU) 

A 8 1480.0 5 x 10
-14 

Binary 278.685 

B 9 1570.0 5 x 10
-14 

Binary 343.235 

C 10 1650.0 5 x 10
-14 

Binary 378.364 

 

  

4.4.3 Weakly Perturbed Initial Density State with Tinit. > 10 K  

 

Initial core temperatures (11 K & 12 K)  are set for models D and E; respectively. The 

details for this set of models can be found in (Table 4.5). Dimensions of the core are kept 

identical to previously explored models. A binary seed is introduced to study proto-

binary evolution. Rest of the physical parameters remains same as the previously 

investigated models discussed in section (4.1.2). 
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Table. 4.5 Summarizing physical parameters and respective results for models. The 

radius, mass, and initial density of core for each model remains constant as 

5 x 10
16 

cm, 1   , 3.8 x 10
-18 

g/cm
3
; respectively. 

Model 
Temperature 

(K) 
c0 (cm/s) ρcrit (g/cm

3
) 

Final 

outcome 

Binary 

separation 

(AU) 

D 11 1730.0 5 x 10
-14 

Single --- 

E 12 1810.0 5 x 10
-14 

Single --- 

 

 

4.4.4 Strongly Perturbed Initial Density State with Tinit. > 10 K  

 

Initial core temperatures (11 K & 12 K)  are set for models H and I; respectively. 

The details for these set of models can be found in (Table 4.6). Dimensions of the core 

are kept identical to previously explored models. A binary seed is introduced to study 

proto-binary evolution. Rest of the physical parameters remains same as the previously 

investigated models discussed in section (4.1.2). 

 

Table. 4.6 Summarizing physical parameters and respective results for models. The 

radius, mass, and initial density of core for each model remains constant as 

5 x 10
16 

cm, 1   , 3.8 x 10
-18 

g/cm
3
; respectively. 

 

Model 

 

Temperature 

(K) 

c0 

(cm/s) 

ρcrit 

(g/cm
3
) 

Final 

outcome 

Binary separation 

(AU) 

H 11 1730.0 5 x 10
-14 

Binary 228.438 

I 12 1810.0 5 x 10
-14 

Binary 197.608 
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4.5  Effect of Transition Density Fluctuations in Binary Seeded Cores 

   

4.5.1 Background 

  

Molecular gas with a slightly enhanced metallicity compared to the metallicity 

which is normally found in the solar neighborhood could provide an efficient cooling 

mechanism in collapsing clouds. Metal rich gas allows molecular cloud cores to remain 

isothermal for a longer period of time because a cloud with a relatively higher metallicity 

would be subject to more efficient radiative cooling, hence prolonging its isothermal state 

during collapse compared to clouds in which metal poor conditions prevail (see for 

example (Omukai, 2000). To mimic the effect of varying the metallicity, we have used a 

barotropic equation of state and analyzed the evolution of rotating collapsing molecular 

cloud cores by varying the value of the transition density at which the gas switches its 

thermodynamic behavior from isothermal to adiabatic. 

A similar strategy has been adopted by (Gomez-Ramirez et al., 2012). The main 

difference of their setup with our work is that we consider initial conditions with uniform 

density rather than Gaussian and Plummer models. On the other hand, observations of 

molecular cloud cores have revealed values for the lowest temperatures down to at least  

8 K with typical values of 10 K (Benson and Myers, 1995; Ward-Thompson et al., 2002). 

Therefore we explored a slightly unorthodox but yet possible range of initial temperatures 

in star-forming molecular clouds between 8 K to 12 K, keeping in mind that several 

physical mechanisms can cause pre-stellar gas to heat up or to cool down from the 

commonly adopted value of 10 K. For example, cosmic rays can ionize the medium 

causing the temperature to climb up from 10 K to a certain limit or line radiation from 

molecules can cool down the gas below this value (Padovani et al., 2013, 2011; Wiener et 

al., 2007). This leads us to consider the possible role of the initial thermal state of star-

forming clouds in determining the properties of binary proto-star systems. 

We focus on the relation between the binary separation of the proto-stars formed through 

gravitational collapse and the initial temperature of the cloud, as well as the possible 

emergence of proto-stellar objects as a result of secondary fragmentation. The numerical 
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models of cloud collapse recently reported in (Gomez-Ramirez et al., 2012) demonstrate 

that there exists a tendency for models with initial Plummer and Gaussian density 

distributions to switch from the isothermal to the adiabatic regime at slightly lower 

critical densities. Models with a lower critical density show enhanced fragmentation 

compared to models with higher critical densities. Keeping this in mind, we also examine 

the relation between the critical density and the number of fragments resulting from the 

gravitational collapse. We also present an analysis of the extreme values of density and 

temperature within the fragments. 

 

4.5.2 Weakly Perturbed Initial Density State at and around  ρcrit = 5 x 10
-14

 g/cm
3
. 

 

While analyzing role of critical density (i.e. phase transition density which 

governs the transfer of regimes from isothermal to adiabatic) we assign a set of values to 

molecular gas that constitute the core. These assigned values oscillate around                

ρcrit = 5 x 10
-14

 g/cm
3
 by an order of magnitude. In these models F and G, apart from 

critical density, we again restrict ourselves to the set of initial physical conditions that has 

been followed in previously analyzed models. Details related to model F and G can be 

seen in Table 4.7.     

 

Table. 4.7 Summarizing physical parameters and respective results for models. The 

radius, mass, and initial density of core for each model remains constant as 

5 x 10
16 

cm, 1   , 3.8 x 10
-18 

g/cm
3
; respectively. 

Model 
Temperature 

(K) 
c0 (cm/s) ρcrit (g/cm

3
) 

Final 

outcome 

Binary 

separation 

(AU) 

F 10 1650.0 5 x 10
-15 

None --- 

G 10 1650.0 5 x 10
-13 

Triple --- 
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4.6 Results 

 

 

Figure 4.2.1 - Simulation results for models A, B, C, D and E. Each column of plots shows face-on views 

of the column density integrated along the z axis for each particular model. The corresponding initial 

temperature is shown at the top of each column. The times corresponding to each row are given in units of 

tff . The binary separations for each snapshot are respectively given by (a1) d = 313.184 AU, (a2)                

d = 224.943 AU, (a3) d = 88.758 AU, (a4) d = 199.348 AU, (a5) d = 278.685 AU, (b1) d = 282.382 AU, 

(b2) d = 200.013 AU, (b3) d = 151.047 AU, (b4) d = 251.859 AU, (b5) d = 343.235 AU, (c1) d = 262.515 

AU, (c2) d = 166.739 AU, (c3) d = 173.062 AU, (c4) d = 266.667 AU, (c5) d = 378.364 AU. The 

horizontal and vertical dimensions of each plot in the xy-plane are 0.12 x 0.12 in dimensionless units. The 

color bar on the right shows log (ρ) in dimensionless units. Each computation was performed with 250025 

SPH particles. 
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Figure 4.2.1 shows successive column density maps of the evolution of models   

A-E at 5 different times indicated to the left of the columns. The initial temperature of the 

models is indicated at the top of each column. The column density  maps  are  top  down  

views  in  the  xy-plane  where  the density distribution has been integrated along the 

rotational axis of the cloud.  

Figure 4.2.2 shows the corresponding edge-on column density maps in the xz-plane 

orthogonal to the rotational axis. Every single square panel in Figure 4.2.1 has a physical 

dimension of approximately 401 x 401 AU. In Figure 4.2.2 every single panel has 

physical dimensions of approximately 401 x 167 AU, respectively. The outcome of each 

simulation model and the separation of the binary at the end of each run are summarized 

in Table 4.4. contains the maximum time, tmax, expressed in years, during which we have 

been able to evolve the model before the time-step became prohibitively small, as well as 

the maximum density ρmax and the maximum temperature Tmax attained during the 

evolution of each model. The rise in initial temperature going from model A to model E 

has a drastic impact on the evolution of the cloud collapse. Models with initial 

temperatures up to standard value of 10 K develop binary systems, whereas molecular 

cores with temperatures above 10 K fail to develop binaries yielding only single proto-

stars instead. Changing the initial temperature also has a big impact on the separation of 

the binaries in the range 8 K < T ≤ 10 K. For example, raising the temperature from         

8 K to 9 K leads to change in the final binary separation of ∆d = 64 AU, while a further 

increase from 9 to 10 K leads to a change ∆d = 35 AU. The panels in Figure 4.2.2 also 

clearly show the formation of the intermediate disk structure which fragments into proto-

stars for T ≤ 10 K. The phase in which the collapsing fragments are still connected by a 

bar-like structure is comparatively longer in molecular cloud cores with temperatures 

below the conventional value of 10 K. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2.1 by the snapshots 

a5, b5, and c5. It can be seen that this connecting filament starts to disappear earlier in 

model C than in models A and B. There is also an important difference in evolution of the 

orbital elements of the models with increasing temperature for models A, B and C which 

produce binary systems as the final products. Figure 4.2.3 illustrates the evolution of the 

orbital elements of models A-C (left panel) and for models H and I (right panel). The 
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time is indicated in units of the initial freefall time of the cloud. Each model shows a 

qualitatively similar evolution showing a minimum in the binary separation, after which 

the separation increases up to the end of the simulation. The physical reason for this 

behavior is likely connected to the accretion of high angular momentum gas by the proto-

stars from the surrounding envelope. However, there are important differences in terms of 

the speed of this evolution and the minimum separation of the binaries. 

Colder molecular cloud evolves slower than hotter ones in the sense that the minimum 

separation is attained later in the course of the evolution. Note that at the end of the 

evolution, the faster evolving hotter cores have reached larger binary separations than the 

colder ones. We approximately estimate the masses of the evolving fragments by locating 

the particle with the highest density ρmax within each fragment and include all particles 

whose density is higher than fρmax, where ‘f’ is set to 0.001. 

The velocity and position of each fragment is determined from the position and velocity 

of the center of mass of the clump, respectively. A similar procedure has been adopted by 

(Arreaga-Garcia et al., 2007). Finally, the orbital elements of the binaries are determined 

from the positions, velocities and masses of the fragments. Figure 4.2.4 includes four 

panels which respectively contain the evolution of the semi-major axis (upper left panel), 

the binary eccentricity (upper right panel), the total mass fraction contained in the binary 

fragments (lower left panel), and the mass ratio of the proto-stars (lower right panel), 

respectively. Both the eccentricity and the semi-major axis show a minimum as a 

function of time, and the minimum of the semi-major axis comes earlier for hotter 

models, while the minimum of the eccentricity tends to show the reverse trend. 

Figure 4.2.3 shows that the binary separation in models (A, B, C) mainly follows the 

variations in semi-major axis and is less affected by the evolution of the orbital 

eccentricities which remain high (∼ 0.5 − 0.6) throughout the evolution.  

The lower right panel of 4.2.4, as well as the corresponding panel in Figure 4.2.5, shows 

that the mass ratio of the fragments remains almost unchanged during their evolution, so 

that both components of the proto-stellar binaries collect or lose mass in a coeval way, 

reflecting the axial symmetry of the initial condition. The left plot in Figure 4.2.3 also 

leads to the interesting conclusion that very wide VLM binaries like the one recently 
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discovered by (Radigan et al., 2009), which has a projected separation of 6800 AU and 

hence a low binding energy and a high angular momentum, is more likely to evolve either 

from a cold molecular cloud core with an initial temperature close to 10 K and with 

weaker initial density perturbations. 

Figure 4.2.6, on the other hand, shows that the initial thermal state of the clouds in 

decisive in determining the final mass fraction included in the binary system. The cooler 

the core, the more mass is involved in the binary fragmentation. The coolest model A has 

more than 50 % of its mass included at t = 1.35 tff . Since about half of the mass of the 

cloud is at most included in the binaries at the end of our simulations, we expect that the 

orbital elements of the binaries reported after 1.4 tff are unlikely to represent the final 

orbital elements but are rather indicative of the trend of their further evolution. In 

particular, we expect that the increasing trend of the binary separation will continue 

despite the fact that we were unable to prolong the simulations for much longer than       

1.4 tff. We also note that the decline of the mass fraction which can be seen in Figure 

4.2.6, but is only temporary for model C because this model evolves faster, is likely 

caused by mass exchange between the fragments and their surrounding disk like structure 

which could be the result of the tidal forces exerted by the companions. The symmetry of 

the initial conditions (m = 2) implies that the binary mass ratio is always close to unity. 

Figure 4.2.7 shows the time evolution of the maximum temperature for models               

A-E (left panel) as well as the time evolution of the maximum of the density in the right 

panel. Comparison of the models shows that for colder molecular cloud cores, the clouds 

are subject to an earlier increase in temperature along with a faster transition to the 

adiabatic regime. It is also evident that the final temperature of the models is highly 

dependent on their initial thermal state with colder models reaching higher final 

temperatures. The logarithmic density profiles shown in the right panel indicate a similar 

trend for the maximum density. Here, the colder models reach higher final densities 

because self-gravitating fragments which have reached the adiabatic heating phase are 

formed earlier during the course of their evolution. 

Figures 4.2.8 to 4.2.10, respectively show top down views of the evolution of models H 

and I as well as the evolution of their maximum density and temperature, respectively. In 
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these models, the temperature is raised above the nominal value of 10 K ( 11 K for model 

H and 12 K for model I) and a bigger perturbation amplitude is applied (A = 25%). 

Because of the increased strength of the perturbation, models H and I form binary 

systems at the end of the simulation, and thus clearly indicate that the fragmentation 

process is a function of both the thermal energy of the core and the strength of the initial 

perturbation. 

Comparison of the results of models A-C and H and I leads to several conclusions. 

Firstly, cold molecular cores (T0 = 8 K, 9 K, 10 K) with a smaller amplitude of the initial 

azimuthal density perturbation (A = 10 %) give birth to proto-binary systems that evolve 

relatively quickly and include proto-stellar fragments that reach higher densities and 

temperatures compared to those in models H and I. The binaries in models A-C attain 

minimum separations of ∼ 100 A.U. and then increase in separation due to the accretion 

of high angular momentum material. However, upon examining the evolution of the 

relatively warm molecular cores in models H and I (11 K and 12 K, respectively) with a 

larger amplitude of the initial azimuthal density perturbation (A = 25%), we find that the 

overall process of the evolution of these fragmenting models is much slower than for 

models A-C. At the end of the simulation, models H and I have not yet experienced 

pericenter passage, and the resulting densities and temperatures are lower than for models 

A-C, as can be seen by comparing the left and right panels of Figures 4.2.7 and 4.2.10, 

respectively. Over the course of the simulation, models H and I undergo a monotonic 

decline in eccentricity from ∼ 0.7 to ∼ 0.5. Let us now take a closer look at the evolution 

of the proto-stellar disks in models A, B and C. The time evolution of the Toomre 

parameter is an important indicator of the growth of gravitational instabilities in the disks 

which form during the gravitational collapse of our cloud models with values below 1 

indicating the onset of gravitational instabilities.  

Figures 4.2.11a to 4.2.11e  contain plots of the radial evolution of the Toomre parameter, 

averaged with respect to the azimuthal angle in the mid-plane of the disk, for models A-E 

at various instants of time. It can be observed that the time evolution of the Toomre 

parameter closely follows the development of fragments during the collapse of the cloud 

models. At the earlier stages of the evolution, all models exhibit gravitational instability 
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within a radial range of 167 AU. As the clouds evolve further, the gravitational 

instabilities in models A, B and C, which start their evolution from temperatures at or 

below 10 K, gradually sweep larger parts of the disks, almost doubling their active radial 

range up to 334 AU. On the other hand, the hotter models D and E do not show this kind 

of behavior. For the relatively cold gas models, the part of the initial molecular core 

which is subject to gravitational fragmentation is about 10 % of the initial radius. Beyond 

this range the disk seems fairly stable and remains free of fragmentation processes. The 

time evolution of Q for each model also shows that molecular cloud cores with higher 

initial temperatures take more time to undergo fragmentation than models which start 

their evolution with lower initial temperature values. The threshold value of unity at or 

below which fragmentation should happen never seems to be reached outside of the inner 

regions by models D and E, whereas models A to C, which start their evolution from 

temperatures ranging from 8 K to 10 K, show a drop of the Q values well below unity 

and hence give rise to self-gravitating fragments which are well under way to reach 

proto-stellar densities. 

We also made an attempt to understand the sensitivity of the structural evolution of 

collapsing molecular cores on the threshold density that marks the beginning of the 

adiabatic heating phase. At that moment the collapsing core becomes optically thick 

enough to trap heat inside leading to a transition from isothermal to adiabatic behavior of 

the collapsing gas. For this purpose, we varied the value of the critical density ρcrit by an 

order of magnitude around 5 x 10
-14

 g/cm
3
 and investigated the role of adiabatic heating 

in determining the evolution of the models. The outcome of this investigation is 

illustrated by the results for models F and G, for which the critical density is set to values 

10 times lower or 10 times larger than the standard value, respectively. The evolution for 

model G is illustrated in Figure 4.2.12 and Figure 4.2.13. Model G follows a delayed 

isothermal phase during which a thin but very dense bar is formed connecting the two 

primary fragments. This bar-like structure subsequently fragments into multiple 

fragments. This interesting phenomenon also happened  in  a  collapse  model  test  

described  in  (Kitsionas and Whitworth, 2002),  which even further prolonged the 

isothermal phase by setting ρcrit = 5 x 10
-12

 g/cm
3
. At the later stages of evolution, the 
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secondary fragments combine with each other and produce a third fragment that starts to 

interact gravitationally with one of the primary fragments hence giving rise to the 

possibility of a hierarchical system of proto-binaries, with one binary as a component of 

another already formed binary system. This final state of the evolution is shown in panel 

g6 of Figure 4.2.12, after which we unfortunately had to stop the computations because 

of too small time steps. The emerging proto-binary system in model G is found to be the 

result of a combination of both primary and secondary fragmentation. Note that this 

evolution is different from that seen in Models A, B, C which resulted in proto-binary 

systems consisting only of primary-primary fragments. For comparison, we refer to 

panels a5, b5, c5, and g6 of Figure 4.2.1 and Figure 4.2.12, respectively. 

Figure 4.2.14 shows a detailed view of the proto-binary system formed as a result of the 

secondary fragmentation of the bar. The density evolution of this model shows a quicker 

shift of eight orders of magnitude in density of the fragments that may evolve up to proto-

stellar densities. This evolution happens in roughly half of the time needed for the rest of 

the models that yielded a binary system to reach densities near 10
-10

 g/cm
3
, at which point 

hydrogen molecules in the collapsing gas experience molecular dissociation and the 

second collapse phase starts. The sideway views in Figure 4.2.15 also clearly show the 

extent of the vertical dimension of the intermediate disk structure, which is found to be 

much thinner than for any other collapsing model studied in the present work. Although 

model G could not be evolved to the extent of models of A, B, and C, we suggest that the 

model is well on its way to becoming a stable triple stellar system. 
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Figure 4.2.2 - Snapshots of column density viewed orthogonal to the rotation axis during the evolution of 

collapse of cloud for models A, B, C, D and E in columns. The dimensions of each square for xz-plane 

follow dimensionless units as 0.1 x 0.05. Color coded bar on right follows log (ρ) in dimensionless units. 

Column-wise time valid for each row is shown in units of t/tff. Each computation was performed with 

250025 SPH particles. 

 

Figure 4.2.3 - Evolution of the binary separation for models A, B, and C (left panel) and for models          

H and I (right panel) as a function of time up to 1.4 tff. The binary separation for the two proto-stars is 

determined by searching for the SPH articles with maximum density and their corresponding distance in 

simulation space. 
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Figures 4.2.15 and 4.2.16 describe the time evolution of model F in the equatorial and 

vertical planes, respectively. The evolution of the core is free of any process of 

fragmentation for this model. This mainly happens because the inward gravitational pull 

is challenged by the quicker rise of the temperature of the core so that the gas cannot 

collapse to the stage where clumps could be formed. Instead model F initially collapses to 

a bar that keeps on gaining thickness and eventually gives birth to a defused spiral 

structure that surrounds the dense bar as can be seen in panel f6 of Figure 4.2.15. 

Similarly, we also see in Figure 4.2.16 that such a warm molecular core fails to develop a 

thin disk structure as in model G. 

The evolution of the surface density and Toomre parameter values in models G and F are 

shown in Figures 4.2.17 and 4.2.18 as well as Figures 4.2.19 and 4.2.20, respectively. 

The surface density evolution seen in models F and G is a clear manifestation of how 

conditions leading to fragmentation play a key role in transferring angular momentum of 

the disk outwards resulting in infall of gas that gives rise to increased surface densities of 

the disk and hence a drop in the Toomre parameter values. This inverse relationship 

between Toomre parameter value and the surface density is obvious when comparing the 

corresponding panels in Figures 4.2.18 and 4.2.19 and Figures 4.2.19 and 4.2.20. Values 

of the Toomre parameter well above unity also suggest that the thick disk resulting from 

model F never experiences a phase of gravitational instability. 
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Figure 4.2.4 - Evolution of the semi-major axis (upper left panel), the eccentricity (upper right panel), the 

total relative mass fraction (lower left panel), and the mass ratio(lower right panel) for the proto-stellar 

binaries in models A, B, and C as a function of time up to 1.4 tff. 
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Figure 4.2.5 - Evolution of the semi-major axis (upper left panel), the eccentricity (upper right panel), the 

total relative mass fraction (lower left panel), and the mass ratio (lower riht panel) for the proto-stellar 

binaries in models H and I as a function of time up to 1.4 tff. 

 

 

A comparison of models C, F, G yields further interesting results on the temperature and 

density evolution of the molecular core models which are illustrated in Figure 4.2.21. The 

left and right panels respectively show the evolution of the maximum temperature and 

density for these three models. It can be seen that changing the critical density over an 

order of magnitude range results in a direct relation between the critical density and the 

resulting maximum temperature and density values reached during the evolution with 

higher critical densities corresponding to higher temperature and density values ( which is 

quite obvious according to the set initial conditions). This is explained by the fact that a 
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little longer isothermal phase during the collapse allows the molecular gas to get 

compressed to a denser state, which initially gives rise to a thin filament structure along 

with multiple fragments which later on in the adiabatic phase become full-fledged proto-

stellar objects. On the other hand, if the adiabatic phase takes over the initial isothermal 

regime a little earlier, the core might end up as a mere reservoir of gas that never reaches 

densities corresponding to proto-stellar systems. 

Finally, Figure 4.2.22 shows snapshots of the temperature integrated along the rotational 

axis for the 6 models A-C (the first row) and for models D, E and G (second row) at the 

final state of evolution of the models. Hardly any temperature difference is found for the 

two fragments reaching the state of proto-stars in models A, B, and C. The single proto-

stellar objects arising in models D and E correspond to the slightly hotter regions in the 

two leftmost columns in the second row. However, Model G (the bottom right panel) 

represents a significant difference in temperature of the resulting triple system mainly 

because the system hosts both primary and secondary fragments which have delayed 

isothermal phases. 

Moreover, the two primary fragments spend a longer part of their evolution within the 

isothermal phase compared to the third secondary fragment. This may explain the low 

temperature which is associated with the secondary fragment compared to the primary 

fragments in the resulting triple stellar system.  
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Figure 4.2.6 - Evolution of the total relative mass fraction for the proto-stellar binaries in models A, B, and 

C as a function of time up to 1.4 tff.  

 

 

Figure 4.2.7  The time evolution of maximum  temperature of the collapsing cloud for models A, B, C, D, 

E (on the left), and the time evolution of maximum density of the collapsing cloud for the same set of 

models (on the right). The free fall time of the initial cloud, tff = 1.07 x 10
12 

s (i.e. 33,968.253 yrs). Each 

computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 
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Figure 4.2.8 - Simulation results for model H. Each plot shows a face-on view of the column density 

integrated along the z axis. The times corresponding to each row are given in units of tff. The binary 

separations for each snapshot are respectively given by (h1) d = 590.130 AU, (h2) d = 540.667 AU,          

(h3) d = 479.196 AU, (h4) d = 410.897 AU, (h5) d = 328.628 AU, (h6) = 228.438 AU. The horizontal and 

vertical dimensions of each plot in the xy-plane are 0.15 x 0.15 in dimensionless units. The color bar on the 

right shows log (ρ)  in dimensionless units. Each computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 
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Figure 4.2.9 - Simulation results for model I. Each plot shows a face-on view of the column density 

integrated along the z axis. The times corresponding to each row are given in units of tff. The binary 

separations for each snapshot are respectively given by (i1) d= 531.065 AU, (i2) d = 522.757 AU,            

(i3) d = 435.9223 AU, (i4) d = 364.861 AU, (i5) d = 289.241 AU, (i6) = 197.608 AU. The horizontal and 

vertical dimensions of each plot in the xy-plane are 0.15 x 0.15 in dimensionless units. The color bar on the 

right shows log (ρ) in dimensionless units. Each computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 
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Figure 4.2.10 - Time evolution of the maximum temperature within the collapsing cloud for models H and 

I (left panel), and the time evolution of the maximum density for the same set of models (right panel). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2.11(a) -  Q-parameters values against cloud  radius (r) in dimensionless units for set of models  

A, B, C, D, E. Time is shown in units of tdyn. Each computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 
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Figure 4.2.11(b) -  Q-parameters values against cloud  radius (r) in dimensionless units for set of models  

A, B, C, D, E. Time is shown in units of tdyn. Each computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2.11(c) -  Q-parameters values against cloud  radius (r) in dimensionless units for set of models  

A, B, C, D, E. Time is shown in units of tdyn. Each computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 
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Figure 4.2.11(d) -  Q-parameters values against cloud  radius (r) in dimensionless units for set of models  

A, B, C, D, E. Time is shown in units of tdyn. Each computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 

 

Figure 4.2.11(e) -  Q-parameters values against cloud  radius (r) in dimensionless units for set of models  

A, B, C, D, E. Time is shown in units of tdyn. Each computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 
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Figure 4.2.12 - Snapshots of column density viewed parallel to the rotation axis during the evolution of 

collapse of cloud for model G. The dimensions of each square for xy-plane follow dimensionless units as 

0.15 x 0.15. Color coded bar on right follows log (ρ) in dimensionless units. Column-wise time valid for 

each row is shown in units of t/tff. Each computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles.  

 

 

Figure 4.2.13 - Snapshots of column density viewed orthogonal to the rotation axis during the evolution of 

collapse of cloud for models G. The dimensions of each square for  xz-plane follow dimensionless units as 

0.1 x 0.05. Color coded bar in each panel follows log (ρ) in dimensionless units.  Time in each panel is 

shown in units of t/tff. Each computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 
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Figure 4.2.14 - Detailed snapshots of column density viewed parallel to the rotation axis during the 

evolution of collapse of cloud for model G. First square for xy-plane follows dimensionless units as          

0.25 x 0.25 which further zoomed-in in subsequent squares. Color coded bar on right follows log (ρ) in 

dimensionless units. Time is shown in units of t/tff. Each computation was performed with 250025 SPH 

particles.  

 

 

Figure 4.2.15 - Snapshots of column density viewed parallel to the rotation axis during the evolution of 

collapse of cloud for model F. The dimensions of each square for xy-plane follow dimensionless units as 

0.15 x 0.15. Color coded bar on right follows log (ρ) in dimensionless units. Column-wise time valid for 

each row is shown in units of t/tff. Each computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles.  
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Figure 4.2.16 - Snapshots of column density viewed orthogonal to the rotation axis during the evolution of 

collapse of cloud for models F. The dimensions of each square for  xz-plane follow dimensionless units as 

0.1 x 0.05. Color coded bar in each panel follows log (ρ) in dimensionless units.  Time in each panel is 

shown in units of t/tff. Each computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 

 

 

Figure 4.2.17 -  Q-parameters values evolution  against cloud  radius (r) in dimensionless units for       

model-G. Time is shown in units of tdyn. Each computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles.   
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Figure 4.2.18 -  Surface density evolution  against cloud  radius (r) in dimensionless units for model- G. 

Time is shown in units of tdyn. Each computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles.   
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Figure 4.2.19 -  Q-parameters values evolution  against cloud  radius (r) in dimensionless units for     

model-F. Time is shown in units of tdyn. Each computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles.   
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Figure 4.2.20 -  Surface density evolution  against cloud  radius (r) in dimensionless units for model-F. 

Time is shown in units of tdyn. Each computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles.   
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Figure 4.2.21 - The time evolution of maximum  temperature of the collapsing cloud for models C, F, G 

(on the left), and the time evolution of maximum density of the collapsing cloud for the same set of models 

(on the right). The free fall time of the initial cloud, tff = 1.07 x 10
12 

s (i.e. 33,968.253 yrs). Each 

computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 

   

 

Figure 4.2.22 – Snapshots of column temperature viewed parallel to the rotation axis for the final state of 

evolution of cloud for models A, B, C (first row) and for models D, E, G (second row). The dimensions of 

each square for xy-plane in two rows follow dimensionless units as 0.1 x 0.1 and 0.025 x 0.025; 

respectively. Color coded bar in each panel follows log (T) in dimensionless units. Arrows represent 

temperature of fragmentation in Kelvin. Each computation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 
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Table. 4.8 Summarizing the maximum numerical time, respective maximum density 

and temperature attained by the cloud for collapse models (the maximum 

numerical time indicates here the limit of our computational resource). 

 

Model A B C D 

Tmax (yrs) 47913.746 47913.746 47913.746 47913.746 

ρmax (g/cm
3
) 4.767 x 10

-11 
2.380 x 10

-11 
1.883 x 10

-11 
7.551 x 10

-12 

Tmax (K) 1298 922.5 878.4 530.2 

 

Model E F G H I 

Tmax (yrs) 47913.746 47913.746 47913.746 47913.746 47913.746 

ρmax (g/cm
3
) 4.643 x 10

-12 
8.118 x 10

-14 
8.909 x 10

-10 
7.787 x 10

-12 
5.042 x 10

-12 

Tmax (K) 421.5 116.7 2456 540.9 444.7 

 

 

4.7 Discussion 

 

4.7.1 Thermal response of quadruple seeded cores 

  

We have examined a connection between gravitational instabilities and initial 

thermal states of molecular cloud cores when they are subjected to self-gravitational 

collapse. By varying the amplitudes of initial azimuthal density perturbation we have also 

explored how these density fluctuations in collapsing cores are responding to 

gravitational instabilities like ring instability and spiral instability. We come to know that 

initial low thermal states and strong density perturbations help the collapsing cores to 
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evolve in spiral structures. Whereas, high initial thermal states along with weak initial 

density perturbations give rise to ring instability in collapsing molecular cores. It is 

important to notice that these different structural out comes in collapsing molecular cores 

cover a very brief temperature range of 8 K to 12 K where Tinit. = 10 K remains a state of 

transition from one type of gravitational instability to the other.   

    

 

4.7.2 Thermal response of binary seeded cores  

 

We have investigated the influence of the initial thermal state of molecular cloud 

cores on the formation of proto-stellar binary systems through gravitation and 

fragmentation. We find that in the relatively low temperature cores, in which binaries are 

formed (with T0 in the range 8-10 K), the binary separation is a function of the initial 

thermal conditions prevailing in the molecular cloud cores. Darker and colder molecular 

cloud cores at T0 = 8 K evolve into proto-binary systems with small separation, whereas 

for slightly higher initial temperatures of 9 K or 10 K, an increase in the binary separation 

is observed from the results of our models. Our quantitative analysis has therefore 

revealed a strong thermal sensitivity of the separation of evolving proto-binary systems. 

Molecular cloud cores with temperature above 10 K do not develop into binaries but also 

form single proto-stars instead. 

 

4.7.3 Thermodynamic phase transfer response of binary seeded cores  

  

 We also investigated the impact of an effective cooling environment that may 

prolong the isothermal phase of core collapse. We find that higher values for the critical 

density which separates the regime of isothermal and adiabatic cloud collapse 

significantly affects the binary fragmentation process, in that additional secondary 

fragmentation has been observed in a bar connecting the primary proto-stellar fragments 

in the central part of the models. This process happens in a fairly short period of time 

compared to the freefall time of the cores and can give rise to the formation of multiple 
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hierarchical proto-stellar systems. On the other hand, a reduction of the critical density, 

hence a less efficient cooling environment, suppresses fragmentation and may even lead 

to stable disk structures without star formation in the first place. 
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Chapter 5 

 

5 Conclusions and the Outlook 

 

5.1 Summary 

 

This thesis has examined the formation of low-mass proto-stellar systems in the 

context of certain small variations in initial conditions of collapsing solar mass molecular 

cloud cores. Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) based numerical approach is 

utilized to model astrophysical fluid dynamics that governs the entire star formation 

process. We tried to investigate the thermodynamical behavior of collapsing molecular 

cores and have discussed the thermal sensitivity in defining the various outcomes of these 

astrophysical systems. Apart from variety of number of fragmentation, the overall 

structural properties of gas taking shapes of bars, rings and spirals are also discussed in 

the context of variations in initial thermal states of molecular clouds. Initial seeding for 

binary and quadruple systems are used to model features related to young proto-binaries 

and multiple proto-stellar systems. The gravitational instabilities that give rise to specific 

structural fate to collapsing molecular gas clouds are also brought under investigation. 

This entire work is performed for a brief thermal range of (8 K to 12 K), phase-transition 

density range of (10
-13 

g/cm
3
 to 10

-15
 g/cm

3
), and perturbation amplitude (10% and 25%) 

only but yet the outcomes are full of diversities in many respects inferring the 

significance of small variations in initial conditions of star forming gas. 

 

5.2 Prime Conclusions 

   

Initial conditions play a decisive role in determining the phases of evolution and 

hence the final product of collapsing star forming gas core. Not only the occurrence of 

number of fragmentation which may reach to proto-stellar densities responds strongly to 

initial conditions but the cloud morphology is also significantly controlled by these 
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specific initial conditions. In addition to these strongly dependent features of molecular 

clouds, there are certain characteristics of these clouds that show hardly any substantial 

variations in their qualitative behavior. 

   

Number of fragmentation: For Quadruple seeded molecular cores, the study has 

revealed that the number of fragments appearing in collapsing core is remained well 

independent of the initial thermal states of these molecular cores, and is showing its 

greater dependence on the mode (m) that has been set for cloud cores. However, the time 

of evolution required by these fragmentations to be completely visible remains more of a 

function of initial thermal states of the cores. There is hardly any secondary 

fragmentation occurring in these cases. But this is valid only for weaker initial amplitudes 

of introduced density perturbations. As the core is assigned stronger amplitude of 

perturbation (A), the collapsing core experiences much earlier primary fragmentation 

processes which very soon is followed by secondary fragmentation. This however, 

happens only for molecular cores that initiate these phases of collapse from lower thermal 

states. Molecular cores of relatively higher initial thermal states fail to show any signs of 

secondary fragmentation. For a binary seeded core there lies no guarantee that the core 

will eventually fragment in to two, as with a higher initial thermal states, fragments if 

appear tend to merge together during evolutionary stages and instead of a binary they are  

more likely to form a single proto-star system surrounded by accretion disk. Binary 

system however can be guaranteed only if amplitudes of initial density perturbation 

remains much higher than A = 10% in these warm molecular cores. An interesting 

observation is for a binary seeded core but with phase-transition density oscillating 

around 10
-14

 g/cm
3
 by an order of magnitude difference.  Almost no fragmentation is 

resulted if the core is allowed to be in a very brief phase of isothermal state. However, 

secondary fragmentation results if the same core experiences a larger time duration 

within isothermal phases of collapse. 

 

Gravitational instability: Mainly classified into ring type instability and spiral waves 

instability. Quadruple seeded cold molecular cores subjected to stronger initial density 
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perturbations show clearer signs of spiral structure formation. Whereas, warm cores of 

weaker initial density perturbations infer an inclination towards ring structure formation. 

On the other hand, binary seeded cores show no possibility of emergence of ring type 

instability and the core of collapse is either for bar type structure or spiral structure 

depending upon the thermal conditions prevailing during collapse.       

 

Proto-stellar density: It is the initial thermodynamical state of collapsing molecular 

cores that decide whether resulting fragmentation will reach anywhere near to proto-

stellar density or not. We noticed in various conducted cases of simulation that much 

cooler initial thermal state or a prolonged isothermal state of collapsing molecular cores 

help fragmentations to attain significantly higher density and the contrast may reach to 

eight orders of magnitude difference with respect to the density with which the molecular 

core starts to collapse. This feature in collapsing cores remains independent of nature of 

seed provided to the core to experience the fragmentation. However, amplitude of initial 

density perturbation still remains a decisive factor for clumps to attain higher densities 

and become a proto-star. 

 

Disk structure: The collapse of molecular cores develops an intermediate disk structure. 

The dimension of the resulting disk structure shows strong dependence on the initial 

thermal state of the core with which it starts to collapse. It has been found that a thinner 

and wider disk structure results if the collapsing core initially possesses a cooler initial 

thermal state. Molecular cores that are initially at relatively warm thermal states generally 

end up in the form of intermediate disk structures that are thicker and lesser in terms of 

disk radii. This trend of the dimension of the disk structure qualitatively remains 

independent of the type of seeding (binary / quadruple) introduced in molecular cores. 

However, size of the disk in terms of its vertical dimension and radial extent is found 

dependent on the duration for which a molecular core experiences isothermal phase of 

collapse. 
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Disk stability: Following quadruple seeded cores, the Toomre's Q-parameter analysis has 

shown that there exists a direct link between Q-parameter value and the nature of 

gravitational instability that the disk may experience in collapse. A sharp dip in Q-profile 

can be a sign of the occurrence of spiral instability whereas an absence of such transients 

may be taken as an indication of transformation of instability from the spiral to ring. The 

Q-parameter could also be a measure of the severity and the time of occurrence of the 

centrifugal bounce experienced by the collapsing cores. This characteristic remains 

independent of the amplitude of initial density perturbation, as the centrifugal bounce 

generally remains a feature of the molecular core that initiates the phase of collapse from 

relatively warm conditions. In binary seeded cores, the radial evolution of the Toomre 

parameter shows direct links with the development of fragments of the collapsing cores. 

For the cold molecular cores, the gravitational fragmentation is limited to small inner part 

of the initial radius and rest of the disk dimension remains quite stable and free of 

fragmentation processes. For molecular cores of relatively warm initial thermal states, 

again it is the Q-parameter profile that remains a clear indicator of no possibility of 

fragmentation even in the later stages of collapse. 

 

Binary separation: In cases of binary seeded cores, initial thermal state has shown 

profound effects on binary separation profile. Colder molecular cores are found 

potentially ending up with a proto-binary system with relatively smaller final binary 

separations than the warmer molecular cores. The time evolution of the binary separation 

profile also remains closely dependent on the nature of the initial thermal state of the core 

as well as the amplitude of the initial density perturbation assigned to the core. The 

binary separation from all explored relevant models mainly follows the variations in 

semi-major axes and is found less affected by the evolution of the orbital eccentricities. 

 

Eccentricity: It is also clear that the eccentricity of the binary depends on both the initial 

temperature of the molecular core and the amplitude of the initial density perturbation. 

The eccentricity of proto-binaries emerging from cold molecular cloud cores and with 

relatively small amplitude of initial density perturbation appears to follow distinct 
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evolution paths with deeper minima around pericenter if the core was coolers at the 

beginning. On the other hand, the warm molecular cloud cores with significant density 

perturbations yield proto-binaries which start with a slightly higher eccentricity than the 

cooler models. For a very brief period of time, the orbital eccentricities of the binary 

follow distinct evolution paths, but later on the relevant curves eventually merge together 

and give rise to a common orbital eccentricity evolution with a decreasing trend, while 

the fragments are moving toward each other to reach their point of closest approaches. 

    

5.3 Possible extension of the work 

 

 The numerical investigation on the low-mass proto-stellar system in the present 

thesis should be extended in at least three branches such as radiative cooling, potential 

density profiles, and impact of magnetic fields. 

  

5.3.1 Cooling through radiative transfer 

 

 The work presented in this thesis has compromised on one of the important 

features and physical processes such as cooling through radiative transfer mechanism. 

The presence of significant amount of metals in a star forming gas can seriously change 

the course of its evolution by intensifying the rate of radiative cooling. Knowing that 

sufficient cooling can lead to more fragmentation, and the formation of low-mass stars 

can possess much significant density contrast from the density of the parent gas cloud, we 

feel that despite the fact that adding metal cooling to numerical simulations would affect 

speed of computation, it should be brought into the simulation scheme to cover other 

possible star-forming environments where both metal-free gas-clouds and metal-rich-gas 

clouds can be investigated in the context of low-mass proto-star formation. It is one of the 

future prospects that the findings of the thesis should be analyzed further by choosing 

more effective EOS other than the baratropic form. 
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5.3.2 Density profiles 

 

 Astronomical observations have revealed various density profiles that are being 

followed by different star forming regions in interstellar medium. Among these density 

structures, gas in cold and dark molecular cloud cores seems to follow radial density 

profile such as (  
 

 
)  (  

 

    
)  (  

 

    
)  Similarly, another potential star forming 

region in the Bok Globule which has a density structure for low mass proto-star 

formation that can be closely mimicked by Bonnor-Ebert type density profile. The 

present thesis is confined only to a uniform density profile structure for molecular cores 

with azimuthal perturbation. Hence, there exists a need that this variety of density profile 

should also be examined in the context of low-mass proto-stellar systems formation under 

quadruple and binary seeded conditions subjected to variations in initial thermal states.     

 

5.3.3 Magnetic field  

 

 Many recent studies have suggested a possible role of magnetic fields in the early 

phases of low-mass proto-star formation. It has been suggested that these magnetic fields 

are responsible behind the formation of extremely collimated jets of particles coming 

along orthogonal axis of rotating and collapsing star forming cores. Also, the process of 

fragmentation is too highly dependent on the strength of the existing magnetic field in the 

star forming clouds. An intense magnetic field is found responsible in suppressing the 

level of clump formation within the collapsing gas. A delay in the process of 

fragmentation due to the presence of magnetic field may also affect the overall 

morphology of the collapsing molecular clouds. Hence to include this important factor of 

magnetic field and make the simple SPH simulation a more versatile SPMHD simulation 

to explore in detail the involved physical processes would be worth attempting.    
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Appendix 1 

 

List of Tables 

 

Table 1.1  Classification of proto-stars with respect to the bolometric temperature 

and lifetime. 

 

Table 2.1  Important properties related to dark clouds, clumps, and cores. 

 

Table 2.2  Typical specific angular momenta from dense cores to the Sun. 

 

Table 4.1 Model parameters used to study weakly purturbed initial density states of 

molecular cores. 

 

Table 4.2 Model parameters used to study strongly purturbed initial density states of 

molecular cores. 

 

Table. 4.4 Summarizing physical parameters and respective results for models. The 

radius, mass, and initial density of cloud for each model remains constant 

as 5 x 10
16 

cm, 1   , 3.8 x 10
-18 

g/cm
3
; respectively. 

 

Table. 4.5 Summarizing physical parameters and respective results for models. The 

radius, mass, and initial density of cloud for each model remains constant 

as 5 x 10
16 

cm, 1   , 3.8 x 10
-18 

g/cm
3
; respectively. 

 

Table. 4.6 Summarizing physical parameters and respective results for models. The 

radius, mass, and initial density of cloud for each model remains constant 

as 5 x 10
16 

cm, 1   , 3.8 x 10
-18 

g/cm
3
; respectively. 
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Table. 4.7 Summarizing physical parameters and respective results for models. The 

radius, mass, and initial density of cloud for each model remains constant 

as 5 x 10
16 

cm, 1   , 3.8 x 10
-18 

g/cm
3
; respectively. 

 

Table. 4.8 Summarizing the maximum evolution time, respective maximum density 

and temperature attained by the cloud for collapse models. 
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Appendix 2 

 

List of Figures 

 

 

Figure1.1  History of structure formation in the Universe. Image Credits: European 

Space Agency (ESA). 

 

Figure 1.2 The large-scale flows of gas in the Milky Way halo of faint stars and hot 

gas. Using the Hubble Space Telescope's Cosmic Origins Spectrograph 

and Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph. Image Credits: European 

Space Agency (ESA).  

 

Figure 1.3 Description of the classes of evolving proto-star. The image is cited from 

Andrea Isella’s thesis, 2006. 

http://www.astro.caltech.edu/isella/home_files/Thesis.pdf 

 

Figure 2.1 Revealing the signature of star formation through mid-infrared 

spectroscopy. The image is cited from http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu.  

 

Figure 2.2 The Taurus Molecular Cloud (TMC-1) lies 450 ly away in Taurus and 

contains many complex molecules. The upper-right part of the dusty 

filament shown here is Barnard 211, while the lower-left part is Barnard 

213. Image Credit: ESO/APEX (MPIfR/ESO/OSO)/A. 

 

Figure 2.3 HII region locations in Milky Way Red areas mark locations of a string of 

newly-discovered HII regions stretching across a portion of the Milky 

Way. CREDIT: HRDS Survey Team, NRAO/AUI/NSF (radio); Axel 

Mellinger (optical). 

 

http://www.astro.caltech.edu/~isella/home_files/Thesis.pdf
http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/explore/blog/158-The-Story-of-Star-Formation
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Figure 2.4 An image of Thackeray's Globules, a set of Bok globules in the HII region 

IC 2944, taken with the WFPC2 instrument on the Hubble Space 

Telescope. Image is cited from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bok_globule. 

 

Figure 2.5 Mapping the molecular hydrogen present in galaxy. Light from the 

excitation of atomic hydrogen; the same, for molecular hydrogen; infrared; 

near infrared; optical; x-ray radiation; gamma rays. These panels were 

assembled at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center's Astrophysics Data 

Center using results from satellites developed there and elsewhere. Image 

is cited from http://www.fas.org/irp/imint/docs/rst/Sect20/preface.html  

 

Figure 2.6 Four evolutionary stages of proto-star development. The image is cited 

from http://www.astro.wisc.edu/~denzmore/research.html. 

 

Figure 4.1.1  Snapshots of column density viewed parallel to the rotation axis during the 

evolution of collapse of cloud for models M1, M2, M3 (first row) and for 

models M4, M5, M6 (second row). The dimensions of each square for        

xy-plane follow dimensionless units as 0.1 x 0.1. Color coded bar in each 

panel follows log (ρ) in dimensionless units. Time in each panel is shown 

in units of t/tff. Each calculation was performed with 250025 SPH 

particles. 

 

Figure 4.1.2   Snapshots of column density viewed orthogonal to the rotation axis during 

the evolution of collapse of cloud for models M1, M2, M3 (first row) and 

for models M4, M5, M6 (second row). The dimensions of each square for       

xz-plane follow dimensionless units as 0.1 x 0.05. Color coded bar in each 

panel follows log (ρ) in dimensionless units.  Time in each panel is shown 

in units of t/tff. Each calculation was performed with 250025 SPH 

particles. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thackeray's_Globules
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H_II_region
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IC_2944
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wide_Field_and_Planetary_Camera_2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hubble_Space_Telescope
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hubble_Space_Telescope
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bok_globule
http://www.fas.org/irp/imint/docs/rst/Sect20/preface.html
http://www.astro.wisc.edu/~denzmore/research.html
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Figure 4.1.3    From top to bottom the left and right columns represent Q-parameters 

values against cloud radius (r) in dimensionless units for set of models  

M1, M, M3 and M4, M5, M6; respectively. 

 

Figure 4.1.4   The time evolution of maximum density of the collapsing cloud for 

models M1, M2, M3 (on the left), and for models M4, M5, M6 (on the 

right). The free fall time of the initial cloud, tff = 1.07 x 10
12 

s (i.e. 

33,968.253 yrs). Each calculation was performed with 250025 SPH 

particles. 

 

Figure 4.1.5   The time evolution of maximum temperature of the collapsing cloud for 

models M1, M2, M3 (on the left), & for models M4, M5, M6 (on the 

right). The free fall time of the initial cloud, tff = 1.07 x 10
12 

s  (i.e. 

33,968.253 yrs). Each calculation was performed with 250025 SPH 

particles. 

Figure 4.1.6    Snapshots of column density viewed parallel to the rotation axis during the 

evolution of collapse of cloud for model M7. The dimensions of each 

square for xy-plane follow dimensionless units as 0.1 x 0.1. Color coded 

bar in each panel follows log (ρ) in dimensionless units. Time in each 

panel is shown in units of free fall time. Each computation was performed 

with 250025 SPH particles. 

Figure 4.1.7    Snapshots of column density viewed parallel to the rotation axis during the 

evolution of collapse of cloud for model M8. The dimensions of each 

square for xy-plane follow dimensionless units as 0.1 x 0.1. Color coded 

bar in each panel follows log (ρ) in dimensionless units. Time in each 

panel is shown in units of free fall time. Each computation was performed 

with 250025 SPH particles. 

 

Figure 4.1.8   Snapshots of column temperature viewed parallel to the rotation axis for 

the final state of evolution of cloud for models M1, M2, M3 (first row) 
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and for models M4, M5, M6 (second row). The dimensions of each square 

for xy-plane follow dimensionless units as 0.1 x 0.1. Color coded bar in 

each panel follows log (T) in dimensionless units. Fragmentation inside a 

circle indicates highest thermal region.  Each calculation was performed 

with 250025 SPH particles. 

 

Figure 4.2.1  Simulation results for models A, B, C, D and E. Each column of plots 

shows face-on views of the column density integrated along the z axis for 

each particular model. The corresponding initial temperature is shown at 

the top of each column. The times corresponding to each row are given in 

units of tff. The binary separations for each snapshot are respectively given 

by (a1) d = 313.184 AU, (a2) d = 224.943 AU, (a3) d = 88.758 AU,                 

(a4) d = 199.348 AU, (a5) d = 278.685 AU, (b1) d = 282.382 AU,              

(b2) d = 200.013 AU, (b3) d = 151.047 AU, (b4) d = 251.859 AU,            

(b5) d = 343.235 AU, (c1) d = 262.515 AU, (c2) d = 166.739 AU,              

(c3) d = 173.062 AU, (c4) d = 266.667 AU, (c5) d = 378.364 AU. The 

horizontal and vertical dimensions of each plot in the xy-plane are             

0.12 x 0.12 in dimensionless units. The color bar on the right shows log 

(ρ) in dimensionless units. Each calculation was performed with 250025 

SPH particles. 

 

Figure 4.2.2  Snapshots of column density viewed orthogonal to the rotation axis during 

the evolution of collapse of cloud for models A, B, C, D, E in columns. 

The dimensions of each square for xz-plane follow dimensionless units as         

0.1 x 0.05. Color coded bar on right follows log (ρ) in dimensionless units. 

Column-wise time valid for each row is shown in units of t/tff. Each 

calculation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 

 

Figure 4.2.3   Evolution of the binary separation for models A, B, and C (left panel) and 

for models H and I (right panel) as a function of time up to 1.4 tff . The 
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binary separation for the two proto-stars is determined by searching for the 

SPH articles with maximum density and their corresponding distance in 

simulation space. 

 

Figure 4.2.4   Evolution of the total relative mass fraction for the proto-stellar binaries in 

models A, B, and C as a function of time up to 1.4 tff. 

 

 

Figure 4.2.5   The time evolution of maximum  temperature of the collapsing cloud for 

models A, B, C, D, E (on the left), and the time evolution of maximum 

density of the collapsing cloud for the same set of models (on the right). 

The free fall time of the initial cloud, tff = 1.07 x 10
12 

s (i.e. 33,968.253 

yrs). Each calculation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 

 

 

Figure 4.2.6   Simulation results for model H. Each plot shows a face-on view the 

column density integrated along the z axis. The times corresponding to 

each row are given in units of tff. The binary separations for each snapshot 

are respectively given by (h1) d = 590.130 AU, (h2) d = 540.667 AU, (h3) 

d = 479.196 AU, (h4) d = 410.897 AU, (h5) d = 328.628 AU, (h6) = 

228.438 AU. The horizontal and vertical dimensions of each plot in the 

xy-plane are 0.15 x 0.15 in dimensionless units. The color bar on the right 

shows log (ρ)  in dimensionless units. Each calculation was performed 

with 250025 SPH particles. 

 

Figure 4.2.7   Simulation results for model I. Each plot shows a face-on view the column 

density integrated along the z axis. The times corresponding to each row 

are given in units of tff. The binary separations for each snapshot are 

respectively given by (i1) d= 531.065 AU, (i2) d = 522.757 AU, (i3) d = 

435.9223 AU, (i4) d = 364.861 AU, (i5) d = 289.241 AU, (i6) = 197.608 

AU. The horizontal and vertical dimensions of each plot in the xy-plane 

are 0.15 x 0.15 in dimensionless units. The color bar on the right shows 
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log (ρ) in dimensionless units. Each calculation was performed with 

250025 SPH particles. 

 

Figure 4.2.8   Time evolution of the maximum temperature within the collapsing cloud 

for models H and I (left panel), and the time evolution of the maximum 

density for the same set of models (right panel). 

 

Figure 4.2.9(a)   Q-parameters values against cloud  radius (r) in dimensionless units for 

set of models  A, B, C, D, E. Time in  is shown in units of t/tff. Each 

calculation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 

Figure 4.2.9(b)   Q-parameters values against cloud  radius (r) in dimensionless units for 

set of models  A, B, C, D, E. Time in  is shown in units of t/tff. Each 

calculation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 

Figure 4.2.9(c)   Q-parameters values against cloud  radius (r) in dimensionless units for 

set of models  A, B, C, D, E. Time in  is shown in units of t/tff. Each 

calculation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 

Figure 4.2.9(d)   Q-parameters values against cloud  radius (r) in dimensionless units for 

set of models  A, B, C, D, E. Time in  is shown in units of t/tff. Each 

calculation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 

 

Figure 4.2.9(e)   Q-parameters values against cloud  radius (r) in dimensionless units for 

set of models  A, B, C, D, E. Time in  is shown in units of t/tff. Each 

calculation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 

 

Figure 4.2.10  Snapshots of column density viewed parallel to the rotation axis during the 

evolution of collapse of cloud for  model G. The dimensions of each 

square for xy-plane follow dimensionless units as 0.15 x 0.15. Color coded 
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bar on right follows log (ρ) in dimensionless units. Column-wise time 

valid for each row is shown in units of t/tff. Each calculation was 

performed with 250025 SPH particles.  

 

Figure 4.2.11  Snapshots of column density viewed orthogonal to the rotation axis during 

the evolution of collapse of cloud for models G. The dimensions of each 

square for xz-plane follow dimensionless units as 0.1 x 0.05. Color coded 

bar in each panel follows log (ρ) in dimensionless units.  Time in each 

panel is shown in units of t/tff. Each calculation was performed with 

250025 SPH particles. 

 

Figure 4.2.12  Detailed snapshots of column density viewed parallel to the rotation axis 

during the evolution of collapse of cloud for model G. First square for         

xy-plane follows dimensionless units as 0.25 x 0.25 which further 

zoomed-in in subsequent squares. Color coded bar on right follows log (ρ) 

in dimensionless units. Time is shown in units of t/tff. Each calculation 

was performed with 250025 SPH particles.  

 

Figure 4.2.13  Snapshots of column density viewed parallel to the rotation axis during the 

evolution of collapse of cloud for model F. The dimensions of each square 

for xy-plane follow dimensionless units as 0.15 x 0.15. Color coded bar on 

right follows log (ρ) in dimensionless units. Column-wise time valid for 

each row is shown in units of t/tff. Each calculation was performed with 

250025 SPH particles.  

 

Figure 4.2.14   Snapshots of column density viewed orthogonal to the rotation axis during 

the evolution of collapse of cloud for models F. The dimensions of each 
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square for xz-plane follow dimensionless units as 0.1 x 0.05. Color coded 

bar in each panel follows log (ρ) in dimensionless units.  Time in each 

panel is shown in units of t/tff. Each calculation was performed with 

250025 SPH particles. 

 

Figure 4.2.15 Q-parameters values evolution against cloud radius (r) in dimensionless 

units for model-G. Time is shown in units of t/tff. Each calculation was 

performed with 250025 SPH particles.   

 

Figure 4.2.16   Surface density evolution  against cloud  radius (r) in dimensionless units 

for model-G. Time is shown in units of t/tff. Each calculation was 

performed with 250025 SPH particles.   

 

Figure 4.2.17   Q-parameters values evolution  against cloud  radius (r) in dimensionless 

units for model-F. Time is shown in units of t/tff. Each calculation was 

performed with 250025 SPH particles.   

 

Figure 4.2.18 Surface density evolution  against cloud  radius (r) in dimensionless units 

for model-F. Time is shown in units of t/tff. Each calculation was 

performed with 250025 SPH particles.   

 

Figure 4.2.19  The time evolution of maximum  temperature of the collapsing cloud for 

models C, F, G (on the left), and the time evolution of maximum density 

of the collapsing cloud for the same set of models (on the right). The free 

fall time of the initial cloud, tff = 1.07 x 10
12 

s (i.e. 33,968.253 yrs). Each 

calculation was performed with 250025 SPH particles.   
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Figure 4.2.20  Snapshots of column temperature viewed parallel to the rotation axis for 

the final state of evolution of cloud for models A, B, C (first row) and for 

models D, E, G (second row). The dimensions of each square for xy-plane 

in two rows follow dimensionless units as 0.1 x 0.1 and 0.025 x 0.025; 

respectively. Color coded bar in each panel follows log (T) in 

dimensionless units. Arrows represent temperature of fragmentation in 

Kelvin. Each calculation was performed with 250025 SPH particles. 
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Appendix 3 

 

Simulation Code 

GRADSPH 

 

      program Bossmpi1 
          
   ! 3D SPH program  
   ! gravity is included using the Barnes and Hut tree algorithm  
   ! Boss and Bodenheimer collapse 
   ! stars are treated as sinks to allow for accretion of gas particles  
   ! ideal gas equation of state + optional cooling  
   ! variable time stepping scheme 
   ! parallelization with MPI routines 
   ! implementation of SPH equations derived from a variational 
principle 
   ! optional restart from previous output file  
    
        implicit none 
        include 'Bossheader1.f'  
        include 'mpif.h' 
       
        double precision walltime,maxwalltime,starttime,endtime,tdump 
        double precision TF,mdt,msun,radius,unitdensity,AU,pri 
        common/iter/NIT,ndump 
        integer*4 NIT,ndump  
        integer*4 i,j,p,ierr,irank,ista,iend,iopt 
        integer*4 status(MPI_STATUS_SIZE) 
        logical restart  
 ! initial setting of parameters  
        theta=0.7d0 
        pi=4.0*datan(1.0d0) 
        eta2=1.0d-2 
        eta=(3*nopt/(32*pi))**(1./3.) 
        amin=0.5d0 
        amax=2.0d0 
        alpha=1.0d0 
        bet=2.0d0 
        eps=0.2 
! --> adapted parameters cn and usquad  
        cn=0.1d0 
        usquad=.true.  
        ndump=0 
        restart=.false.  
        msun=1.98892d+33 
        AU=1.49598d13            
        radius=5.0d+16   
        unitdensity=msun/radius**3 
        rhocrit1=5.0d-14/unitdensity 
        c0=0.321977546d0 
 
        hswitch=3 
                 
! initially, there are no accreted particles  
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! number of sink particles is initially 1(the central star) 
 
        maxwalltime= 3600*2000 
 
        call MPI_INIT(ierr) 
        call MPI_COMM_SIZE(MPI_COMM_WORLD,p,ierr) 
        call MPI_COMM_RANK(MPI_COMM_WORLD,myrank,ierr) 
                                 
        do irank=0,p-1  
         
        call pararange(1,n,p,irank,ista,iend) 
         
        ilen1(irank)=iend-ista+1 
        idisp1(irank)=ista-1 
        ilen2(irank)=ndim*ilen1(irank) 
        idisp2(irank)=ndim*(ista-1) 
!        
        if ( irank .eq. myrank ) then 
         
        n_lower=ista 
        n_upper=iend 
 
        endif  
         
        enddo    
         
        write(6,*) myrank,n_lower,n_upper 
         
! initialisation of MPI routines 
 
! allocation of local arrays on each process 
 
! input of the particles   
         
        if ( myrank .eq. 0 ) then 
         
        if ( restart ) then 
         
        OPEN(2,file='Bossstat1.dat',position='append') 
        OPEN(3,file='Bossei1.dat',position='append') 
        OPEN(4,file='Bossek1.dat',position='append') 
        OPEN(7,file='Bossep1.dat',position='append') 
        OPEN(8,file='Bosset1.dat',position='append')     
        OPEN(9,file='Bossjt1.dat',position='append') 
        OPEN(10,file='Bosspt1.dat',position='append') 
        OPEN(11,file='Bossplots1.dat',position='append') 
        OPEN(13,file='Bossrm1.dat',position='append') 
!        OPEN(16,file='Bossr.dat',position='append') 
        OPEN(17,file='Bosscmax.dat',position='append') 
        OPEN(18,file='Bosstrho.dat',position='append') 
        else 
         
        OPEN(2,file='Bossstat1.dat') 
        OPEN(3,file='Bossei1.dat') 
        OPEN(4,file='Bossek1.dat') 
        OPEN(7,file='Bossep1.dat') 
        OPEN(8,file='Bosset1.dat')       
        OPEN(9,file='Bossjt1.dat') 
        OPEN(10,file='Bosspt1.dat') 
        OPEN(11,file='Bossplots1.dat') 
        OPEN(13,file='Bossrm1.dat') 
!        OPEN(16,file='Bossr.dat') 
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        OPEN(17,file='Bosscmax.dat') 
        OPEN(18,file='Bosstrho.dat') 
        endif  
         
        endif 
 
        if (restart) then  
         
        open(14,file='Bossrestart1.dmp') 
         
        read(14,*) nacc,nsink 
        read(14,*) tdump 
         
        t=tdump 
         
!       write(6,*) myrank,nacc,nsink,t,tdump 
         
        do i=1,n 
         
        read(14,*) x(i,1),x(i,2),x(i,3),v(i,1),v(i,2),v(i,3),am(i), 
     &  h(i),rho(i),a(i),myvodot(i,1),myvodot(i,2), 
     &  myvodot(i,3),mytlast(i),myvsigmax(i),myaodot(i),myvdot(i,1), 
     &  myvdot(i,2),myvdot(i,3) 
      
        act(i)=.true.  
        gam(i)=5.0/3.0 
 
! looks at the contents of the dump file 
 
        enddo 
         
        close(14) 
 
        else 
         
        open(1,file='Boss2.dat') 
 
        do i=1,n 
        read(1,*) x(i,1),x(i,2),x(i,3),v(i,1),v(i,2),v(i,3),am(i),h(i) 
        act(i)=.true.  
        gam(i)=5.0/3.0 
        c0=0.321977546d0 
 
        enddo 
         
!       read(1,*) c0 
         
        t=0.0d0 
        nacc=0 
        nsink=0 
         
        close(1) 
         
        endif 
         
! initialisation of the kernel tables  
 
        CALL TABULINIT 
         
        tp=0.0d0 
        tf=1.40d0*pi/2/dsqrt(2.0d0) 
        write(6,*) t,tf 
        NIT=0 
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        tprin=0.005d0 
        mdt=1.0d-15 
 
! mass and smoothing length of the star  
 
        if ( myrank .eq. 0 ) then 
      
        write(6,*) 'initialising...' 
         
        endif  
         
        if ( myrank .eq. 0 ) then 
         
        CALL PDUMP 
         
        endif  
 
        do i=n_lower,n_upper 
 
        update(i)=.true.  
 
        enddo 
                         
! First compute smoothing lengths, neighbours and densities 
 
        call MKTREE 
         
        if ( restart ) then 
                
        call INITDENSITIES 
 
        else 
         
        select case (hswitch)  
        case (1) 
        call FINDDENSITIES1 
        case (2) 
        call FINDDENSITIES2 
        case (3) 
        call FINDDENSITIES3 
        case (4) 
        call FINDDENSITIES4 
        end select 
         
        endif 
 
!        write(6,*) 'ok' 
                 
        do i=n_lower,n_upper 
         
        if ( .not. restart ) then 
 
        mya(i)=amin 
         
        endif 
 
        enddo  
         
        if ( .not. restart ) then 
 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(mya(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,a,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr)  
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        endif 
                               
! initial communication  
 
        do i=1,n  
         
        pri=c0**2*rho(i)*(1.0d0+(rho(i)/rhocrit1)**(gam(i)-1.0d0)) 
                  
! Barotropic EOS, switching from approximately isothermal to adiabatic 
at  
! rho=rhocrit1 
 
        POR2(I)=pri/rho(i)**2 
          
        cs(i)=c0*dsqrt(1.0d0+gam(i)*(rho(i)/rhocrit1)**(gam(i)-1.0d0))      
         
        enddo  
         
        if ( .not. restart ) then 
! 
       do i=n_lower,n_upper 
         
        CALL calcdots(i) 
         
        myvdot(i,1)=vxdoti 
        myvdot(i,2)=vydoti 
        myvdot(i,3)=vzdoti 
        myadot(i)=adoti 
        myhdot(i)=hdoti 
        myvodot(i,1)=myvdot(i,1) 
        myvodot(i,2)=myvdot(i,2) 
        myvodot(i,3)=myvdot(i,3) 
        myaodot(i)=myadot(i) 
        myhodot(i)=myhdot(i) 
        myphi(i)=phii 
        mytlast(i)=t 
         
        enddo 
         
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myphi(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,phi,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_REAL8, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr)  
           
        endif 
                    
! Compute accelerations for SPH particles on each 
process(hydro+gravity) 
 
        CALL TSTEP  
         
! Compute timesteps  
 
        starttime=MPI_WTIME() 
                 
        write(6,*) 'starting main loop...' 
         
        do while (.TRUE.)  
 
        CALL MAINIT 
 
! Main integration loop  
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       endtime=MPI_WTIME() 
       walltime=endtime-starttime 
         
! Determine walltime to allow graceful exit  
 
        if ( walltime .gt. maxwalltime ) then 
         
        if ( myrank .eq. 0 ) then 
        write(2,*) 'Maximum walltime has been exceeded' 
        write(2,*) 'Integration ends at t=',tff 
        call PDUMP 
        endif  
        exit 
        else 
 
        if ( T .gt. TF ) THEN 
         
        if ( myrank .eq. 0 ) then 
        write(2,*) 'End of integration has been reached:t=',tff 
        call PDUMP 
        endif  
        exit 
        else 
!       if ( DT .lt. MDT) then 
!       if ( myrank .eq. 0 ) then  
!       write(2,*) 'Integration has been stopped because of a too small  
 !    & timestep' 
 !       call PDUMP 
!       endif  
!       exit 
!       endif 
        endif 
        endif   
         
        if ( myrank .eq. 0 ) then 
 
        write(2,*) myrank,'step= ',NIT,' t=',tff,'dt=', 
     &  dt*2*dsqrt(2.0d0)/pi                     
        write(6,*) myrank,'step= ',NIT,' t=',tff, 
     & 'dt=',dt*2*dsqrt(2.0d0)/pi 
                                 
        endif    
! 
        enddo  
         
        call restartdump 
         
        if ( myrank .eq. 0 ) then 
         
        close(2) 
        close(3) 
        close(4) 
        close(7) 
        close(8) 
        close(9) 
        close(10) 
        close(11) 
        close(12) 
        close(13) 
!        close(16) 
        close(17) 
        close(18) 
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        endif  
         
      call MPI_Finalize(ierr) 
 
      end program Bossmpi1 
         
         
      SUBROUTINE pararange(n1,n2,nprocs,irank,ista,iend) 
      IMPLICIT NONE 
*********************************************************** 
c    determine workload for each processor  
************************************************************** 
 
      include 'Bossheader1.f' 
 
        integer*4 irank,n1,n2,nprocs,iwork1,iwork2 
        integer*4 ista,iend 
         
        iwork1=(n2-n1+1)/nprocs 
        iwork2=mod(n2-n1+1,nprocs) 
        ista=irank*iwork1+n1+min(irank,iwork2) 
        iend=ista+iwork1-1 
         
        if ( iwork2 .gt. irank ) then  
        iend=iend+1 
        endif  
         
! determines range and number of particles within this range  
            
      return  
      end 
 
             
      SUBROUTINE MAINIT 
        IMPLICIT NONE 
c *********************************************************** 
c     One full iteration of the hydro code 
c ***********************************************************    
 
      include 'Bossheader1.f'    
           
        common/iter/NIT,ndump 
        integer*4 NIT,i,j 
        integer*4 ndump 
         
 
C Advance particle positions and velocities: 
 
        tp=tp+dt*2*dsqrt(2.0d0)/pi  
         
        NIT=NIT+1 
 
        CALL ADVANCE 
         
        if ( myrank .eq. 0 ) then 
         
        CALL ENOUT  
         
        endif  
      
        if ( tp .ge. tprin ) then  
         
        tp=0.0d0 
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C Write results to file  
         
        if ( myrank .eq. 0 ) then 
 
        CALL pdump 
         
        endif  
 
        ENDIF  
 
      RETURN 
      END 
 
      SUBROUTINE TABULINIT 
c ***************************************************************** 
c     Calculate tabulated values of smoothing kernel for SPH summation 
c 
**********************************************************************   
 
      include 'Bossheader1.f' 
 
        integer*4 i 
        double precision uu2,w,dw,dwdh 
                                    
C Compute tabulations of W(u) and dW(u)/du: 
        DO I=1,NTAB 
        UU2=4.*FLOAT(I-1)/FLOAT(NTAB-1)+1.E-15 
        WTAB(I)=W(DSQRT(UU2)) 
        DWTAB(I)=DW(DSQRT(UU2)) 
        DWDHTAB(I)=DWDH(DSQRT(UU2)) 
        ENDDO 
 
        CTAB=FLOAT(NTAB-1)/4 
         
      RETURN 
      END 
 
c 
*********************************************************************** 
      double precision FUNCTION W(U) 
c     Calculate smoothing kernel function W  
c     See Rasio and Shapiro, ApJ 401, 226 (1992), Eq. 4 
 
      include 'Bossheader1.f' 
 
      double precision U 
 
      IF (U.LT.1.) THEN 
       W=1.-1.5*U**2+0.75*U**3 
      ELSE IF (U.LT.2.) THEN 
       W=0.25*(2.-U)**3 
      ELSE 
       W=0. 
      ENDIF 
      W=W/pi 
 
      RETURN 
      END 
 
      double precision FUNCTION DW(U) 
c     Calculate derivative of the smoothing kernel function W  
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      include 'Bossheader1.f' 
 
      double precision U  
 
      IF (U.LT.1.) THEN 
       DW=-3.*U+2.25*U**2 
      ELSE IF (U.LT.2.) THEN 
       DW=-0.75*(2.-U)**2 
      ELSE 
       DW=0. 
      ENDIF 
      DW=DW/(U*pi) 
 
      RETURN 
      END 
 
      double precision FUNCTION DWDH(U) 
c     Calculate derivative of the smoothing kernel function W with 
respect to the  
c     smoothing length 
 
      include 'Bossheader1.f' 
 
      double precision u  
 
      IF (U.LT.1.) THEN 
       DWDH=-3.+15*u**2/2.-9*u**3/2. 
      ELSE IF (U.LT.2.) THEN 
       DWDH=-3*(2-u)**3/4.+3*u*(2-u)**2/4. 
      ELSE 
       DWDH=0. 
      ENDIF 
      DWDH=DWDH/(pi) 
 
      RETURN 
      END 
 
 
c f and g functions from Hernquist and Katz  
 
        double precision FUNCTION FG(r,hg) 
 
        double precision u,r,hg 
 
        u=r/hg 
 
        IF ( U .lt. 1.0 ) THEN 
 
        FG=u**2/3-3*u**4/20+u**5/20 
        FG=-2*FG/hg+7/(5*hg) 
 
        ELSE IF ( U. lt. 2. ) THEN 
 
        FG=4*u**2/3-u**3+3*u**4/10-u**5/30 
        FG=-FG/hg-1./(15*r)+8./(5*hg) 
 
        ELSE 
 
        FG=1./r 
 
        ENDIF  
 
        return  
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        END  
 
 
c f and g functions from Hernquist and Katz  
 
        double precision FUNCTION DFG(r,hg) 
 
        double precision u,r,hg 
 
        u=r/hg 
 
        IF ( U .lt. 1.0 ) THEN 
 
        DFG=(2*u**2-3*u**4/2.+3*u**5/5-7./5)/hg**2 
 
        ELSE IF ( U. lt. 2. ) THEN 
 
        DFG=(4*u**2-4*u**3+3*u**4/2.-u**5/5-8./5.)/hg**2 
 
        ELSE 
 
        DFG=0.0d0 
 
        ENDIF  
 
        return  
 
        END  
 
 
        double precision FUNCTION GG(r,hg) 
 
        double precision u,r,hg 
 
        u=r/hg 
 
        IF ( U .lt. 1.0 ) THEN 
 
        GG=(4./3-6*u**2/5+u**3/2)/hg**3 
         
        ELSE IF ( U. lt. 2. ) THEN 
 
        GG=(-1./15+8*u**3/3-3*u**4+6*u**5/5-u**6/6)/r**3 
 
        ELSE 
 
        GG=1./r**3 
 
        ENDIF  
 
        return  
 
        END  
 
 
        SUBROUTINE PDUMP  
 
 include 'Bossheader1.f'   
 
 integer*4 i 
         common/iter/NIT,ndump 
 integer*4 NIT,ndump  
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 character*1  ndx1 
 character*2 ndx2 
 character*3 ndx3 
 character*12 OUTFN1,OUTFN2 
 double precision ei,gammai 
 
 ndump=ndump+1 
 gammai=gam(1) 
 
 tff=t*2*dsqrt(2.0d0)/pi 
  
 
 write(6,*) 'writing dump file at t=',tff 
 write(2,*) 'writing dump file at t=',tff 
 write(11,*) 'particle dump',ndump,'at t=',tff 
        
 if ( ndump .lt. 10 ) then 
 
 write(ndx1,'(I1)') ndump  
 
 ndx3="00" // ndx1 
 
 else 
 
 if ( ndump .lt. 100 ) then 
 
 write(ndx2,'(I2)') ndump  
 
 ndx3="0" // ndx2 
 
 else  
  
 write(ndx3,'(I4)') ndump  
 
 endif  
 
 endif  
 
 OUTFN1="c2" // NDX3 
! OUTFN2="E2" // NDX3 
! open(12,FILE=OUTFN1,form='unformatted') 
 open(12,FILE=OUTFN1) 
! open(13,FILE=OUTFN2)  
!! write(12,*) nacc,nsink 
!! write(12,*) tff 
 
 write(12,fmt="(3I9)") n,nacc,nsink    
   write(12,fmt="(2ES25.15)") t,gammai 
 
 do i=1,n 
  
 if (act(i)) then 
  
! interpolate particle positions and velocities to the current system 
time  
 
 write(12,fmt="(11ES25.15)") x(i,1),x(i,2),x(i,3),v(i,1),v(i,2),  
     & v(i,3),am(i),h(i),cs(i),rho(i), 
     & ((cs(i)*515.0975d0)**2)*(363.04407296d-6) 
 
!95 FORMAT(11f) 
! write(111,*) x(i,1) 
! write(222,*) x(i,2) 
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! write(333,*) x(i,3) 
! write(444,*) v(i,1) 
! write(555,*) v(i,2) 
! write(666,*) log10(rho(i)) 
! write(777,*) log10(((cs(i)*515.0975d0)**2)*(363.04407296d-6)) 
 
c SPH particle dump  
 
        endif  
 
 enddo 
  
 if ( nsink .gt.  0 ) then 
  
 do i=1,nsink 
  
 write(12,*) spx(i),spy(i),spz(i),vspx(i),vspy(i),vspz(i),ams(i) 
  
c information on sink particles  
  
 enddo 
  
 endif  
  
 close(12) 
! close(13) 
 
        return  
        END  
         
                 
        SUBROUTINE restartdump  
         
        include 'mpif.h' 
 
        include 'Bossheader1.f'   
 
        integer*4 i,ierr 
        double precision dumvdot(ndim,n),dumadot(n) 
         
        do i=n_lower,n_upper 
         
        dumvdot(1,i)=myvodot(i,1) 
        dumvdot(2,i)=myvodot(i,2) 
        dumvdot(3,i)=myvodot(i,3) 
        dumadot(i)=myaodot(i) 
 
        enddo 
                 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(dumvdot(1,n_lower),ilen2(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,vodot,ilen2,idisp2,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr)  
          
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(mytlast(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,tlast,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr)  
     
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(dumadot(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,aodot,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
      
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myvsigmax(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,vsigmax,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
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     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr)  
              
        do i=n_lower,n_upper 
         
        dumvdot(1,i)=myvdot(i,1) 
        dumvdot(2,i)=myvdot(i,2) 
        dumvdot(3,i)=myvdot(i,3) 
         
        enddo  
         
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(dumvdot(1,n_lower),ilen2(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,vdot,ilen2,idisp2,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr)  
           
! gather operations for making a dump file  
 
        if ( myrank .eq. 0 ) then 
                  
        write(2,*) 'making dump file for restart at t=', 
     &  t*2*dsqrt(2.0d0)/pi 
         
        endif 
                 
        if ( myrank .eq. 0 ) then 
         
!!      open(14,file='Bossrestart1.dmp',form='unformatted', 
!!     &  status='replace') 
 
        open(14,file='Bossrestart1.dmp', 
     &  status='replace') 
         
        write(14,*) nacc,nsink 
        write(14,*) t 
         
        if ( nsink .gt.  0 ) then 
         
        do i=1,nsink 
         
        write(14,*) spx(i),spy(i),spz(i),vspx(i),vspy(i),vspz(i),ams(i) 
         
c information on sink particles  
         
        enddo 
         
        endif  
         
        do i=1,n 
         
        if (act(i)) then 
         
! output current system state to a dump file  
         
        write(14,*) x(i,1),x(i,2),x(i,3),v(i,1),v(i,2),v(i,3),am(i), 
     &  h(i),rho(i),a(i),vodot(1,i),vodot(2,i),vodot(3,i), 
     &  tlast(i),vsigmax(i),aodot(i),vdot(1,i),vdot(2,i), 
     &  vdot(3,i) 
        
c SPH particle dump  
 
        endif  
 
        enddo 
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        close(14) 
         
        endif 
         
        return  
        END              
         
                         
        double precision function kernel(d,i) 
 
        implicit none 
 
        integer*4 i 
 
        include 'Bossheader1.f' 
 
! Smoothing kernel in 3D  
! symmetric beta spline kernel  
 
          double precision d,u 
 
          u=dsqrt(d)/h(i)  
 
          if ( u .lt. 1.0 ) then 
 
          kernel=1-3*u**2/2+3*u**3/4 
 
          else 
 
          if ( u .lt. 2.0 ) then 
 
          kernel=(2-u)**3/4 
          
          else 
          
          kernel=0.0 
 
          endif 
 
          endif 
 
          kernel=kernel/pi/h(i)**3 
 
          return 
 
          end  
 
 
      SUBROUTINE ENOUT 
      IMPLICIT NONE 
c ***************************************************** 
c     Calculates energy-related quantities, and writes summary to 
screen 
c     and file "status.sph" 
c **************************************************   
 
      include 'Bossheader1.f' 
                                      
        double precision xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,zmin,zmax 
        double precision ekin,eint,etot,epot,ei 
        double precision amvec(ndim),pvec(ndim) 
        double precision rhomin,rhomax,hpmax,hpmin,hpi,v2i,r 
        double precision csmin,csmax 
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        double precision ptot,jtot 
        common/iter/NIT,ndump 
        integer*4 NIT 
        integer*4 ndump  
        INTEGER*4 i,irhomax,irhomin 
        INTEGER*4 ihpmax,ihpmin 
        INTEGER*4 icsmax,icsmin      
 
!      mres=2*nopt*am(1) 
      
C     Find system box  
      XMIN=1.E30 
      YMIN=1.E30 
      ZMIN=1.E30 
      XMAX=-1.E30 
      YMAX=-1.E30 
      ZMAX=-1.E30 
 
      DO I=1,N 
         XMIN=MIN(X(I,1),XMIN) 
         YMIN=MIN(X(I,2),YMIN) 
         ZMIN=MIN(X(I,3),ZMIN) 
         XMAX=MAX(X(I,1),XMAX) 
         YMAX=MAX(X(I,2),YMAX) 
         ZMAX=MAX(X(I,3),ZMAX) 
      ENDDO 
 
C     Calculate contributions to the total energy of the system:  
       EKIN=0. 
       DO I=1,n 
       if (act(i)) then 
         V2I=V(I,1)**2+V(I,2)**2+V(I,3)**2 
         EKIN=EKIN+AM(I)*V2I 
       endif  
       ENDDO  
 
        if ( nsink .gt. 0 ) then 
 
        DO I=1,nsink 
        EKIN=EKIN+ams(I)*(vspx(i)**2+vspy(i)**2+vspz(i)**2) 
        ENDDO  
 
        endif  
 
        EKIN=0.5*EKIN 
 
! kinetic energy of both SPH and sink particles  
 
        EINT=0.0d0 
        DO I=1,N 
        if (act(i)) then 
        ei=c0**2*rho(i)*(1.0d0+(rho(i)/rhocrit1)**(gam(i)-1.0d0))/  
     &  rho(i)/(gam(i)-1.0d0) 
        EINT=EINT+AM(I)*c0**2*rho(i) 
        endif  
       ENDDO 
 
       EPOT=0. 
       DO I=1,n 
       if (act(i)) then 
       EPOT=EPOT+AM(I)*PHI(I) 
       endif  
       ENDDO  
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        if ( nsink .gt. 0 ) then 
 
        DO I=1,nsink  
        EPOT=EPOT+ams(i)*PHIS(i) 
        ENDDO  
 
        endif  
 
        EPOT=0.5*EPOT  
        ETOT=EKIN+EINT+EPOT 
         
C   calculate total angular momemtum of the system 
 
         DO I=1,NDIM 
          AMVEC(I)=0.0 
          PVEC(I)=0.0 
      ENDDO 
 
      DO I=1,N 
      if (act(i)) then 
          AMVEC(1) = AMVEC(1) + AM(I) *  
     &    (X(I,2)*V(I,3) - X(I,3)*V(I,2)) 
          AMVEC(2) = AMVEC(2) + AM(I) *  
     &    (X(I,3)*V(I,1) - X(I,1)*V(I,3)) 
          AMVEC(3) = AMVEC(3) + AM(I) *  
     &    (X(I,1)*V(I,2) - X(I,2)*V(I,1)) 
          PVEC(1)=PVEC(1)+AM(I)*V(I,1) 
                PVEC(2)=PVEC(2)+AM(I)*V(I,2) 
                PVEC(3)=PVEC(3)+AM(I)*V(I,3) 
      endif  
      ENDDO 
 
        if ( nsink .gt. 0 ) then 
 
        DO I=1,nsink  
 
          AMVEC(1) = AMVEC(1) + ams(i) *  
     &    (spy(i)*vspz(i) - spz(i)*vspy(i)) 
          AMVEC(2) = AMVEC(2) + ams(i) *  
     &    (spz(i)*vspx(i) - spx(i)*vspz(i)) 
          AMVEC(3) = AMVEC(3) + ams(i) *  
     &    (spx(i)*vspy(i) - spy(i)*vspx(i)) 
          PVEC(1)=PVEC(1)+ams(i)*vspx(i) 
                PVEC(2)=PVEC(2)+ams(i)*vspy(i) 
                PVEC(3)=PVEC(3)+ams(i)*vspz(i) 
 
        ENDDO  
 
        endif  
  
C     Angular momentum contributions from SPH and sink particles  
 
      JTOT=DSQRT(AMVEC(1)**2+AMVEC(2)**2+AMVEC(3)**2) 
      PTOT=DSQRT(PVEC(1)**2+PVEC(2)**2+PVEC(3)**2) 
 
C     Get min/max values of various quantities: 
       RHOMIN=1.E30 
       RHOMAX=0. 
      irhomin=0 
      irhomax=0 
      HPMAX=0. 
      HPMIN=1.E30 
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      ihpmin=0 
      ihpmax=0 
        csmin=1.E30 
        csmax=0. 
        icsmin=0 
        icsmax=0 
         
      DO I=1,N 
      if (act(i)) then 
            IF (RHO(I).LT.RHOMIN) THEN 
              IRHOMIN=I 
              RHOMIN=RHO(I) 
            ENDIF 
            IF (RHO(I).GT.RHOMAX) THEN 
              IRHOMAX=I 
               RHOMAX=RHO(I) 
            ENDIF 
            HPI=H(I) 
            IF (HPI.LT.HPMIN) THEN 
               IHPMIN=I 
               HPMIN=HPI 
            ENDIF 
            IF (HPI.GT.HPMAX) THEN 
               IHPMAX=I 
               HPMAX=HPI 
            ENDIF 
!_________________________________________________ 
        IF (cs(I).LT.csMIN) THEN 
              IcsMIN=I 
              csMIN=cs(I) 
            ENDIF 
            IF (cs(I).GT.csMAX) THEN 
              IcsMAX=I 
               csMAX=cs(I) 
            ENDIF        
!______________________________________________________ 
                 
      endif  
      ENDDO 
 
      WRITE (2,*) 'OUTPUT: end of iteration ',NIT,' time= ',TFF 
      WRITE (2,*) 'System box:' 
      WRITE (2,*) XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,ZMIN,ZMAX 
      WRITE (2,*) 'rhomin:',RHOMIN,X(IRHOMIN,1),X(IRHOMIN,2), 
     & X(IRHOMIN,3) 
      WRITE (2,*) 'rhomax:',RHOMAX,X(IRHOMAX,1),X(IRHOMAX,2), 
     & X(IRHOMAX,3) 
!______________________________________________________ 
        WRITE (2,*) 'csmin:',csMIN,X(IcsMIN,1),X(IcsMIN,2), 
     & X(IcsMIN,3) 
      WRITE (2,*) 'csmax:',csMAX,X(IcsMAX,1),X(IcsMAX,2), 
     & X(IcsMAX,3) 
!______________________________________________________ 
 
      WRITE (2,*) 'hmin:',HPMIN,X(IHPMIN,1),X(IHPMIN,2),X(IHPMIN,3) 
      WRITE (2,*) 'hmax:',HPMAX,X(IHPMAX,1),X(IHPMAX,2),X(IHPMAX,3) 
               
        write(3,*) tff,eint 
        write(4,*) tff,ekin 
        write(7,*) tff,epot 
        write(8,*) tff,etot 
        write(9,*) tff,jtot 
        write(10,*) tff,ptot  
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        write(13,*) tff,rhomax 
!        write(16,*) dsqrt((x(i,1)**2 + x(i,2)**2 + x(i,3)**2)) 
        write(17,*) tff,csmax 
!       write(18,*) rhomax,csmax 
        write(18,*) log10(rhomax), 
     &  ((csmax*515.0975d0)**2)*(363.04407296d-6) 
                 
      RETURN 
      END 
       
 
      SUBROUTINE RHOS(i,hpi) 
c ************************************************************ 
c     Calculate density for the SPH particle i from the summation 
formula 
c *************************************************************** 
 
      IMPLICIT NONE 
 
C Compute density at the position of SPH particle i   
 
      include 'Bossheader1.f'  
 
      double precision wij,rhotiny,h2i,h3i,h3,h2,hpi,u2,d2   
      INTEGER*4 i,in,j,itab  
      PARAMETER (RHOTINY=1.E-10) 
 
       rhoi=0.0d0 
         
C     For SPH particle i: 
     
        H2I=HPI**2 
        H3I=H2I*HPI 
 
C     Accumulate contributions in summation formula: 
 
         DO IN=1,NN 
          
         J=MYNNI(IN) 
          
           if (act(j)) then  
 
           D2=MYXIJ(IN)**2+MYYIJ(IN)**2+MYZIJ(IN)**2 
 
           U2=D2/H2I 
           IF ( U2 .ge. 4.0d0 ) THEN 
           WIJ=0.0d0 
           ELSE 
           ITAB=INT(CTAB*U2)+1 
           WIJ=WTAB(ITAB)/H3I 
           ENDIF  
            
           RHOI=RHOI+AM(J)*WIJ 
            
           endif  
          
         enddo 
         
      RETURN 
      END 
       
       
      SUBROUTINE TSTEP 
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      IMPLICIT NONE 
c *********************************************************** 
c     Calculate the timestep for each particle and determine the 
particle  
c     to be advanced  
c *************************************************************** 
 
      include 'Bossheader1.f' 
      include 'mpif.h' 
 
      double precision TINY 
      PARAMETER (TINY=1.E-10) 
 
      INTEGER*4 i,ierr 
      double precision ci,acci,dtiacc,dtics,dti,mydt 
     
      mydt=1000. 
       
!      write(6,*) t  
                  
c     Update of timesteps for the SPH particles  
 
      do i=n_lower,n_upper 
       
      if (act(i)) then  
c     calculate sound-crossing time over a smoothing length using the 
signal velocity approach  
          CI=CS(I) 
                   
          DTICS=h(i)/myvsigmax(i) 
                   
          ACCI=DSQRT(MYVDOT(I,1)**2+MYVDOT(I,2)**2+MYVDOT(I,3)**2) 
c     calculate timescale on which velocity changes 
          DTIACC=DSQRT(H(I)/(ACCI+TINY)) 
           
          mystept(i)=cn*dmin1(dtics,dtiacc) 
 
c     determine smallest SPH time step    
c     timestep for particle i  
         MYTNEXT(I)=MYTLAST(I)+MYSTEPT(I) 
         DTI=MYTNEXT(I)-T 
                    
c minimum time step for the SPH particles 
                    
      IF ( dti .lt. mydt ) then  
      mydt=dti  
      ENDIF 
           
c     system time step  
 
      endif  
        
      enddo 
     
 ! finally, time step citeria for the sink particles 
     
 !      IF ( nsink .gt. 0 ) THEN  
 
 !     DO i=1,nsink  
          
 !     AI=dsqrt(vsdot(i,1)**2+vsdot(i,2)**2+vsdot(i,3)**2) 
 !     stepts(i)=dsqrt(hsp(i)/(AI+TINY)) 
 !     tnexts(i)=tlasts(i)+stepts(i)  
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 !     dti=tnexts(i)-t  
 
 !     IF ( dti .lt. mydt ) then  
 !     mydt=dti  
 !     ENDIF 
           
 !     ENDDO 
 
 !     ENDIF 
       
!      write(6,*) myrank,mydt      
       
      CALL MPI_ALLREDUCE(mydt,dt,1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,MPI_MIN, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr)       
 
! reduction operation to compute global dt    
       
      RETURN  
     
      END 
 
            
      SUBROUTINE ADVANCE 
      IMPLICIT NONE 
c ***************************************************************** 
c     Advance hydro quantities by one timestep 
c     Advance sink particles by one timestep  
c *************************************************************** 
 
      include 'Bossheader1.f' 
      include 'mpif.h'   
                                         
      INTEGER*4 i,ierr 
      double precision dt2,dti,dti2,dti3,ttest,pri, 
     & dr2,dr2max 
      double precision dumx(ndim,n),dumv(ndim,n) 
        t=t+dt 
        dt2=dt**2/2. 
        tff=t*2*dsqrt(2.0d0)/pi 
        dr2max=25.0d0    
         
! Update the sink particles  
 
!      CALL UPDATE_SINKS  
 
! Predict all particles(SPH+sinks) by one timestep        
 
         do i=n_lower,n_upper 
         
        if (act(i)) then  
         
!       predictor step for the SPH particles  
 
        myx(1,i)=x(i,1)+v(i,1)*dt+myvodot(i,1)*dt2 
        myx(2,i)=x(i,2)+v(i,2)*dt+myvodot(i,2)*dt2 
        myx(3,i)=x(i,3)+v(i,3)*dt+myvodot(i,3)*dt2 
        myv(1,i)=v(i,1)+dt*myvodot(i,1) 
        myv(2,i)=v(i,2)+dt*myvodot(i,2) 
        myv(3,i)=v(i,3)+dt*myvodot(i,3) 
        mya(i)=a(i)+dt*myaodot(i) 
        myh(i)=h(i)+dt*myhodot(i) 
 
        ttest=mytlast(i)+0.5*mystept(i) 
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        if ( t .ge. ttest ) then 
         
        update(i)=.true.  
         
        else 
         
        update(i)=.false.   
         
        endif  
         
        endif  
                 
        enddo 
                         
!      if ( nsink .gt. 0 ) then  
 
!       do i=1,nsink  
               
!    predictor step for the sink particles  
 
!     spx(i)=spx(i)+vspx(i)*dt+vsodot(i,1)*dt2 
!     spy(i)=spy(i)+vspy(i)*dt+vsodot(i,2)*dt2 
!     spz(i)=spz(i)+vspz(i)*dt+vsodot(i,3)*dt2 
!       vspx(i)=vspx(i)+dt*vsodot(i,1) 
!       vspy(i)=vspy(i)+dt*vsodot(i,2) 
!       vspz(i)=vspz(i)+dt*vsodot(i,3) 
 
!       enddo 
 
!       endif  
 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myx(1,n_lower),ilen2(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,dumx,ilen2,idisp2,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr)  
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myv(1,n_lower),ilen2(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,dumv,ilen2,idisp2,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(mya(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,a,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myh(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,h,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr)       
      
       do i=1,n  
        
       x(i,1)=dumx(1,i) 
       x(i,2)=dumx(2,i) 
       x(i,3)=dumx(3,i) 
       v(i,1)=dumv(1,i) 
       v(i,2)=dumv(2,i) 
       v(i,3)=dumv(3,i) 
               
       enddo      
        
! communication of arrays after the predictor step 
 
        CALL MKTREE  
         
        select case (hswitch)  
        case (1) 
        call FINDDENSITIES1 
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        case (2) 
        call FINDDENSITIES2 
        case (3) 
        call FINDDENSITIES3 
        case (4) 
        call FINDDENSITIES4 
        end select 
 
! update of the particle densities 
 
        do i=n_lower,n_upper 
 
        if ( act(i) .and. update(i)) then  
 
!    corrector step for the active SPH particles  
 
        dti=t-mytlast(i) 
        dti2=dti**2/6. 
        dti3=dti/2. 
 
! The active particle is an SPH particle  
         
        CALL CALCDOTS(i)  
 
        myvdot(i,1)=vxdoti 
        myvdot(i,2)=vydoti 
        myvdot(i,3)=vzdoti 
        myhdot(i)=hdoti 
        myadot(i)=adoti 
        myphi(i)=phii 
 
        myx(1,i)=x(i,1)+(myvdot(i,1)-myvodot(i,1))*dti2 
        myx(2,i)=x(i,2)+(myvdot(i,2)-myvodot(i,2))*dti2 
        myx(3,i)=x(i,3)+(myvdot(i,3)-myvodot(i,3))*dti2 
        myv(1,i)=v(i,1)+(myvdot(i,1)-myvodot(i,1))*dti3 
        myv(2,i)=v(i,2)+(myvdot(i,2)-myvodot(i,2))*dti3 
        myv(3,i)=v(i,3)+(myvdot(i,3)-myvodot(i,3))*dti3 
        mya(i)=a(i)+(myadot(i)-myaodot(i))*dti3 
        myh(i)=h(i)+(myhdot(i)-myhodot(i))*dti3 
       
        myvodot(i,1)=myvdot(i,1) 
        myvodot(i,2)=myvdot(i,2) 
        myvodot(i,3)=myvdot(i,3) 
        myaodot(i)=myadot(i) 
        myhodot(i)=myhdot(i) 
        mytlast(i)=t 
                 
        endif  
         
        enddo  
         
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myx(1,n_lower),ilen2(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,dumx,ilen2,idisp2,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr)  
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myv(1,n_lower),ilen2(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,dumv,ilen2,idisp2,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr)     
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(mya(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,a,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr)  
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myh(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,h,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr)  
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        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myphi(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,phi,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr)     
 
        do i=1,n  
        
       x(i,1)=dumx(1,i) 
       x(i,2)=dumx(2,i) 
       x(i,3)=dumx(3,i) 
       v(i,1)=dumv(1,i) 
       v(i,2)=dumv(2,i) 
       v(i,3)=dumv(3,i) 
             
       enddo      
                             
!     communication operations after the corrector step  
       
! update of sink particles  
 
!       if ( nsink .gt. 0 ) then  
 
!       do i=1,nsink  
               
! corrector step for the sink particles  
 
! update of accelerations  
 
!       dti=t-tlasts(i) 
!       dti2=dti**2/6. 
!       dti3=dti/2. 
 
!        CALL BALDOTS(n+i) 
 
!       vsdot(i,1)=vxdoti 
!       vsdot(i,2)=vydoti 
!       vsdot(i,3)=vzdoti 
!       phis(i)=phii 
!       tlasts(i)=t 
 
! we always update the sink particles at each time step, so they are 
all considered active 
 
!       spx(i)=spx(i)+(vsdot(i,1)-vsodot(i,1))*dti2 
!       spy(i)=spy(i)+(vsdot(i,2)-vsodot(i,2))*dti2 
!       spz(i)=spz(i)+(vsdot(i,3)-vsodot(i,3))*dti2 
!       vspx(i)=vspx(i)+(vsdot(i,1)-vsodot(i,1))*dti3 
!       vspy(i)=vspy(i)+(vsdot(i,2)-vsodot(i,2))*dti3 
!       vspz(i)=vspz(i)+(vsdot(i,3)-vsodot(i,3))*dti3 
 
!       enddo  
 
!       endif 
 
        DO I = 1, N 
        if (act(i)) then 
        dr2=x(i,1)**2+x(i,2)**2+x(i,3)**2 
        if ( dr2 .gt. dr2max ) then 
        act(i)=.false. 
        nacc=nacc+1 
! particles with too large distances from the origin are discarded 
      endif 
        endif 
        enddo 
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! p/rho**2 and isentropic sound velocity for each SPH particle  
 
        do i=1,n  
 
          if (act(i)) then 
       
        pri=c0**2*rho(i)*(1.0d0+(rho(i)/rhocrit1)**(gam(i)-1.0d0)) 
 
!        pri=c0**2*rho(i) 
                  
! Barotropic EOS, switching from approximately isothermal to adiabatic 
at  
! rho=rhocrit1 
 
        POR2(I)=pri/rho(i)**2 
          
        cs(i)=c0*dsqrt(1.0d0+gam(i)*(rho(i)/rhocrit1)**(gam(i)-1.0d0)) 
 
!        cs(i)=c0 
 
        endif 
               
        enddo 
            
C update the time steps of all particles(SPH + sinks)   
        CALL TSTEP 
 
        RETURN 
        END 
 
 
        SUBROUTINE UPDATE_SINKS  
        IMPLICIT NONE 
 
c ******************************************************************* 
c This routine tests for accretion of SPH particles on sink particles  
c and updates the sink particles accordingly  
c ******************************************************************* 
 
        include 'Bossheader1.f'  
       
        double precision racc2,rinner,d,vxrel,vyrel,vzrel,amcrit 
        double precision ekin,etot,amvec(ndim),amrel,amold    
        double precision xd(n,maxsink),yd(n,maxsink),zd(n,maxsink),r 
        integer nne(maxsink),i,j,nidx(n,maxsink),idx,idxs,iopt 
        logical check  
 
        racc2=racc/2. 
        rinner=racc/10. 
        iopt=1 
         
! Value of inner accretion radius  
 
! First search for the neighbours of the sink particles within the 
accretion radius   
 
        do i=1,nsink  
 
        call TRN(n+i,iopt,racc2) 
         
        nne(i)=nn 
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        if ( nne(i) .gt. 1 ) then  
 
        do j=1,nne(i)  
 
        xd(j,i)=myxij(j) 
        yd(j,i)=myyij(j) 
        zd(j,i)=myzij(j) 
        nidx(j,i)=mynni(j)    
 
        enddo  
         
        endif  
 
        enddo  
 
! For each sink particle, we look for neighbouring SPH particles that 
will be accreted  
 
        do i=1,nsink  
         
        if ( nne(i) .gt. 1 ) then  
 
        do j=1,nne(i)  
 
! test for every SPH particle in the neighbourhood of the sink particle  
         
        d=dsqrt(xd(j,i)**2+yd(j,i)**2+zd(j,i)**2) 
        idx=nidx(j,i) 
 
        if ( d .ge. rinner ) then  
 
!     perform tests to check if the particle should be accreted 
 
        vxrel=v(idx,1)-vspx(i) 
        vyrel=v(idx,2)-vspy(i) 
        vzrel=v(idx,3)-vspz(i) 
        ekin=0.5*am(idx)*(vxrel**2+vyrel**2+vzrel**2) 
 
!     relative kinetic energy of the particle  
 
        etot=am(idx)*(phi(idx)-phis(i))+ekin 
 
!     total relative energy of this particle  
 
        amvec(1)=yd(j,i)*vzrel-zd(j,i)*vyrel 
        amvec(2)=zd(j,i)*vxrel-xd(j,i)*vzrel 
        amvec(3)=xd(j,i)*vyrel-yd(j,i)*vxrel 
 
        amrel=dsqrt(amvec(1)**2+amvec(2)**2+amvec(3)**2)  
        amcrit=dsqrt(ams(i)*d) 
 
! relative specific angular momentum of this particle  
            
         check=( etot .lt. 0. ) .and. ( amrel .lt. amcrit )  
 
! It can be accreted if it is bound and has sufficiently low angular 
momentum  
 
         ELSE 
 
! the particle is accreted without passing tests because it came too 
close to the  
! sink hole  
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! this avoids too small time steps  
 
        check=.true.   
 
        ENDIF   
 
        IF (check) THEN  
         
        act(idx)=.false.  
        nacc=nacc+1 
       
        r=dsqrt(x(idx,1)**2+x(idx,2)**2+x(idx,3)**2)  
       
        if ( myrank .eq. 0 ) then 
       
        write(2,*) 'accreted particle', idx, 'at t=',t 
        write(2,*) r,x(idx,1),x(idx,2),x(idx,3) 
       
        endif  
                 
! Update the sink particle  
 
        amold=ams(i) 
        ams(i)=ams(i)+am(idx) 
 
        vspx(i)=(amold*vspx(i)+am(idx)*v(idx,1))/ams(i) 
        vspy(i)=(amold*vspy(i)+am(idx)*v(idx,2))/ams(i) 
        vspz(i)=(amold*vspz(i)+am(idx)*v(idx,3))/ams(i) 
         
! update of velocity of the sink according to conservation of mass and 
linear momentum  
 
        spx(i)=(amold*spx(i)+am(idx)*x(idx,1))/ams(i) 
        spy(i)=(amold*spy(i)+am(idx)*x(idx,2))/ams(i) 
        spz(i)=(amold*spz(i)+am(idx)*x(idx,3))/ams(i) 
 
! the position of the sink is adjusted according to the position of the 
COM  
! of the sink+particle system  
 
        endif  
 
        enddo 
         
        endif  
 
        enddo      
 
        RETURN  
 
        END  
                 
 
      SUBROUTINE CALCDOTS(I) 
      IMPLICIT NONE 
c ***************************************************** 
c     This routine calculates the right-hand sides of the dv/dt and 
du/dt equations  
c **************************************************  
 
C Evaluate right-hand sides of dv/dt and du/dt equations : 
 
      include 'Bossheader1.f' 
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!      include 'mpif.h' 
         
      double precision por2i,vxi,vyi,vzi,ci,d,dij 
      double precision hpi,abscurli,ami,hij,pij(nmax),dwij 
      double precision csij,cphiij,sxij,syij,szij,dfg,omegai,dzetai, 
     & ai,vsig 
      double precision si,ti,sij 
      INTEGER i,in,j,iopt 
       
        iopt=2 
           
! for the update of the accelerations, we use the interacting neighbour 
list 
 
        if ( i .le. n ) THEN 
 
C     For SPH particle i: 
 
        myvsigmax(i)=0.0d0       
        ami=am(i) 
        rhoi=rho(i) 
        HPI=H(I) 
        CI=CS(I) 
        POR2I=POR2(I) 
        omegai=omega(i) 
        dzetai=dzeta(i) 
        ai=a(i) 
        VXI=V(I,1) 
        VYI=V(I,2) 
        VZI=V(I,3) 
 
        CALL TRN(i,iopt,hpi) 
 
        CALL CALCDIVCURL(i) 
           
          DO IN=1,NN  
                  
          J=MYNNI(IN) 
 
          if (act(j)) then  
 
          if ( j .ne. i ) then 
 
          d=dsqrt(myxij(in)**2+myyij(in)**2+myzij(in)**2) 
 
          vsig=ci+cs(j)-3*div(in)/d 
 
          endif 
           
          myvsigmax(i)=dmax1(myvsigmax(i),vsig) 
                           
          if ( div(in) .lt. 0.0d0 ) then 
           
          dij=(rho(i)+rho(j))/2 
           
!     Particles are approaching  
  
!     Calculate artificial viscosity tensor using the signal velocity 
approach  
                          
!         PIJ(IN)=-(ai+a(j))*vsig*div(in)*(fi+f(j))/(rhoi+rho(j))/2/d 
           
          PIJ(IN)=-(ai+a(j))*vsig*div(in)/d/dij/2 
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! the alpha parameter can be made time-dependent, and optionally we can 
also have the Balsara factors   
        
          ELSE 
           
          PIJ(IN)=0. 
                   
!   for particles moving way from each other, the viscosity is zero 
 
          ENDIF 
           
          ENDIF 
           
 !          IF (DIV(IN).LT.0.) THEN                  
 !          CJ=CS(J) 
 
!     Calculate Dinshaw Balsara's (DB) \mu_{ij}   
!          HIJ=(HPI+H(J))/2 
 !          UDBIJ=HIJ*DIV(IN)/((CI+CJ)*(D2+ETA2*HIJ**2)) 
 !    $     *(F(I)+F(J))/2. 
 !          UIJMAX(I)=MAX(UIJMAX(I),ABS(UDBIJ)) 
 !          PIJ(IN)=GAM(I)*(POR2I+POR2(J))* 
 !    $     (-ALPHA*UDBIJ+BET*UDBIJ**2) 
 !          ELSE 
 !          PIJ(IN)=0. 
  !         ENDIF 
!          ENDIF  
 
! Balsara artificial viscosity tensor      
           
          ENDDO 
 
! Finally compute VDOT, UDOT and ADOT: 
                          
           VXDOTI=0. 
           VYDOTI=0. 
           VZDOTI=0. 
!          UDOTI=0. 
           HDOTI=0. 
 
           DO IN=1,NN  
            
           J=MYNNI(IN) 
            
           if (act(j)) then  
            
           dwij=(dwij1(in)+dwij2(in))/2 
            
           CSIJ=POR2I*DWIJ1(IN)/omegai+POR2(J)*DWIJ2(IN)/omega(j) 
           CPHIIJ=DZETAI*DWIJ1(IN)/omegai+dzeta(j)*DWIJ2(IN)/omega(j) 
!          SIJ=POR2I*DIV(IN)*DWIJ1(IN)/omegai+0.5*DIV(IN)*PIJ(IN)*DWIJ 
            
           SXIJ=(CSIJ+0.5*CPHIIJ)*MYXIJ(IN) 
           SYIJ=(CSIJ+0.5*CPHIIJ)*MYYIJ(IN) 
           SZIJ=(CSIJ+0.5*CPHIIJ)*MYZIJ(IN) 
           HDOTI=HDOTI+AM(J)*DIV(IN)*DWIJ1(IN) 
           VXDOTI=VXDOTI-AM(J)*SXIJ 
           VYDOTI=VYDOTI-AM(J)*SYIJ 
           VZDOTI=VZDOTI-AM(J)*SZIJ 
           VXDOTI=VXDOTI-AM(J)*PIJ(IN)*MYXIJ(IN)*DWIJ 
           VYDOTI=VYDOTI-AM(J)*PIJ(IN)*MYYIJ(IN)*DWIJ 
           VZDOTI=VZDOTI-AM(J)*PIJ(IN)*MYZIJ(IN)*DWIJ 
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! artificial viscosity terms 
 
!          UDOTI=UDOTI+AM(J)*SIJ   
            
           endif  
                    
           ENDDO  
            
! right hand side of the evolution equation for the viscosity 
parameter, which only grows to  
! sizable values in shock waves   
 
           ti=hpi/(eps*ci) 
           si=dmax1(-divvi*(amax-ai),0.0d0) 
 
           adoti=-(ai-amin)/ti+si 
 
! calculate gravitational acceleration on particle i   
 
           CALL TRG(I)  
           
           vxdoti=vxdoti+gaccxi 
           vydoti=vydoti+gaccyi 
           vzdoti=vzdoti+gacczi 
 
           hdoti=-hdoti*eta*(am(i)/rho(i))**(1.0/3.0)/rho(i)/3/omegai 
            
! integrate an additional evolution equation for the smoothing lengths 
 
           ELSE  
 
!        particle i is a sink  
 
           CALL TRG(I) 
            
! acceleration of the sinks due to mutual interaction and the potential  
! of the SPH particles  
 
           vsdot(i,1)=gaccxi 
           vsdot(i,2)=gaccyi 
           vsdot(i,3)=gacczi 
           phis(i)=phii 
 
         ENDIF  
                    
      RETURN 
      END 
 
 
      SUBROUTINE indexx(np,arr,indx) 
       
      IMPLICIT NONE  
      include 'Bossheader1.f' 
      integer*4 np,indx(n),M,NSTACK 
      double precision arr(n) 
      PARAMETER (M=7,NSTACK=50) 
       
c Indexes an array arr(1:np), i.e., outputs the array indx(1:np) such 
that arr(indx(j))  
c is in ascending order for j =1, 2, ::. ;NP . The input quantities np 
and arr are not changed.  
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      integer*4 i,indxt,ir,itemp,j,jstack,k,l,istack(NSTACK) 
      double precision a1 
       
      do j=1,np 
      indx(j)=j 
      enddo 
      jstack=0 
      l=1 
      ir=np 
10    if (ir-l.lt.M) then  
      do j=l+1,ir 
        indxt=indx(j) 
        a1=arr(indxt) 
      do i=j-1,l,-1 
        if(arr(indx(i)).le.a1) goto 20  
        indx(i+1)=indx(i) 
      enddo  
      i=l-1 
20    indx(i+1)=indxt  
      enddo  
      if (jstack.eq.0) return  
        ir=istack(jstack)  
        l=istack(jstack-1)  
        jstack=jstack-2  
      else 
        k=(l+ir)/2 
        itemp=indx(k) 
        indx(k)=indx(l+1) 
        indx(l+1)=itemp 
      if(arr(indx(l)).gt.arr(indx(ir)))then 
        itemp=indx(l) 
        indx(l)=indx(ir) 
        indx(ir)=itemp 
      endif  
      if(arr(indx(l+1)).gt.arr(indx(ir)))then  
        itemp=indx(l+1)  
        indx(l+1)=indx(ir)  
        indx(ir)=itemp  
      endif  
      if(arr(indx(l)).gt.arr(indx(l+1)))then 
        itemp=indx(l) 
        indx(l)=indx(l+1) 
        indx(l+1)=itemp 
      endif 
        i=l+1 
        j=ir 
        indxt=indx(l+1) 
        a1=arr(indxt) 
30     continue  
        i=i+1  
      if(arr(indx(i)).lt.a1) goto 30  
40    continue  
        j=j-1 
      if(arr(indx(j)).gt.a1) goto 40 
      if(j.lt.i) goto 50  
        itemp=indx(i) 
        indx(i)=indx(j) 
        indx(j)=itemp 
        goto 30 
50      indx(l+1)=indx(j)  
        indx(j)=indxt  
        jstack=jstack+2  
        if(jstack.gt.NSTACK) pause  
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! 'NSTACK too small in indexx’  
      if(ir-i+1.ge.j-l)then  
        istack(jstack)=ir  
        istack(jstack-1)=i 
        ir=j-1 
      else 
        istack(jstack)=j-1 
        istack(jstack-1)=l 
        l=i 
      endif 
      endif 
      goto 10 
      END 
 
 
      SUBROUTINE CALCDIVCURL(i) 
      IMPLICIT NONE 
c ***************************************************** 
c     This routine calculates the divergence and the curl of the 
velocity field 
c     See Lombardi, Rasio, and Shapiro J.Comp.Phys 152, 687 (1999) Eq. 
15 
c **************************************************  
       
      INCLUDE 'Bossheader1.f' 
!      include 'mpif.h'  
                                      
      double precision TIJ(nmax),h2i,h5i,U2,D2  
      double precision hpi,h2,h5,vxi,vyi,vzi,ami,ci 
      INTEGER*4 i,in,itab,j   
         
       DIVVI=0. 
        
C     For SPH particle i: 
 
         ci=cs(i) 
         HPI=H(I) 
         AMI=AM(I) 
         VXI=V(I,1) 
         VYI=V(I,2) 
         VZI=V(I,3) 
         H2I=HPI**2 
         H5I=H2I**2*HPI 
 
C     Calculate gradWij's to all neighbors: 
           DO IN=1,NN  
           J=MYNNI(IN) 
           if (act(j)) then  
           D2=MYXIJ(IN)**2+MYYIJ(IN)**2+MYZIJ(IN)**2 
          
           U2=D2/H2I 
 
           IF ( U2 .ge. 4.0d0 ) THEN 
           DWIJ1(in)=0.0d0 
           ELSE 
           ITAB=INT(CTAB*U2)+1 
           DWIJ1(IN)=DWTAB(ITAB)/H5I 
           ENDIF  
 
           H2=H(J)**2 
           H5=H2**2*H(J) 
           U2=D2/H2 
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           IF ( U2 .ge. 4.0d0 ) THEN  
           DWIJ2(in)=0.0d0 
           ELSE 
           ITAB=INT(CTAB*U2)+1 
           DWIJ2(IN)=DWTAB(ITAB)/H5 
           ENDIF  
            
C     Calculate (Xi-Xj)*(VXi-VXj) to all neighbors: 
           
           DIV(IN)=MYXIJ(IN)*(vxi-v(j,1))+ 
     $           MYYIJ(IN)*(vyi-v(j,2))+ 
     $           MYZIJ(IN)*(vzi-v(j,3)) 
 
           TIJ(IN)=DWIJ1(IN)*DIV(IN)     
                          
           ENDIF  
         
       ENDDO 
          
       DIVVI=0. 
       
       DO IN=1,nn 
       J=MYNNI(IN) 
       IF (act(j)) then  
C     Compute divergence of velocity, DIVVI 
       DIVVI=DIVVI-AM(J)*TIJ(IN) 
          
         endif  
 
         ENDDO 
 
         DIVVI=DIVVI/RHO(I) 
      
         RETURN 
         END 
 
      
      SUBROUTINE FINDDENSITIES1 
       
        IMPLICIT NONE 
 
        include 'Bossheader1.f' 
        include 'mpif.h' 
         
C     Find smoothing lengths for the particles on this processor 
                                             
        INTEGER i,j,in,ierr,iopt,it,itab,maxit 
           
        double precision u,d2,d,myomega(n),mydzeta(n),dwdhj 
        double precision dhdrhoi,hpi,hnew,tol,dfg,h2i,h4i,u2 
        double precision hguess,hlow,hup,fl,dfl,fr,dfr,hopt,rtsafe 
        external dfg,rtsafe,funcd 
        logical converged,signdiff,sol 
         
        maxit=100 
        tol=1.0d-3 
        iopt=1 
                 
! determine the smoothing lengths of the particles with an iterative  
! procedure(Price and Monaghan) 
 
      do i=n_lower,n_upper 
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        if ( act(i) .and. update(i)) then 
                 
        converged=.false.  
 
        it=0 
         
        hpi=h(i) 
 
        do while ((it .le. maxit) .and. (.not. converged)) 
         
        call TRN(i,iopt,hpi) 
                 
! Find neighbours 
 
        call rhos(i,hpi) 
         
! Compute density 
 
        hnew=eta*(am(i)/rhoi)**(1./3.) 
         
! compute new smoothing length from the density 
 
        converged=dabs(hpi-hnew)/hpi .le. tol 
         
        if (converged) then 
 
        myrho(i)=rhoi 
        myh(i)=hpi 
 
        else 
 
        hpi=hnew 
 
        endif 
         
        it=it+1 
         
        enddo 
         
        if ( .not. converged ) then 
 
        write(2,*) 'iteration did not converge for particle',i,x(i,1), 
     & x(i,2),x(i,3) 
!       write(2,*) 'invoking Newton-Raphson method' 
 
!      hpi=h(i) 
 
!      call TRN(i,iopt,hpi) 
         
! Find neighbours 
 
!       call rhos(i,hpi) 
         
! Compute density 
 
!       hguess=eta*(am(i)/rhoi)**(1.0/3.0) 
 
 !     hguess=hpi 
         
!       hlow=0.9d0*hguess 
!       hup=1.1d0*hguess 
         
!       signdiff=.false. 
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!       index=i 
!        
!       do while ( .not. signdiff )  
         
!       call funcd(hlow,fl,dfl) 
!       call funcd(hup,fr,dfr) 
         
!       if ( fl*fr .ge. 0.0d0) then 
 
! no root within this interval, update bounds 
         
!       hlow=hlow*0.9d0 
!       hup=hup*1.1d0 
!       signdiff=.false.  
!        
!       else 
         
!       signdiff=.true. 
         
!       endif 
         
!       enddo 
                 
 !     if ( signdiff ) then 
           
!       sol=.true. 
         
 !     hopt=rtsafe(funcd,hlow,hup,tol,sol) 
         
  !    myh(i)=hopt 
!       myrho(i)=rhoi 
         
!       else 
 
!       write(2,*) 'Newton method did not find a solution' 
         
        myh(i)=h(i) 
        myrho(i)=rho(i) 
         
!       endif 
 
        endif 
         
        dhdrhoi=-myh(i)/myrho(i)/3. 
 
        myomega(i)=0.0d0 
        mydzeta(i)=0.0d0 
        h2i=myh(i)**2 
        h4i=h2i*h2i 
         
        do in=1,nn 
 
        j=mynni(in) 
 
        d2=MYXIJ(IN)**2+MYYIJ(IN)**2+MYZIJ(IN)**2 
        d=dsqrt(d2) 
 
        U2=D2/H2I 
 
        IF ( U2 .ge. 4.0d0 ) THEN 
        dwdhj=0.0d0 
        ELSE 
        ITAB=INT(CTAB*U2)+1 
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        dwdhj=DWDHTAB(ITAB)/H4I 
        ENDIF           
 
        myomega(i)=myomega(i)+am(j)*dwdhj 
        mydzeta(i)=mydzeta(i)+am(j)*dfg(d,myh(i)) 
         
        enddo 
         
        myomega(i)=1.0d0-dhdrhoi*myomega(i) 
        mydzeta(i)=-dhdrhoi*mydzeta(i) 
         
        else 
         
        myh(i)=h(i) 
        myrho(i)=rho(i) 
        myomega(i)=omega(i) 
        mydzeta(i)=dzeta(i)      
         
        endif 
 
        enddo 
         
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myh(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,h,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myrho(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,rho,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myomega(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,omega,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(mydzeta(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,dzeta,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
                          
      RETURN 
       
      END 
       
       
       SUBROUTINE FINDDENSITIES2 
       
        IMPLICIT NONE 
 
        include 'Bossheader1.f' 
        include 'mpif.h' 
 
C     Find smoothing lengths for the particles  
                                             
        INTEGER i,j,in,itab,iopt,ierr 
           
        double precision d2,d,dwdhj,myomega(n),mydzeta(n) 
        double precision dhdrhoi,hpi,hopt,tol,h2i,h4i,u2,rtsafe 
        double precision hlow,hup,hguess,dfg,fl,fr,dfl,dfr 
        external rtsafe,funcd 
        logical sol,signdiff 
 
        tol=1.0d-3 
        iopt=1 
 
! determine the smoothing lengths of the particles using the newton-
Raphson method 
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        do i=n_lower,n_upper 
 
        if ( act(i) .and. update(i)) then 
 
        hpi=h(i) 
 
        call TRN(i,iopt,hpi) 
         
! Find neighbours 
         
! Compute density 
 
        hguess=hpi 
         
        hlow=0.9d0*hguess 
        hup=1.1d0*hguess 
         
        signdiff=.false. 
        index=i 
         
        do while ( .not. signdiff )  
         
        call funcd(hlow,fl,dfl) 
        call funcd(hup,fr,dfr) 
         
        if ( fl*fr .ge. 0.0d0) then 
 
! no root within this interval, update bounds 
         
        hlow=hlow*0.9d0 
        hup=hup*1.1d0 
        signdiff=.false.  
         
        else 
         
        signdiff=.true. 
         
        endif 
         
        enddo 
                 
        if ( signdiff ) then 
           
        sol=.true. 
         
        hopt=rtsafe(funcd,hlow,hup,tol,sol) 
 
        myh(i)=hopt 
        call rhos(i,hopt) 
        myrho(i)=rhoi 
         
        endif 
         
        dhdrhoi=-myh(i)/myrho(i)/3. 
 
        myomega(i)=0.0d0 
        mydzeta(i)=0.0d0 
        h2i=myh(i)**2 
        h4i=h2i*h2i 
         
        do in=1,nn 
 
        j=mynni(in) 
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        d2=MYXIJ(IN)**2+MYYIJ(IN)**2+MYZIJ(IN)**2 
        d=dsqrt(d2) 
 
        U2=D2/H2I 
 
        IF ( U2 .ge. 4.0d0 ) THEN 
        dwdhj=0.0d0 
        ELSE 
        ITAB=INT(CTAB*U2)+1 
        dwdhj=DWDHTAB(ITAB)/H4I 
        ENDIF           
 
        myomega(i)=myomega(i)+am(j)*dwdhj 
        mydzeta(i)=mydzeta(i)+am(j)*dfg(d,myh(i)) 
         
        enddo 
         
        myomega(i)=1.0d0-dhdrhoi*myomega(i) 
        mydzeta(i)=-dhdrhoi*mydzeta(i) 
         
        else 
         
        myh(i)=h(i) 
        myrho(i)=rho(i) 
        myomega(i)=omega(i) 
        mydzeta(i)=dzeta(i)      
         
        endif 
         
        enddo 
                 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myh(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,h,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myrho(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,rho,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myomega(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,omega,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(mydzeta(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,dzeta,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,      
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr)     
                 
      RETURN 
       
      END 
 
      subroutine funcd(x1,fl,df) 
 
        IMPLICIT NONE 
 
          include 'Bossheader1.f' 
 
          real*8 x1,hpi,h2i,fl,df,drhodh,d2,u2,dwdhj 
          integer j,iopt,in,itab 
 
          iopt=1 
          hpi=x1  
          h2i=hpi**2 
 
          call TRN(index,iopt,hpi) 
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! Find neighbours 
 
          call rhos(index,hpi) 
 
          fl=hpi-eta*(am(index)/rhoi)**(1.0/3.0) 
          drhodh=0.0d0 
 
          do in=1,nn 
 
          j=mynni(in) 
 
          d2=MYXIJ(IN)**2+MYYIJ(IN)**2.+MYZIJ(IN)**2.         
 
          U2=D2/H2I 
 
          IF ( U2 .ge. 4.0d0 ) THEN 
          dwdhj=0.0d0 
          ELSE 
          ITAB=INT(CTAB*U2)+1 
          dwdhj=DWDHTAB(ITAB)/H2I 
          ENDIF   
 
          drhodh=drhodh+am(j)*dwdhj 
 
          enddo 
           
          df=1.0d0+eta*((am(index)/rhoi)**(1.0/3.0)/rhoi/3.)*drhodh 
           
          return 
           
          end   
           
          
           
        SUBROUTINE FINDDENSITIES3 
 
        implicit none  
         
        include 'Bossheader1.f' 
        include 'mpif.h' 
 
!     Find smoothing lengths so that the number of neighbours is 
exactly equal to nopt 
                                              
        integer::i,j,ind(nmax),iopt,ierr,in 
           
        double precision::R2(nmax),h2,myomega(n),mydzeta(n),hpi 
 
        iopt=1 
                
         do i=n_lower,n_upper 
 
         hpi=h(i) 
                 
        if ( act(i) .and. update(i)) then 
         
        CALL TRN(i,iopt,hpi) 
         
        IF ( nn .ge. NOPT ) THEN 
 
!  sort neighbors in increasing order of distance to particle i  
!  and find the nopt closest neighbors 
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!  the number of neighbors is kept exactly at nopt  
 
          DO in=1,nn 
                  
          R2(in)=myxij(in)**2+myyij(in)**2+myzij(in)**2 
          
          ENDDO  
 
          CALL indexx(nn,r2,ind) 
                   
          hpi=0.5d0*dsqrt(R2(IND(NOPT))) 
 
          ELSE 
 
          DO WHILE ( nn .lt. NOPT )  
 
          H2=2.0d0*hpi 
          
          call TRN(i,iopt,h2) 
           
          IF ( nn .gt. NOPT ) THEN 
 
!  sort neighbors in increasing order of distance to particle i  
!  and find the nopt closest ones 
 
          DO in=1,nn 
 
          R2(in)=myxij(in)**2+myyij(in)**2+myzij(in)**2 
                  
          ENDDO  
 
          CALL indexx(nn,r2,ind) 
 
          hpi=0.5d0*dsqrt(R2(IND(NOPT))) 
 
          ELSE 
 
          hpi=H2 
 
          ENDIF  
 
          ENDDO 
 
          ENDIF 
 
          myh(i)=hpi 
          call rhos(i,myh(i)) 
          myrho(i)=rhoi 
          myomega(i)=1.0d0 
          mydzeta(i)=0.0d0 
                   
          else 
                   
          myh(i)=h(i) 
          myrho(i)=rho(i) 
          myomega(i)=1.0d0 
          mydzeta(i)=0.0d0 
                   
          endif 
 
!          write(6,*) i,'ok' 
 
          ENDDO 
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        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myh(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,h,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myrho(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,rho,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myomega(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,omega,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(mydzeta(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,dzeta,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,      
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr)      
                 
      RETURN 
      END     
       
         
        SUBROUTINE FINDDENSITIES4 
 
        implicit none  
      
        include 'Bossheader1.f' 
        include 'mpif.h' 
 
!     Find smoothing lengths for the particles on this processor 
                                             
        integer i,j,it,in,iopt,itab,maxitn,maxit,ierr 
           
        double precision d2,dwdhj,hnew,h2i,h4i,h5i 
        double precision dhdrhoi,rhohi,hpi,htol,dfg,u2 
        double precision omegai,tiny,dzetai,  
     &   hminbisec,hmaxbisec,dfdh1,hpiold,func, 
     &   myomega(n),mydzeta(n)  
         external dfg 
        logical bisection,converged 
         
        maxitn=25 
        maxit=25 
        htol=1.0d-2 
        iopt=1 
        bisection=.false.  
        hminbisec=0.0d0 
        hmaxbisec=1d+6 
        tiny=1.0d-10 
                 
! determine the smoothing lengths of the particles with an iterative  
! procedure(Price and Monaghan) 
 
        do i=n_lower,n_upper 
 
        if ( act(i) .and. update(i)) then 
         
        hpiold=h(i) 
        hpi=h(i) 
 !      hpi=hconst 
         
        it=0 
        converged=.false.  
        
        do while (( it .le. maxit ) .and. ( .not. converged)) 
         
        h2i=hpi**2 
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        h4i=h2i**2 
        h5i=h2i**2*hpi 
         
        call TRN(i,iopt,hpi) 
        
! Find neighbours of this particle  
 
        call rhos(i,hpi) 
         
! Compute density value  
 
        omegai=0.0d0 
                 
        do in=1,nn 
 
        j=mynni(in) 
         
        D2=myxij(in)**2+myyij(in)**2+myzij(in)**2 
          
        U2=D2/H2I 
 
        IF ( U2 .ge. 4.0d0 ) THEN 
        dwdhj=0.0d0 
        dwij1(in)=0.0d0 
        ELSE 
        ITAB=INT(CTAB*U2)+1 
        dwdhj=DWDHTAB(ITAB)/H4I 
        DWIJ1(IN)=DWTAB(ITAB)/H5I 
        ENDIF  
         
        omegai=omegai+am(j)*dwdhj 
            
        enddo 
         
        dhdrhoi=-hpi/rhoi/3. 
 
! compute derivative of smoothing length with respect to the density 
 
        omegai=1.0d0-dhdrhoi*omegai 
         
! compute omega  
 
        rhohi=am(i)*(eta/hpi)**3 
         
! estimate of density based on the current smoothing length  
        
        func=rhohi-rhoi 
                 
! this function needs to be zero  
 
        IF (.not. bisection) THEN 
! 
!--Newton-Raphson iteration 
! 
        dfdh1 = dhdrhoi/omegai 
        hnew = hpi - func*dfdh1 
!        write(6,fmt="(A,I8,A,ES25.15)") 'newton raphson (',it,'): hnew 
= ',hnew 
        ELSE 
! 
! -Bisection iteration 
! 
        IF ( func .lt. 0.0d0 ) THEN 
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        hmaxbisec = hpi 
        ELSE 
        hminbisec = hpi 
        ENDIF 
        hnew = 0.5d0*(hminbisec + hmaxbisec) 
 !      write(6,*) hnew 
          endif 
        
!--Don't allow sudden jumps to huge numbers of neighbours 
!  (Newton-Raphson only) 
! 
        IF (.not.bisection) THEN 
        IF (hnew.GT.1.2*hpi) THEN 
        hnew = 1.2*hpi 
        ELSEIF (hnew.LT.0.8*hpi) THEN 
        hnew = 0.8*hpi 
        ENDIF 
        ENDIF 
         
        IF ((hnew.LE.0. .OR. omegai.LE.tiny .OR.   
     &         it.EQ.maxitn .OR. nn.LE.0)   
     &           .AND. .not.bisection) THEN 
! 
!--switch to Bisection if not converging or running into trouble 
! 
       WRITE(2,fmt="(A,I8,A,ES25.15,A,ES25.15)")  
     &  'WARNING: switching to bisection on particle ', i,' hpi = 
',hpi,  
     & ' hnew = ',hnew  
               IF (nn.LE.0) THEN 
               WRITE(2,fmt="(A)") 'particle has no neighbours' 
               ENDIF 
               IF (omegai.LE.tiny) THEN 
               WRITE(2,fmt="(A)") 'omega < tiny' 
               ENDIF 
               IF (it.EQ.maxit) THEN 
               WRITE(2,fmt="(A,I5,A)") 'more than ',maxit,' iterations' 
               ENDIF 
               
               bisection= .true. 
               hminbisec = 0.0d0 
               hmaxbisec = 1.0d6 
               !--don't have to start with ridiculous h,  
               !  just something reasonably big between above limits 
               hnew = 2.*hpiold 
!               hnew = 0.5*(hminbisec + hmaxbisec) 
! 
!--otherwise check for convergence 
! 
               ELSEIF (DABS(hnew-hpi)/hpi .LT. htol) THEN 
               converged=.true.  
               ENDIF         
             
         hpi=hnew 
 
        it=it+1 
 
        enddo 
 
        if ( .not. converged ) then 
                if ( myrank .eq. 0 ) then 
         
        WRITE (2,fmt="(A)") 'ERROR: density iteration failed' 
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        WRITE (2,fmt="(2I8,6ES25.15)") i,nn,hnew,hpi,hpiold, 
     &    omegai,dhdrhoi,rhoi 
                 
                endif 
            endif 
         
        myrho(i)=rhoi 
        myh(i)=hpi 
        myomega(i)=omegai 
            
        dzetai=0.0d0 
        do in=1,nn 
        j=mynni(in) 
        D2=myxij(in)**2+myyij(in)**2+myzij(in)**2 
        dzetai=dzetai+am(j)*dfg(d2,h(i)) 
        enddo 
        mydzeta(i)=-dhdrhoi*dzetai 
 
        endif 
 
!     accept converged values for the current particle  
 
!        write(6,*) i,'ok' 
                         
        enddo 
                 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myh(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,h,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myrho(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,rho,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myomega(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,omega,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(mydzeta(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,dzeta,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,      
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr)      
                  
      RETURN 
       
      END 
       
 
 
      
                
      double precision FUNCTION rtsafe(funcd,x1,x2,xacc,sol) 
      implicit none 
      include 'Bossheader1.f' 
      INTEGER MAXIT 
      double precision x1,x2,xacc 
      EXTERNAL funcd 
      logical sol 
      PARAMETER (MAXIT=100) ! Maximum allowed number of iterations. 
! Using a combination of Newton-Raphson and bisection, find the root of 
a function bracketed  
! between x1 and x2. The root, returned as the function value rtsafe, 
will be refined until  
! its accuracy is known within ±xacc. funcd is a user-supplied 
subroutine which returns  
! both the function value and the first derivative of the function.  
      INTEGER j 
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      double precision df,dx,dxold,f1,fh,fl,te mp,xh,xl 
      call funcd(x1,fl,df) 
      call funcd(x2,fh,df) 
      if((fl.gt.0..and.fh.gt. 0.).or.(fl.lt.0..and.fh.lt.0.)) then 
      write(6,*) 'error: smoothing length outside of bounds' 
      sol=.false.  
      rtsafe=x1 
      return ! ’root must be bracketed in rtsafe’  
      endif      
      if(fl.eq.0.)then 
      rtsafe=x1 
      return 
      else if(fh.eq.0.) then 
      rtsafe=x2 
      return 
      else if(fl.lt.0.) then ! Orient the search so that f(xl) < 0. 
      xl=x1 
      xh=x2 
      else 
      xh=x1 
      xl=x2 
      endif 
      rtsafe=.5*(x1+x2) ! Initialize the guess for root, 
      dxold=dabs(x2-x1) ! the “stepsize before last,” 
      dx=dxold ! and the last step. 
      call funcd(rtsafe,f1,df) 
      do j=1,MAXIT ! Loop over allowed iterations. 
      if((((rtsafe-xh)*df-f1)*((rtsafe-xl)*df-f1) .gt. 0.0d0) 
     &  .or. (dabs(2*f1) .gt. dabs(dxold*df))) then  
      dxold=dx  
      dx=0.5*(xh-xl)  
      rtsafe=xl+dx  
      if(xl.eq.rtsafe) return ! Change in root is negligible.  
      else ! Newton step acceptable. Take it. 
      dxold=dx 
      dx=f1/df 
      temp=rtsafe 
      rtsafe=rtsafe-dx  
      if (temp.eq.rtsafe) return  
      endif  
      if(dabs(dx).lt.xacc) return ! Convergence criterion.  
      call funcd(rtsafe,f1,df) ! The one new function evaluation per 
iteration.  
      if (f1.lt.0.) then ! Maintain the bracket on the root.  
      xl=rtsafe 
      else 
      xh=rtsafe  
      endif  
      enddo   
      write(6,*) 'error:maximum number of interations exceeded' 
      sol=.false.  
      rtsafe=x1 
      return ! ’rtsafe exceeding maximum iterations’  
      return  
      END                       
       
        SUBROUTINE INITDENSITIES 
       
        IMPLICIT NONE 
 
        include 'Bossheader1.f' 
        include 'mpif.h' 
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C     Find smoothing lengths for the particles on this processor 
                                             
        INTEGER i,j,in,ierr,iopt,it,itab,maxit 
           
        double precision u,d2,d,myomega(n),mydzeta(n),dwdhj 
        double precision dhdrhoi,hpi,hnew,tol,dfg,h2i,h4i,u2 
        external dfg 
        logical converged 
         
        maxit=100 
        tol=1.0d-3 
        iopt=1 
                 
! determine the smoothing lengths of the particles with an iterative  
! procedure(Price and Monaghan) 
 
        do i=n_lower,n_upper 
 
        if ( act(i) .and. update(i) ) then 
                         
        hpi=h(i) 
         
        call TRN(i,iopt,hpi) 
         
! Find neighbours 
 
        dhdrhoi=-h(i)/rho(i)/3. 
 
        myomega(i)=0.0d0 
        mydzeta(i)=0.0d0 
        h2i=h(i)**2 
        h4i=h2i*h2i 
         
        do in=1,nn 
 
        j=mynni(in) 
 
        d2=MYXIJ(IN)**2+MYYIJ(IN)**2+MYZIJ(IN)**2 
        d=dsqrt(d2) 
 
        U2=D2/H2I 
 
        IF ( U2 .ge. 4.0d0 ) THEN 
        dwdhj=0.0d0 
        ELSE 
        ITAB=INT(CTAB*U2)+1 
        dwdhj=DWDHTAB(ITAB)/H4I 
        ENDIF           
 
        myomega(i)=myomega(i)+am(j)*dwdhj 
        mydzeta(i)=mydzeta(i)+am(j)*dfg(d,h(i)) 
         
        enddo 
         
        myomega(i)=1.0d0-dhdrhoi*myomega(i) 
        mydzeta(i)=-dhdrhoi*mydzeta(i) 
         
        endif 
 
        enddo 
         
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(myomega(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,omega,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
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     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
        call MPI_ALLGATHERV(mydzeta(n_lower),ilen1(myrank), 
     &  MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,dzeta,ilen1,idisp1,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
     &  MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr)         
        
        RETURN 
       
        END       
        
! -------------------------------------------------------------- 
! TRN: recursive routine to walk the tree and find the neighbours of a 
particle  
! -------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
       SUBROUTINE TRN(i,iopt,hp) 
       
 
           INCLUDE 'Bossheader1.f'  
           integer*4 MXSPTR 
           PARAMETER(MXSPTR = 256) 
           double precision ::  DX, DY, DZ,DR2,DR,RMAX,HP,racc2 
           double precision ::  XP, YP, ZP 
           integer I,Q, SPTR, STACK(MXSPTR), K,iopt 
            
           racc2=racc/2. 
                    
           if ( i .le. n ) then 
            
           XP=X(I,1) 
           YP=X(I,2) 
           ZP=X(I,3) 
                    
           else 
            
           XP=spx(i-n) 
           YP=spy(i-n) 
           ZP=spz(i-n) 
          
           endif 
            
           nn=0 
                                    
!       ---------------------------------- 
!       Push the root cell onto the stack. 
!       ---------------------------------- 
        SPTR = 1 
        STACK(SPTR) = ROOT 
!       ------------------------------------- 
!       Loop while nodes on stack to process. 
!       ------------------------------------- 
        DO WHILE (SPTR .GT. 0) 
!         -------------------------- 
!         Pop node off top of stack. 
!         -------------------------- 
          Q = STACK(SPTR) 
          SPTR = SPTR - 1 
!         --------------------------------------------- 
!         Compute distance to center-of-mass of node Q. 
!         --------------------------------------------- 
          DX = XP - X(Q,1) 
          DY = YP - X(Q,2) 
          DZ = ZP - X(Q,3) 
          DR2 = DX*DX + DY*DY + DZ*DZ 
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          DR=SQRT(DR2)   
             
          select case ( iopt ) 
              
          case (1) 
              
          RMAX=2*HP 
            
          case (2) 
 
          RMAX=2*DMAX1(HP,H(Q))  
              
          end select  
           
! two options for neighbour search: 1) all neighbours within 2 
smoothing lengths of the current particle and  
! 2) all *interacting* neighbours for which rij < 2*max(hi,hj), even if 
rij > 2*hi    
 
!         ------------------------------- 
!         Classify Q as a body or a cell. 
!         ------------------------------- 
 
          IF ((Q .LT. INCELL ) .AND. ACT(Q)) THEN 
!           ----------------------------------- 
!         A body: check if it is a neighbor  
!           -----------------------------------       
 
          IF ( DR .lt. RMAX ) THEN 
                 
!         Body Q is indeed a neighbor of P 
 
          NN=NN+1 
          MYNNI(NN)=Q 
          MYXIJ(NN)=DX 
          MYYIJ(NN)=DY 
          MYZIJ(NN)=DZ 
                                 
          ENDIF  
 
          ELSE 
!          -------------------------------------------- 
!         A cell: test if the cell can contain neighbors 
!           -------------------------------------------- 
            IF (DR2 .le. CLSIZE(Q)+RMAX ) THEN 
!             ----------------------------------- 
!           examine children of cell if accepted 
!             ----------------------------------- 
          DO K = 1, NSUBC 
!               -------------------------------------- 
!               Push existing children onto the stack. 
!               -------------------------------------- 
                IF (SUBP(Q,K) .NE. NULL) THEN 
                  IF (SPTR .GE. MXSPTR)  
     &      CALL TERROR(' TRWALK: STACK OVERFLOW') 
                  SPTR = SPTR + 1 
                  STACK(SPTR) = SUBP(Q,K) 
                ENDIF 
              END DO 
              ENDIF 
          ENDIF 
            ENDDO 
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            RETURN 
          END 
 
! -------------------------------------------------------------- 
! MKTREE: initialize the tree structure for the force calculation. 
! ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
        SUBROUTINE MKTREE 
  
        INCLUDE 'Bossheader1.f' 
                  
!       -------------------------------------- 
!       Expand root volume to hold all bodies. 
!       -------------------------------------- 
        CALL EXPBOX      
!       -------------------------- 
!       Load bodies into the tree. 
!       -------------------------- 
        CALL LDTREE 
!       ------------------------------------------------ 
!       Compute masses, center of mass coordinates, etc. 
!       ------------------------------------------------ 
        CALL HACKCM 
 
        END 
  
! ----------------------------------------------------- 
! EXPBOX: enlarge system cube to include all particles. 
! ----------------------------------------------------- 
    
        SUBROUTINE EXPBOX 
        INCLUDE 'Bossheader1.f'  
          double precision XYZMAX,dr2 
        INTEGER*4 J, I 
  
!       ------------------------------ 
!       Find maximum coordinate value. 
!       ------------------------------ 
    
        XYZMAX = 0.0d0 
        RSIZE=1.0 
      DO I = 1, N 
        if (act(i)) then 
      dr2=x(i,1)**2+x(i,2)**2+x(i,3)**2 
        xyzmax=dmax1(xyzmax,dr2) 
        endif 
      ENDDO 
 
        DO WHILE (XYZMAX .GE. RSIZE/2.0) 
        RSIZE = 2.0 * RSIZE 
        ENDDO 
 
        RETURN  
        END 
      
! --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! LDTREE: construct tree body-by-body.  This phase initializes the SUBP 
! array and loads the geometric midpoint into the MID of each cell. 
! --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
        SUBROUTINE LDTREE 
 
        INCLUDE 'Bossheader1.f'  
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        INTEGER*4 MKCELL, K, P 
 
!       --------------------------------------- 
!       Deallocate current tree, begin new one. 
!       --------------------------------------- 
        NCELL = 0 
        ROOT = MKCELL() 
 
!       ------------------------------------------ 
!       Initialize midpoint and size of root cell. 
!       ------------------------------------------ 
          DO K = 1, NDIM 
            MID(ROOT,K) = 0.0 
        ENDDO 
            CLSIZE(ROOT) = RSIZE 
!       --------------------------------------------- 
!       Load bodies into the new tree, one at a time. 
!       --------------------------------------------- 
        DO P = 1, N 
        if (act(P)) then 
          CALL LDBODY(P) 
           
        endif  
        ENDDO 
 
        RETURN  
        END 
  
! ---------------------------------------- 
! LDBODY: load body P into tree structure. 
! ---------------------------------------- 
  
         SUBROUTINE LDBODY(P) 
 
         INCLUDE 'Bossheader1.f'  
         INTEGER*4 P,Q, QIND, SBINDX, MKCELL, C, K, P0 
 
!       --------------------------------------------- 
!       Start Q,QIND pair in correct subcell of root. 
!       --------------------------------------------- 
        Q = ROOT 
        QIND = SBINDX(P, Q) 
!       ----------------------------------------------------- 
!       Loop descending tree until an empty subcell is found. 
!       ----------------------------------------------------- 
        DO WHILE (SUBP(Q, QIND) .NE. NULL) 
!         -------------------------------------- 
!         On reaching another body, extend tree. 
!         -------------------------------------- 
          IF (SUBP(Q, QIND) .LT. INCELL) THEN 
!           ------------------------------------------- 
!           Allocate an empty cell to hold both bodies. 
!           ------------------------------------------- 
            C = MKCELL() 
!           ------------------------------------------------------ 
!           Locate midpoint of new cell wrt. parent, and set size. 
!           ------------------------------------------------------ 
            DO K = 1, NDIM 
              IF (X(P,K) .GE. MID(Q,K)) THEN 
                MID(C,K) = MID(Q,K) + CLSIZE(Q)/4.0 
              ELSE 
                MID(C,K) = MID(Q,K) - CLSIZE(Q)/4.0 
              ENDIF 
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            END DO 
                CLSIZE(C) = CLSIZE(Q) / 2.0 
!           ------------------------------------------------------ 
!           Store old body in appropriate subcell within new cell. 
!           ------------------------------------------------------ 
            P0 = SUBP(Q, QIND) 
            SUBP(C, SBINDX(P0, C)) = P0 
!           --------------------------------------------- 
!           Link new cell into tree in place of old body. 
!           --------------------------------------------- 
            SUBP(Q, QIND) = C 
            ENDIF 
!         -------------------------------------------------------- 
!         At this point, the node indexed by Q,QIND is known to be 
!         a cell, so advance to the next level of tree, and loop. 
!         -------------------------------------------------------- 
            Q = SUBP(Q, QIND) 
            QIND = SBINDX(P, Q) 
            END DO 
!       --------------------------------------------- 
!       Found place in tree for P, so store it there. 
!       --------------------------------------------- 
           SUBP(Q, QIND) = P 
 
                   RETURN  
           END 
  
! ------------------------------------------------------- 
! SBINDX: compute subcell index for node P within cell Q. 
! ------------------------------------------------------- 
  
        integer*4 FUNCTION SBINDX(P, Q) 
        INTEGER*4 P, Q 
  
        INCLUDE 'Bossheader1.f'   
        INTEGER*4 K 
  
!       --------------------------------------------------- 
!       Initialize subindex to point to lower left subcell. 
!       --------------------------------------------------- 
        SBINDX = 1 
!       --------------------------------- 
!       Loop over all spatial dimensions. 
!       --------------------------------- 
        DO K = 1, NDIM 
          IF (X(P,K) .GE. MID(Q,K))  
     &   SBINDX = SBINDX + 2 ** (NDIM - K) 
        END DO 
        END 
  
! --------------------------------------------------------- 
! MKCELL: function to allocate a cell, returning its index. 
! --------------------------------------------------------- 
  
        integer*4 FUNCTION MKCELL() 
  
        INCLUDE 'Bossheader1.f' 
        INTEGER*4 I 
  
!       ---------------------------------------------------------- 
!       Terminate simulation if no remaining space for a new cell. 
 
!         IF (NCELL .GE. MXCELL)  
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!    &   CALL TERROR(' MKCELL: NO MORE MEMORY') 
!       ---------------------------------------------------- 
!       Increment cell counter, initialize new cell pointer. 
!       ---------------------------------------------------- 
        NCELL = NCELL + 1 
        MKCELL = NCELL + N 
!       -------------------------------------- 
!       Zero pointers to subcells of new cell. 
!       -------------------------------------- 
        DO I = 1, NSUBC 
          SUBP(MKCELL,I) = NULL 
        END DO 
 
        RETURN  
        END 
  
! ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
! HACKCM: compute cell masses, c.m. positions, maximum smoothing 
lengths, check tree structure, 
! assign critical radii, and compute quadrupole moments.  Whew! 
! ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
        SUBROUTINE HACKCM 
  
        INCLUDE 'Bossheader1.f'   
        INTEGER*4 IND(MXCELL), P, Q, I, J, K, L, M1,M2  
          DOUBLE PRECISION POS0(NDIM), DIST2 
  
!       --------------------------------------- 
!       List cells in order of decreasing size. 
!       --------------------------------------- 
        CALL BFLIST(IND) 
!       -------------------------------------------- 
!       Loop processing cells from smallest to root. 
!       -------------------------------------------- 
        DO I = NCELL, 1, -1 
          P = IND(I) 
!         -------------------------------------------------------------
- 
!         Zero accumulators for this cell.  A temporary variable is 
used 
!         for the c. of m. so as to preserve the stored midpoints. 
!         -------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
!       Compute the mass and the center of mass position of the 
particles in cell P  
 
          AM(P) = 0.0 
          DO K = 1, NDIM 
          POS0(K) = 0.0 
          END DO 
!         ------------------------------------------------------------- 
!         Compute cell properties as sum of properties of its subcells. 
!         ------------------------------------------------------------- 
          DO J = 1, NSUBC 
            Q = SUBP(P,J) 
!           ------------------------------ 
!           Only access cells which exist. 
!           ------------------------------ 
            IF (Q .NE. NULL) THEN 
!             ------------------------------------------------------- 
!             Sum properties of subcells to obtain values for cell P. 
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!             ------------------------------------------------------- 
              AM(P) = AM(P) + AM(Q) 
              DO K = 1, NDIM 
                POS0(K) = POS0(K) + AM(Q) * X(Q,K) 
              END DO 
 
            ENDIF 
          END DO 
!         -------------------------------------------------------- 
!         Normalize center of mass coordinates by total cell mass. 
!         -------------------------------------------------------- 
          DO K = 1, NDIM 
            POS0(K) = POS0(K) / AM(P) 
          END DO  
!         -------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
!         Check tree, compute cm-to-mid distance, and assign cell 
position. 
!         -------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
          DIST2 = 0.0 
          DO K = 1, NDIM 
            IF (POS0(K) .LT. MID(P,K) - CLSIZE(P)/2.0 .OR.  
     &      POS0(K) .GE. MID(P,K) + CLSIZE(P)/2.0) THEN 
            WRITE(6, '(/,1X,''TREE ERROR'',2I6,3E14.6)')  
     &      P, K, POS0(K), MID(P,K), CLSIZE(P) 
            CALL TERROR(' HACKCM: TREE STRUCTURE ERROR') 
            ENDIF 
            DIST2 = DIST2 + (POS0(K) - MID(P,K))**2 
!           -------------------------------------------------------- 
!           Copy cm position to cell.  This overwrites the midpoint. 
!           -------------------------------------------------------- 
              X(P,K) = POS0(K) 
          END DO 
 
!         ------------------------------------------------------------ 
!         Assign critical radius for cell, adding offset from midpoint 
!         for more accurate forces.  This overwrites the cell size. 
!         ------------------------------------------------------------ 
          RCRIT2(P) = (CLSIZE(P) / THETA + SQRT(DIST2))**2 
 
          END DO 
!       ---------------------------------------- 
!       Compute quadrupole moments, if required. 
!       ---------------------------------------- 
              IF (USQUAD) THEN 
!         ------------------------------- 
!         Loop processing cells as above. 
!         ------------------------------- 
          DO I = NCELL, 1, -1 
            P = IND(I) 
!           -------------------------------------------- 
!           Zero accumulator for quad moments of cell P. 
!           -------------------------------------------- 
            DO K = 1, NQUAD 
              QUAD(P,K) = 0.0 
            END DO 
 
!          -------------------------------- 
!           Loop over descendents of cell P. 
!           -------------------------------- 
              DO J = 1, NSUBC 
              Q = SUBP(P,J) 
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              IF (Q .NE. NULL) THEN 
!               -------------------------------------------------------
- 
!               Sum properties of subcell Q to obtain values for cell 
P. 
!               -------------------------------------------------------
- 
                DO M1 = 1, MIN(2,NDIM) 
                  DO M2 = M1, NDIM 
                    L = (M1-1) * (NDIM-1) + M2 
                    QUAD(P,L) = QUAD(P,L) + 3.0 * AM(Q) *  
     &              (X(Q,M1) - X(P,M1)) * (X(Q,M2) - X(P,M2)) 
                    IF (M1 .EQ. M2) THEN 
                      DO K = 1, NDIM 
                        QUAD(P,L) = QUAD(P,L) - AM(Q) *  
     &                (X(Q,K) - X(P,K))**2 
                      END DO 
                    ENDIF 
!                   ------------------------------------------- 
!                   If Q itself is a cell, add its moments too. 
!                   ------------------------------------------- 
                    IF (Q .GE. INCELL)  
     &             QUAD(P,L) = QUAD(P,L) + QUAD(Q,L) 
                  END DO 
                END DO 
                ENDIF 
            END DO 
            END DO 
                ENDIF 
 
            RETURN  
            END 
 
! ----------------------------------------------------------------- 
! BFLIST: list cells in breadth-first order, from largest (root) to 
! smallest.  Thanks to Jun Makino for this elegant routine. 
! ----------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
           SUBROUTINE BFLIST(IND) 
           integer*4 IND(*) 
  
            INCLUDE 'Bossheader1.f'   
              integer*4 FACELL, LACELL, NACELL, K, I 
  
!       ----------------------------------------- 
!       Start scan with root as only active cell. 
!       ----------------------------------------- 
              IND(1) = ROOT 
              FACELL = 1 
              LACELL = 1 
!       ----------------------------------- 
!       Loop while active cells to process. 
!       ----------------------------------- 
          DO WHILE (FACELL .LE. LACELL) 
!         ---------------------------------------------- 
!         Start counting active cells in next iteration. 
!         ----------------------------------------------  
              NACELL = LACELL 
!         --------------------------------------- 
!         Loop over subcells of each active cell. 
!         --------------------------------------- 
            DO K = 1, NSUBC 
            DO I = FACELL, LACELL 
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!             ------------------------------------------- 
!             Add all cells on next level to active list. 
!             ------------------------------------------- 
              IF (SUBP(IND(I),K) .GE. INCELL) THEN 
                NACELL = NACELL + 1 
                IND(NACELL) = SUBP(IND(I),K) 
              ENDIF 
         END DO 
         END DO 
!         ------------------------------------------------------ 
!         Advance first and last active cell indicies, and loop. 
!         ------------------------------------------------------ 
            FACELL = LACELL + 1 
            LACELL = NACELL 
            END DO 
!       -------------------------------------------------- 
!       Above loop should list all cells; check the count. 
!       -------------------------------------------------- 
            IF (NACELL .NE. NCELL)  
     &    CALL TERROR('  BFLIST: INCONSISTENT CELL COUNT') 
 
                 RETURN  
         END 
 
! ============================================================= 
! TREEGRAV: routines to perform hierarchical force calculation. 
! ============================================================= 
 
! -------------------------------------------------------------- 
! TRG: recursive routine to walk the tree computing forces on 
! particle P, either an SPH particle or a sink particle and  
! determining the neighbour list of particle P 
! -------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
       SUBROUTINE TRG(i) 
       integer*4 i,ii 
 
           INCLUDE 'Bossheader1.f'  
           integer*4 MXSPTR 
           PARAMETER(MXSPTR = 256) 
           double precision PHI0, ACC0(NDIM), POS0(NDIM) 
           double precision DX, DY, DZ, DR2, DR2INV, DRINV, PHIM, 
DR5INV 
           double precision FG,GG,DR,PHIQ 
           integer*4 Q, SPTR, STACK(MXSPTR), K, IDX 
           LOGICAL SKPSLF 
 
           ii=i-n_lower+1 
 
!       ---------------------------------------------------------- 
!       Zero potential and acceleration for subsequent summations. 
!       ---------------------------------------------------------- 
        PHI0 = 0.0 
        ACC0(1) = 0.0 
        ACC0(2) = 0.0 
        ACC0(3) = 0.0 
 
!       ----------------------------------------- 
!       Copy position of this particle for quicker reference. 
!       ----------------------------------------- 
 
      if ( i .gt. n ) then  
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          idx=i-n  
          POS0(1)=spx(idx) 
          POS0(2)=spy(idx) 
          POS0(3)=spz(idx) 
 
          else  
 
          POS0(1)=X(I,1) 
          POS0(2)=X(I,2) 
          POS0(3)=X(I,3) 
          
          endif  
 
!       ---------------------------------- 
!       Push the root cell onto the stack. 
!       ---------------------------------- 
        SPTR = 1 
        STACK(SPTR) = ROOT 
!       ------------------------------------- 
!       Loop while nodes on stack to process. 
!       ------------------------------------- 
        DO WHILE (SPTR .GT. 0) 
!         -------------------------- 
!         Pop node off top of stack. 
!         -------------------------- 
          Q = STACK(SPTR) 
          SPTR = SPTR - 1 
!         --------------------------------------------- 
!         Compute distance to center-of-mass of node Q. 
!         --------------------------------------------- 
          DX = POS0(1) - X(Q,1) 
          DY = POS0(2) - X(Q,2) 
          DZ = POS0(3) - X(Q,3) 
          DR2 = DX*DX + DY*DY + DZ*DZ 
          DR=SQRT(DR2)   
 
!         ------------------------------- 
!         Classify Q as a body or a cell. 
!         ------------------------------- 
          IF ((Q .LT. INCELL) .AND. ACT(Q)) THEN 
!           ----------------------------------- 
!           A body: check for self-interaction. 
!           ----------------------------------- 
            IF (Q .NE. i) THEN 
!             Compute body-body interaction. 
!             ------------------------------ 
!    Spline softened gravitational potential and acceleration  
!    according to Hernquist and Katz  
  
              PHIM = AM(Q) * (FG(DR,H(I))+FG(DR,H(Q)))/2  
              PHI0 = PHI0 - PHIM 
              PHIM = AM(Q) * (GG(DR,H(I))+GG(DR,H(Q)))/2 
              ACC0(1) = ACC0(1) - PHIM * DX 
              ACC0(2) = ACC0(2) - PHIM * DY 
              ACC0(3) = ACC0(3) - PHIM * DZ 
             ELSE 
!             ------------------------------------------- 
!             Remember that self-interaction was skipped. 
!             ------------------------------------------- 
              SKPSLF = .TRUE. 
            ENDIF 
          ELSE 
!           -------------------------------------------- 
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!           A cell: test if interaction can be accepted. 
!           -------------------------------------------- 
              IF (DR2 .GE. RCRIT2(Q)) THEN 
!             ---------------------------------------- 
!             Accepted: compute body-cell interaction. 
!             ---------------------------------------- 
!   Spline softened monopole interaction  
 
              DR2INV = 1.0 / DR2 
              DRINV = 1.0 / DR 
              PHIM = AM(Q)*DRINV 
              PHI0 = PHI0 - PHIM 
              PHIM = PHIM*DR2INV 
              ACC0(1) = ACC0(1) - PHIM * DX 
              ACC0(2) = ACC0(2) - PHIM * DY 
              ACC0(3) = ACC0(3) - PHIM * DZ 
 
!             ------------------------------------ 
!             Optionally include quadrupole terms. 
!             ------------------------------------ 
              IF (USQUAD) THEN 
                  DRINV=1./DR 
                  DR2INV=1./DR2 
                DR5INV = DR2INV * DR2INV * DRINV 
                PHIQ = DR5INV *  
     &          (0.5 * ((DX*DX - DZ*DZ) * QUAD(Q,1) +  
     &          (DY*DY - DZ*DZ) * QUAD(Q,4)) +  
     &           DX*DY * QUAD(Q,2) + DX*DZ * QUAD(Q,3) +  
     &           DY*DZ * QUAD(Q,5)) 
                PHI0 = PHI0 - PHIQ 
                PHIQ = 5.0 * PHIQ * DR2INV 
                ACC0(1) = ACC0(1) - PHIQ*DX + DR5INV *  
     &          (DX*QUAD(Q,1) + DY*QUAD(Q,2) + DZ*QUAD(Q,3)) 
                ACC0(2) = ACC0(2) - PHIQ*DY + DR5INV *  
     &          (DX*QUAD(Q,2) + DY*QUAD(Q,4) + DZ*QUAD(Q,5)) 
                ACC0(3) = ACC0(3) - PHIQ*DZ + DR5INV *  
     &          (DX*QUAD(Q,3) + DY*QUAD(Q,5) -  
     &          DZ*(QUAD(Q,1) + QUAD(Q,4))) 
              ENDIF 
            ELSE 
!             ----------------------------------- 
!             Rejected: examine children of cell. 
!             ----------------------------------- 
              DO K = 1, NSUBC 
!               -------------------------------------- 
!               Push existing children onto the stack. 
!               -------------------------------------- 
                IF (SUBP(Q,K) .NE. NULL) THEN 
                  IF (SPTR .GE. MXSPTR)  
     &      CALL TERROR(' TRWALK: STACK OVERFLOW') 
                  SPTR = SPTR + 1 
                  STACK(SPTR) = SUBP(Q,K) 
                ENDIF 
              END DO 
              ENDIF 
          ENDIF 
          END DO 
!       --------------------------------------------------- 
!       Check that self-interaction was explicitly skipped. 
!       --------------------------------------------------- 
         IF (.NOT. SKPSLF)  
     &    CALL TERROR(' TRWALK: MISSED SELF-INTERACTION') 
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!       ---------------------------------------------- 
!       Copy total potential and acceleration to body. 
!       ---------------------------------------------- 
         if ( I .le. N ) then 
 
!           particle P is an SPH particle  
 
            IF ( nsink .gt. 0 ) then  
             
            DO K=1,nsink 
           
            dx=POS0(1)-spx(K) 
            dy=POS0(2)-spy(K) 
            dz=POS0(3)-spz(K) 
            dr=dsqrt(dx**2+dy**2+dz**2) 
            PHI0 = PHI0-ams(K)*(FG(dr,h(i))+FG(dr,hsp(k)))/2 
            PHIM =  ams(K)* (GG(DR,h(i))+GG(DR,hsp(k)))/2 
 
            ACC0(1) = ACC0(1)- PHIM * DX 
            ACC0(2) = ACC0(2)- PHIM * DY 
            ACC0(3) = ACC0(3)- PHIM * DZ 
 
            ENDDO  
 
            ENDIF  
 
!       SPH particles feel the potential and acceleration imparted by 
the sink particles and the other SPH particles 
 
            ELSE  
 
            IF ( nsink .gt. 1 ) then  
 
!           particle i is a sink particle  
 
            DO K=1,nsink  
 
            if ( K .ne. idx ) then  
 
            dx=POS0(1)-spx(K) 
            dy=POS0(2)-spy(K) 
            dz=POS0(3)-spz(K) 
            dr=dsqrt(dx**2+dy**2+dz**2) 
            PHI0=PHI0-ams(K)*(FG(dr,h(i))+FG(dr,hsp(k)))/2 
            PHIM =  ams(K)* (GG(DR,h(i))+GG(DR,hsp(k)))/2 
            ACC0(1) = ACC0(1) - PHIM * DX 
            ACC0(2) = ACC0(2) - PHIM * DY 
            ACC0(3) = ACC0(3) - PHIM * DZ 
 
            endif  
 
!      sink particles feel the gravity from the SPH particles and the 
other sinks  
 
            ENDDO  
 
            ENDIF  
 
            ENDIF  
             
            PHII=PHI0 
            GACCXI = ACC0(1) 
            GACCYI = ACC0(2) 
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            GACCZI = ACC0(3)       
 
            RETURN 
         END 
 
         SUBROUTINE TERROR(MSG) 
         CHARACTER*(*) MSG 
 
         INCLUDE 'Bossheader1.f'  
 
!       ------------------------------------ 
!        Write error message to the log file. 
!        ------------------------------------ 
         CALL OUTERR(MSG) 
!       --------------------------------------------------- 
 
         END 
 
         SUBROUTINE OUTERR(MSG) 
         IMPLICIT NONE 
         CHARACTER(*) :: MSG 
         INCLUDE 'Bossheader1.f'   
  
!       ------------------------------------------------------ 
!       Write the message, surrounded by stars for visibility. 
!       ------------------------------------------------------ 
         WRITE (2, '(/,1X,72(''*''))') 
         WRITE (2, '(/,A)') MSG 
         WRITE (2, '(/,1X,72(''*''))') 
!       --------------------------- 
!       Repeat message to terminal. 
!       --------------------------- 
         WRITE (6, '(/,1X,72(''*''))') 
         WRITE (6, '(/,A)') MSG 
         WRITE (6, '(/,1X,72(''*''))') 
         END SUBROUTINE OUTERR 
 
 
*********************************************************************** 
 
 integer*4 n,mxcell,mxnode,incell,ntab,nproc,nopt  
 integer*4 ndim,nquad,nsubc,null,nmax,maxsink,nt 
 parameter(n=250025,ntab=100000,nmax=n,maxsink=10) 
 parameter(nt=n+maxsink,nproc=8,nopt=50) 
 parameter(ndim=3,nquad=2*ndim-1,nsubc=2**ndim,null=0) 
 parameter(mxcell=n,incell=n+1,mxnode=n+mxcell) 
  
 common/sph/x,v,f,h,ui,omega,dzeta,phi,am,a,cs,rho, 
     & dwij1,dwij2,div,por2,fi,vxdoti,vydoti,vzdoti,rhoi, 
     & adoti,udoti,gaccxi,gaccyi,gacczi,divvi,phii,act,update 
 
       double precision x(mxnode,ndim),v(n,ndim),f(n),h(n), 
     & ui(n),omega(n),dzeta(n),phi(n),am(mxnode),a(n),cs(n), 
     & rho(n),dwij1(nmax),dwij2(nmax),div(nmax),por2(n),fi, 
     & vxdoti,vydoti,vzdoti,rhoi,adoti,udoti,gaccxi,gaccyi,gacczi, 
     & divvi,phii,hdoti  
 logical act(n),update(n) 
     
 common/tree/rcrit2,quad,mid, 
     & clsize,rsize,theta,subp,root,ncell,usquad  
 
 double precision 
rcrit2(incell:mxnode),quad(incell:mxnode,nquad) 
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 double precision mid(mxnode,ndim),clsize(incell:mxnode), 
     & rsize,theta 
 integer*4 subp(incell:mxnode,nsubc),root,ncell 
 logical usquad 
   
       common/neighbours/myxij,myyij,myzij,mynni,nn,index 
      
 double precision  myxij(nmax),myyij(nmax),myzij(nmax) 
 integer*4 mynni(nmax),nn,index 
  
       common/param2/ctab,wtab,dwtab,dwdhtab,cn,gam,eta2,eta, 
     & amin,amax,pi,t,tff,tp,dt,tprin,racc,rhocrit1,rhocrit2, 
     & c0,hr,MJR,eps,alpha,bet,Kpoly,trelax,ufloor,hswitch,  
     & nsink,nacc,myrank,n_lower,n_upper,ilen1,idisp1,ilen2,idisp2 
      
 double precision ctab,wtab(ntab),dwtab(ntab), 
     & dwdhtab(ntab),cn,gam(n),eta2, 
     & eta,amin,amax,pi,t,tff,tp,dt,tprin,racc,rhocrit1,rhocrit2, 
     & hr,c0,MJR,eps,alpha,bet,Kpoly,trelax,ufloor 
        integer*4 hswitch,nsink,nacc,myrank,n_lower,n_upper 
 integer*4 ilen1(0:nproc-1),idisp1(0:nproc-1) 
 integer*4 ilen2(0:nproc-1),idisp2(0:nproc-1) 
  
        common/sinks/spx,spy,spz,vspx,vspy,vspz,ams,  
     &  hsp,phis,vsdot,vsodot,stepts,tnexts,tlasts 
      
 double precision spx(maxsink),spy(maxsink),spz(maxsink) 
 double precision vspx(maxsink),vspy(maxsink),vspz(maxsink) 
 double precision ams(maxsink),hsp(maxsink),phis(maxsink), 
     & vsdot(maxsink,ndim),vsodot(maxsink,ndim),stepts(maxsink), 
     & tnexts(maxsink),tlasts(maxsink) 
  
  common/mpiarr/myx,myv,mya,myui,myvdot,myvodot,myadot, 
     &  myudot,myuodot,myaodot,myh,myphi,myrho,mytlast, 
     &  tlast,aodot,vodot,vdot,mytnext,mystept,hdot,hodot,myhdot, 
     &  myhodot,myvsigmax,vsigmax 
  
  double precision myx(ndim,n),myv(ndim,n),mya(n),myui(n), 
     &  myvdot(n,ndim),myvodot(n,ndim),myadot(n),myudot(n),myuodot(n) 
        double precision myaodot(n),myh(n),myphi(n),myrho(n) 
  double precision mytlast(n),tlast(n),aodot(n),vodot(ndim,n), 
     &  vdot(ndim,n),mytnext(n),mystept(n),hdot(n),hodot(n), 
     &  myhdot(n),myhodot(n) 
  double precision myvsigmax(n),vsigmax(n) 
 
*********************************************************************** 
        program Bossinit 
 
   !------------------------------------------------------------------  
    
   ! SPH initial conditions  
   ! collapse of uniform density cloud    
   ! uniform grid with equal mass particles 
 
        implicit none 
 integer*4 i,nint,ni,nmax,ndim 
 parameter(nint=100,ni=256000,ndim=3) 
 common/param/n,nopt,x,mpar,h,pi,hmin,hmax,  
     & v,A,rho,rho0,am  
 integer*4 n,nopt  
 real*8 x(ni,ndim),mpar,h(ni),pi,hmin,hmax 
 real*8 v(ni,ndim),A(ni),rho(ni) 
 real*8 rho0,am(ni) 
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 real*8 gravity,boltzmann,protonmass,AU 
 real*8 msun,unitmass,unitvelocity,unittime 
        real*8 unitsurfacedensity 
 real*8 unitlength,unitdensity,unitenergy   
 real*8 unitpressure,unitspecificenergy,G 
 real*8 tff,temp,radius,mass,gam,omega,mcloud 
 real*8 meanweight,dens,xp,yp,zp,Prot,cs,mcrit, 
     & rhocrit1,rhocrit2 
 
 gravity=6.672d-8 
 boltzmann=1.3806d-16 
 protonmass=1.6726d-24 
 meanweight=3*protonmass 
 nopt=50 
 gam=1.0d0 
 hmin=-1.0d0 
 hmax=-1.0d0 
 rhocrit1=5.0d-14 
 
! temperature of the cloud in K 
 
 pi=4.0*datan(1.0d0) 
 
! physical constants in cgs units 
 
 AU=1.49598d13 
 
! the astronomical unit in cm  
 
        msun=1.98892d+33 
 
! mass of the sun in g  
! mass of the cloud in solar mass 
! internal unit system of the code  
 
        radius=5.0d16 
 mcloud=1.0d0 
c mass of the cloud in units of the mass of the sun  
 mass=mcloud*msun 
c  mass of the cloud in cgs units  
 temp=10.0d0 
c  temperature  
c       temp=10.0d0 
 mpar=mcloud/ni 
 tff=dsqrt(radius**3/(gravity*mass)) 
 
! Free fall time of the initially isothermal cloud  
 
        unittime=tff 
 unitlength=radius 
 unitmass=mcloud*msun  
 unitvelocity=unitlength/unittime 
 unitdensity=unitmass/unitlength**3 
 unitenergy=unitmass*unitlength**2/unittime**2 
 unitpressure=unitmass/unitlength/unittime**2 
 unitspecificenergy=unitenergy/unitmass 
 unitsurfacedensity=unitmass/unitlength**2 
 G=gravity*unitmass*unittime**2/unitlength**3 
  
 rho0=3*mass/(4*pi*radius**3)/unitdensity 
 omega=7.2d-13 ! axial rotation period of the cloud P=127718 yr 
  
 Prot=2*pi/omega/unittime 
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        cs=dsqrt(boltzmann*temp/meanweight)/unitvelocity 
 write(6,*) cs 
  
! rotational period of the cloud  
 
! initial temperature 
 
        open(unit=1,file='pos.dat') 
 open(unit=7,file='df.dat') 
 open(unit=8,file='info1.dat') 
 open(unit=9,file='rho.dat') 
 open(unit=10,file='slice.dat') 
 open(unit=12,file='profile.dat') 
 open(unit=13,file='Boss2.dat',status='new') 
! open(unit=13,file='Boss2.dat',form='unformatted') 
 
 
 
        write(8,*) 'unit of time(yrs)=',unittime/(24*365*3600) 
 write(8,*) 'unit of velocity=',unitvelocity 
 write(8,*) 'unit of density=',unitdensity 
 write(8,*) 'unit of pressure=',unitpressure 
 write(8,*) 'unit of specific energy',unitspecificenergy 
 write(8,*) 'gravity constant in code units=',G  
 write(8,*) 'rho0(code units):',rho0*unitdensity 
 write(8,*) 'initial temperature(Kelvin):',temp 
 write(8,*) 'initial isentrope sound velocity:',  
     & cs*unitvelocity 
 write(8,*) 'Free fall time(s):',tff*pi/2/dsqrt(2.0d0) 
 write(8,*) 'unitsurfacedensity:',unitsurfacedensity 
 
! initial homogeneous density of the cloud  
 
 call setupem 
 
 write(8,*) 'number of particles:',n 
 write(8,*) 'particle mass in code units:',am(1) 
  
 rhocrit2=(pi**3*(cs*unitvelocity)**6/(4*gravity**3*nopt**2))* 
     & (dfloat(n)/mass)**2 
      
        
mcrit=pi**(3./2.)*(cs*unitvelocity)**3/(2*nopt*gravity**(3./2.)* 
     & dsqrt(rhocrit1))/unitmass 
  
 write(8,*) 'critical density',rhocrit2 
 write(8,*) 'critical particle mass',mcrit 
   
 do i=1,n  
  
 h(i)=0.1d0 
 
 v(i,1)=-2*pi*x(i,2)/Prot 
 v(i,2)=2*pi*x(i,1)/Prot 
 v(i,3)=0.0d0 
  
!       v(i,1)=0.0 
! v(i,2)=0.0 
! v(i,3)=0.0 
   
! axial rotation of the cloud  
 
 write(13,*) x(i,1),x(i,2),x(i,3),v(i,1),v(i,2),v(i,3), 
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     & am(i),h(i) 
 
 enddo 
  
! write(13) cs 
 
 yp=0.0d0 
 zp=0.0d0 
 
        do i=1,500 
 
 xp=dfloat(i)/500 
 
 write(12,*) xp,dens(xp,yp,zp) 
 
 enddo 
 
 close(1) 
 close(2) 
 close(3) 
 close(4) 
 close(7) 
 close(8) 
 close(9) 
 close(10) 
 close(12) 
 close(13) 
 
 
        end program Bossinit 
  
 
 real*8 function dens(xp,yp,zp) 
 
 integer*4 nmax,ni,ndim 
 parameter(ni=256000,ndim=3) 
 common/param/n,nopt,x,mpar,h,pi,hmin,hmax,  
     & v,A,rho,rho0,am 
 integer*4 n,nopt 
 real*8 x(ni,ndim),mpar,h(ni),pi,hmin,hmax 
 real*8 v(ni,ndim),A(ni),rho(ni) 
   real*8 rho0,am(ni),xp,yp,zp,phi,rz 
 
! Boss and Bodenheimer initial density distribution 
 
        rz=dsqrt(xp**2+yp**2) 
 
        if ( rz .eq. 0.0 ) then 
 
 phi=0.0d0 
 
 else 
 
 phi=datan(zp/rz) 
 
 endif 
 
 dens=rho0*(1.0d0+0.1*dcos(2*phi)) 
 
 return  
 
 end 
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      REAL*8 FUNCTION ran1(idum) 
***************************************************** 
c     Release 1.0 
C     Random Number generator, returns x s.t. 0<x<1 
**************************************************  
      INTEGER*4 idum,IA,IM,IQ,IR,NTAB,NDIV 
      REAL*8 AM,EPS,RNMX 
      PARAMETER (IA=16807,IM=2147483647,AM=1./IM,IQ=127773,IR=2836, 
     *NTAB=32,NDIV=1+(IM-1)/NTAB,EPS=1.2e-7,RNMX=1.-EPS) 
      INTEGER*4 j,k,iv(NTAB),iy 
      SAVE iv,iy 
      DATA iv /NTAB*0/, iy /0/ 
      if (idum.le.0.or.iy.eq.0) then 
        idum=max(-idum,1) 
        do 11 j=NTAB+8,1,-1 
          k=idum/IQ 
          idum=IA*(idum-k*IQ)-IR*k 
          if (idum.lt.0) idum=idum+IM 
          if (j.le.NTAB) iv(j)=idum 
11      continue 
        iy=iv(1) 
      endif 
      k=idum/IQ 
      idum=IA*(idum-k*IQ)-IR*k 
      if (idum.lt.0) idum=idum+IM 
      j=1+iy/NDIV 
      iy=iv(j) 
      iv(j)=idum 
      ran1=min(AM*iy,RNMX) 
      return 
      END 
 
 SUBROUTINE setupem                                                
      IMPLICIT NONE 
 
! sets up a particle distribution in 3D  
! particles are placed on a stretched grid  
 
      integer*4 ni,nmax,ndim 
 parameter(ni=256000,ndim=3) 
 common/param/n,nopt,x,mpar,h,pi,hmin,hmax,  
     & v,A,rho,rho0,am 
 integer*4 n,nopt 
 real*8 x(ni,ndim),mpar,h(ni),pi,hmin,hmax 
 real*8 v(ni,ndim),A(ni),rho(ni),rho0,am(ni)                             
      real*8 avec(3),bvec(3),cvec(3) 
      real*8 space,xp,yp,zp,phi,r,rp,phip 
      real*8 amtot,amtot2,amxt,amyt,amzt,mcloud 
 real*8 rns,amns 
      INTEGER*4 maxn,i,idum,k,l,m 
               
! Lay down particles on a hexagonal lattice 
 
        pi=4*datan(1.0d0) 
 rns=1.0d0 
 mcloud=1.0d0 
 amns=mcloud 
 mpar=mcloud/ni 
      avec(1)=1.0 
      avec(2)=0.0 
      avec(3)=0.0 
      bvec(1)=0.5 
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      bvec(2)=0.5*sqrt(3.0) 
      bvec(3)=0.0 
      cvec(1)=0.5 
      cvec(2)=1.0/sqrt(12.0) 
      cvec(3)=sqrt(2.0/3.0) 
 
      space=rns/(2.0*ni/2.0/6.0)**0.333 
 
! The factor 1.23 makes sure to catch all points 
 
      maxn=int(1.23*rns/space) 
      write (6,*)' maxn: ',maxn,' spacing: ',space 
      write (6,*) mpar 
      i=0 
      idum=-2391 
      
      do k=-maxn,maxn 
         do l=-maxn,maxn 
            do m=-maxn,maxn 
               xp=space*(k*avec(1)+l*bvec(1)+m*cvec(1)) 
               yp=space*(k*avec(2)+l*bvec(2)+m*cvec(2)) 
               zp=space*(k*avec(3)+l*bvec(3)+m*cvec(3)) 
               r=sqrt(xp**2+yp**2+zp**2) 
               if (r.lt.rns) then 
                  i=i+1 
                  if(i.le.ni) then 
     
    am(i)=mpar 
     
! Apply an azimuthal density perturbation(cf. Boss and Bodenheimer) 
                                                    
                phi=datan2(yp,xp) 
         if ( phi .lt. 0 ) then 
         phi=phi+2*pi 
         endif  
                       
              rp=dsqrt(xp**2+yp**2)   
       call perturb(phi,phip) 
       x(i,1)=rp*dcos(phip) 
       x(i,2)=rp*dsin(phip)  
       x(i,3)=zp 
 
!                    x(i,1)=xp 
!       x(i,2)=yp 
!       x(i,3)=zp 
                
                     else 
                     write (6,*)'1es: Reached ni!' 
                     stop 
                  endif 
               endif 
            enddo 
         enddo 
      enddo 
      n=i 
      write (6,*)'number of particles within rns: ',i 
        
      AMTOT=0.                                                         
      DO I=1,n  
                                                                                                                                          
      AMTOT=AMTOT+am(i)                                             
      ENDDO                                                            
      WRITE (6,*) '1es: TOTAL MASS WAS',AMTOT,' changing to ',amns 
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! Renormalize total mass and adjust CoM: 
 
      amtot2=0. 
      amxt=0. 
      amyt=0. 
      amzt=0. 
      DO I=1,n   
   am(i)=am(i)*amns/AMTOT                                                                                         
        amtot2=amtot2+am(i) 
        amxt=amxt+am(i)*x(i,1) 
        amyt=amyt+am(i)*x(i,2) 
        amzt=amzt+am(i)*x(i,3) 
      ENDDO    
      write(6,*) amxt/amtot2,amyt/amtot2,amzt/amtot2                                                         
      do i=1,n 
         x(i,1)=x(i,1)-amxt/amtot2 
         x(i,2)=x(i,2)-amyt/amtot2 
         x(i,3)=x(i,3)-amzt/amtot2 
 write(1,*) x(i,1),x(i,2) 
      enddo   
 
 return 
                                                                    
      END 
       
       
        SUBROUTINE perturb(phi,phip) 
  
! Apply an axisymmetric density perturbation by changing the position 
of the particles  
         
         real*8 phi,phip,p1,A,pi,fmin 
  integer m,p,np 
   
  pi=4*datan(1.0d0) 
  A=0.25d0 
  m=2 
  phip=2*pi 
  np=5000 
  fmin=1e+5 
     
  do p=0,np  
   
  p1=p*2*pi/np  
   
  f=dabs(m*(p1-phi)/A-dsin(m*p1)) 
   
  if ( f .lt. fmin ) then 
   
  fmin=f  
  phip=p1 
   
  endif  
   
  enddo  
     
  return 
   
  end  
             
         
 real*8 function kernel(d,i) 
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! Smoothing kernel in 3D  
! symmetric beta spline kernel  
 
 integer*4 ni,nmax,ndim 
 parameter(ni=256000,ndim=3) 
        common/param/n,nopt,x,mpar,h,pi,hmin,hmax,  
     & v,A,rho,rho0,am 
 integer*4 n,nopt  
 real*8 x(ni,ndim),mpar,h(ni),pi,hmin,hmax 
 real*8 v(ni,ndim),A(ni),rho(ni) 
   real*8 rho0,am(ni),d,u 
 
 u=dsqrt(d)/h(i)  
 
 if ( u .lt. 1.0 ) then 
 
 kernel=1-3*u**2/2+3*u**3/4 
 
 else 
 
 if ( u .lt. 2.0 ) then 
 
 kernel=(2-u)**3/4 
 
 else 
 
 kernel=0.0 
 
 endif 
 
 endif 
 
 kernel=kernel*1.0d0/pi/h(i)**3 
 
 return 
 
 end  
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